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N I A G A R A .
Flow on, Niagara ! Emblem of God’s power!
O let thy waters never cease to flow ;
Raise thy head proudly ’midst the stormy hour,
A radiant crown upon thy glassy brow.
Thou standest up sublime amid the rocks,
And the blnck clouds seem like a funeral pall *,
Firm and unchanged and ever rolling on,
Thou standest midst them—grander than they all.
The rolliug ocean cannot vie with thee,
Fbr bis wild waves are often hushed in peace •,
But thy cold foaming billows never sleep—
The sounds of thy wild waters never cease.
Flow on, flow on ! our uation’s pride aud boast 
The power of God to all the world proclaim !
And teach his majesty and strength divine 
Till all the earth shall Enow His glorious name.
8. E. P.
South Danvers, Mass.
The B ritish  F riga te  M enelaus and an 
A m erican P rivateer.
During the war of 1812, a coasting sloop, 
manned by four men, while trying to elude 
the blockading squadron off Newport, ran 
foul of a wreck, and sank so rapidly that two 
men, who were below, went down in her.—  
The survivors, Capt. Moody and his son. 
saved themselves in a small boat, but the 
wind was blowing a gale off the land, and 
carried them to sea. At daylight the nest 
morning they were close to the British frig­
ate Menelaus. which instantly hove to, and 
received them on board. Her Captain, Sir 
Peter Parker, spoke to them kindly, but per­
ceiving they were wet and much exhausted, 
gave orders to furnish them with dry cloth­
ing and food. An hour afterwards, Capt. 
Moody was called into Sir Peter’s cabin, to 
render an account of himself, and when he 
had finished, his son was also sent for, and 
questioned in the same style.
‘ 1 am highly pleased,’ said Sir Peter, ‘ to 
find that you are men of truth. To learn 
your character in this respect, was my mo­
tive for examining you separately. Had you 
prevaricated in your statements, I would 
have treated you as common fellows, and 
placed you on the ship’s books, as I have 
several of your country-men, who have fall­
en into my hands. 1 will take an opportu­
nity to have you landed ; but while you re­
main on board, you must work for your grub. 
Every man in my ship has a duty to perform. 
Report yourselves to the first lieutenant; he 
will be sure to keep the run of you.’
Sir Peter Parker was quite a young man. 
but, through mistaken notions of discipline, 
appeared void of humanity. Hardly a day 
passed without some poor fellow receiving a 
flogging for some petty offence, though a 
smarter body of men could not be desired.— 
When they were turned up, the boatswain’s 
mates were stationed at the hatchways to 
lash them along, a kind of torture more de­
tested by seameu than flogging itself. Al­
most every sailor and marine on board had 
been either flogged or started. The conse­
quence was, that every man hated him, and 
he knew it. To guard against mutiny, the 
men were forbidden to speak to one another, 
except so far as the duty of the ship requir­
ed it, Such a mode of life was terrible to 
Moody and his son, though both, by Sir 
Peter’s orders, were exempt from the lash. 
The father was stationed on the forecastle, 
and the son, a youth of eighteen, in the miz- 
zen top. When they had been on board 
about three months, the elder Moody one 
day, when the frigate was close in with Cape 
Hatteras, ventured to ask one of the mid­
shipmen, who had taken a liking to him, 
whether it would be prudent to remind Sir 
Peter of his promise about landing him and 
his son.
• Not as you value your life, Moody. Sir 
Peter would consider such a remined a equi­
valent to giving him the lie. Keep quiet, 
aud rest assured that what he has promised 
he will perform. He never forvets anything. 
He can call every man by name in the ship ; 
he seem to know everything.’
Such was the advice of the midshipman, 
and Moody followed it. A month or so af­
terwards, the Menelaus fell in with an Amer­
ican privateer making for Massachusetts Bay. 
The privateer was a vessel of about 250 tons, 
schooner rigged, and carried a foretopsail 
and topgallant sail. When first seen she 
was ahead and to windward, under easy sail, 
the wind blowing half a gale from the north­
ward. The frigate was under double reefed 
topsails reefed courses, inner jib, and reefed 
spanker. Both vessels made sail simultane­
ously ; the frigate shook the reefs out of her 
courses, a reef out of her maintopsail, and 
set the maintopgallant sail, and dashed along 
throwing the spray as high as her lower 
yards. Sir Peter felt sure that he could out- 
carry the schooner, which was almost buried 
under water by the press of sail she had set. 
And he was right. After an hour’s chase he 
had almost ranged her abeam, though she 
still kept the weather gage. Elated with 
success, he ordered a reef out of the foretop­
sail. but soon regretted it, for the ship plung­
ed heavily into the sea, and retarded her 
speed. The privateer observed this, and 
took in her topgallant sail, after which she 
gradually ranged ahead again. Sbo had 
profited by the frigate’s blunder. To lower 
the foretopsail and reef it again, though on­
ly the work of a minute, would be a confes­
sion to all on board that he was deficient in 
skill, yet this must be done if ho wished to 
overhaul tho privateer. Rather than do it 
he resigned charge of the deck to the first 
lieutenant, with general instructions to use 
all possible means to overtake the chase. He 
then retired to the cabin. The topsail was 
again double reefed, and the maintopgallant 
sail t .ken in. Relieved of the heavy pres­
sure, she once more ranged alongside of the 
schooner, and by noon was ahead of her.— 
Gape Cod was doubled about five miles to 
leeward, and the schooner was not more than 
four miles to windward. Apprehensive that 
she would heave about, and by short tacks 
work into Salem or Marblehead, Sir Peter, 
when he came on deck, ordered the maintop­
gallant sail set, to force the frigate sufficient­
ly far ahead to go in stays, and cut the chase 
off on the larboard tack. As the sea was 
smoother, the frigate’s speed was inci eased, 
and when she tacked, the privateer was half 
a point on her lee bow. Of course she tack­
ed also, hut escape seemed now impossible. 
The frigate came up with her very fast, and 
had actually shifted a gun to the lee bow 
port to give her a shot, wheu the jibstay and 
halliard parted, and she flew up in the wind 
against the helm hard a weather. The outer 
jib was ordered to be set, but while lying 
out to loose it, the elder Moody fell over­
board. This caused some confusion, but Sir 
Peter disregarded the cry of ‘ a man over­
board !' and ordered the jib to be set at once. 
Young Moody saw bis father pass astern,
put young Moody in irons, but before the 
order could be executed he had jumped over­
board. Both life-buoys and a grating were 
thrown ofter him and his father, but the frig- 
continued the chase. The loss of her jib- 
stay, however a, slight change of wind fav­
ored the privateer, which again tacked and 
stood into Salem harbor, safe and sound.
Moody and his son about a mile apart, 
one holding on to a grating and the other to 
a life-buoy passed the night overboard. The 
next day they were picked up by a fisherman 
and taken to Boston. Capt Moody, from 
whom we learned the foregoing particulars, 
said that, though kindly treated himself on 
board the frigate, the cruelty inflicted upon 
the men, in the name of discipline, was 
frightful. If they had been criminals of the 
deepest dye, they ought not to have been 
treated worse. It was matter of astonish­
ment to him that they did not mutiny and 
destroy their officers. He said an American 
crew would have done so and been justified 
by the voice of tbe people. A few months 
afterwards Sir Peter was killed by a shot in 
a shore-raid upon our coast, and Capt. Moody 
is of opinion that one of his own men fired 
it. He was a smart officer, but an inhuman 
tyrant.— Commercial Bulletin.
C hanging a F iv e  H undred D ollar B ill
Almost every one is aware of the fallacy 
of trusting to outward appearances. Looks 
are deceitful, as all of us find, sooner or lat­
er by bitter experience.
We recollect an incident which occurred a 
few years since, which illustrates the folly of 
trustiDg to appearances, and which will be 
remembered by many who are well acquaint­
ed with one oi the parties, a wealthy cattle 
broker of Framingham, Mass.
It chanced that the broker— who is uni­
versally known by the cognomen of Uncle 
’Vanus—was sitting in the hotel office in 
Framingham with a friend, playing a game 
of checkers, when a fashionably dressed 
young man stepped up to the bar, called for 
a cigar, and, having lightei it, said with an 
air of arrogance to the bar-keeper— ‘ You 
will have to trust me for this cigar as I have 
no change; unless,’ he added, somewhat 
bombastically, ‘ some of you here can change 
a five hundred dollar bill.’
1 Well,’ said Uncle ’Yanus, slowly looking 
up from his checker board, ‘ perhaps I can 
change a bill for the young man if he wants 
to pay for his cigar.’
• Y o u !' said the young man, somewhat 
sneeringly, as he glanced a t the plainly- 
dressed old inaD, and then, with a  wink to 
the bye-standers to call attention to the cap­
ital joke he was about to perpetrate, he con­
tinued, ‘ You change i t !  W ell, since you 
are so kind, perhaps you will change me a 
couple of them.’ said he slapping down two 
notes of five hundred each upon the table 
with considerable emphasis.
1 Don’t joggle the checker-board,’ said 
Uncle ’Vanus slowly, as he replaced three 
or four pieces that had been jostled from 
their squares by the young man’s emphatic 
action ; then drawing a hugh roll from the 
pocket of his well-worn pantaloons he care­
fully counted out, in notes of all sizes, colors 
and denominations, the required amount, 
handed them over to the young man and 
pocketed the two clean Boston bank notes of 
five hundred dollars each that lay before him, 
saying, ‘ Prehaps you would like two more 
of them changed?’
The young man, with an air of bravado, 
thinking be had stumbled on some drover 
who happened to have only one thousand 
dollars in his pocket, crammed the heap of 
bills tbe old gentlemen passed into one pock­
et, and drew forth two other live hundred 
dollar notes from another, with a glance of 
triumph to the bystanders, who began to 
gather around, and banging them down upon 
the table said, ‘ Prehaps I do ; won’t you 
change them, old buster?’
• Don’t joggle the checkers,’ said the old 
man, as tne draughts danced again upon 
their squares, and plunged his hand into the 
other pantaloons pocket he fished up another 
apparently promiscuous heap of bank notes, 
he smoothed out, a-id rapidly counted the 
required amount which about used up the 
supply, and then pushed them over to the 
young man pocketing in return the two large 
notes.
The tide was evidently against the young 
braggadocio, and he felt it in the half sup­
pressed laughter that was elicited from the 
lookers-on. A bold coup was necessary to 
regain the ground he had lost, and he at once 
decided upon it. * P re  haps, mv old cock, 
you think that’s all the money I ’ve got, and 
prehaps you may have the rags about you 
lor these two beauties,’ said be, as he flirted 
two one thousand dollar notes out upon the 
table, before the old man.
1 Pretty well crowed, tny bantam,’ said the 
latter, as he keenly scrutinized the notes.—
‘ Ef you keep on through life as you ’pear to 
have begun it, prehaps you may have rags 
about you won’t get rid of so easily.’ Theo 
plunging his hand into a capacious pocket 
somewhere under his left arm he drew forth 
a hugh, plethoric calf-skin wallet, in which 
he deposited the two one thousand dollar 
notes, and from which he handed the amount 
in others of smaller denominations, saying, 
as he did so,— ‘ E f you would like a few 
more of those changed, just hand ’em out, 
for the game is waiting.’
The young gentleman evidently felt that 
the game was waiting, and it began to be 
apparent to him who was the game; so he 
hastily gathered up the money and prepared 
to leave, when he was stopped by uncle ’Va­
nus, who Eaid.—‘ Ef you have got small bills 
enough, my friend, prehaps you had better 
pay for that cigar. Any broker in Boston 
will give you Boston bills for the pile you've 
got in your pockets for a fair commission, 
and,’ he continued with a grin, ‘ you bad 
better step into the city and take up the note 
you were sent tQ pay instead of swapping 
your money round here among cattle 
droy/ers.’
The youug man threw down a dollar on 
the counter, and vanished amid a shout of 
laughter from those who had witnessed this 
scene, while Uncle ’Vanus quietly settled 
himself in his seat, and went on with the in­
terrupted game of 1 checkers.’— Commercial 
Bulletin .
A Cheap F umigator.—The following will lie 
found to be a cheap and pleasant fumigator for 
sick rooms, ami diffusing a healthful, ugreeable 
and highly penetrating disinfectant odor in 
close apartments, or wherever the air is deteri­
orated. Pour common vinegar on powdered 
chalk until effervescence ceases, leave tbe whole 
to settle, and pour off the liquid. Dry the 
sediment and place it in a shallow earthen or 
glass dish, and pour on to it sulphuric acid un-
___ o _____ ______ __________ ______ . til white fumes commence arising. This vapor
and grasping S ir P e te r by the arm, implored I <l“ icldJr spreads, is very agreeably pungent, aud
him to lower a boat and save his father, n^^ n txat^ 'n n 't °*’.v‘t| at^  i l r 'TTi l .  4 l j  ■ o- Concentrated and reduced again to the liquid
whom he knew to be a good swimmer. Sir j atate, it constitutes aromatic vinegar ol com- 
1 eter in a rage called the master-at-arms to merec.—Scientific. Ardzan.
The Commerce o f  M orocco.
Spain and Morocco are fairly aux prises, 
and may think that there will be a war that 
shall wake up the Moriquins, and cause the 
world geuerally to wake up to the fact that 
Spain is not the weak concern she is so of­
ten painted, and is quite capable of making 
her old enemies, the Mussulmans, ‘ walk 
Spanish,” after the fashion of the days oi 
the war of Granada. Morocco is one of 
those countries that require to be stirred up, 
not only with a long pole but with a sharp 
stick.
The Moors thiuk that it is their duty to 
kill Christians and believe that the shortest 
cut to immortality is the cut across the throat 
of any man who happens not to believe in the 
divinity of Mahomet’s mission. They never 
miss an opportunity to shed Christian blood, 
and frequently manifest a fierceness that can­
not easily be matched this side of the six­
teenth century when Castilians and Moris- 
coes were struggling like so many demons in 
the Alpujarras. Should war on a large 
scale follow from the troubles that exist be­
tween Madrid and Morocco, we shall pro­
bably see some important change effected in 
the commerce of the latter. That commerce 
is a relic, so far as most of its modes are 
concerned, of a state of things that has been 
nearly abolished for many centuries. The 
caravan system is as mueh pursued there 
now as it was in most parts of the world in 
those days when Joseph was sold by his 
brethren, who 1 sold ’ themselves by the same 
transaction, to a caravan, or kafilah, as it is 
called where it belongs. One caravan goes 
to Mecca, thereby enabling the people who 
form it to combine travel, trade, and tradi­
tionary piety. This caravan assembles at 
Fez. and proceeds by the way of Upper Af­
rica and Egypt to Arabia, arriving at Mec­
ca in time for the great fair. At Mecca are 
purchased the goods of India and Persia.— 
The merchants ot Fez and Mequinez drive 
good bargains with merchants frem Ispahan, 
and Calcutta, and Samareand. Returning, 
the Moorish traders purchase other goods in 
the Egyptian markets. The amount of cap­
ital employed by this caravan is said to be 
equal to two million dollars. The goods 
which it takes out are indigo, that leather 
which has its name from the country, skins, 
woolen cloths, and those splendid ornaments 
of majestic beauty, the feathers of the os­
trich. The caravan does a sort of coasting 
trade, if we may so call it, as it goes along 
frow Fez to Mecca, and from Mecca back to 
Fez, 1 touching , at various places, and doing 
a handsome amouut of business ill all of
Palinurus of his own small craft. How like 
a flock of swallows we were, dashing down 
the declivity, and in among a group of sleds, 
side by side with a rival, shootingby like an 
arrow, steering in gallantly ahead, like a 
jockey, and on our way up with a sled in tow, 
ere the party had reached the valley below.
And then it was, when the wind had swept 
away the snow from pond and stream, and 
the ice was glare, that we put on the 1 rock­
ers,’ and darted hither and thither, and cut 
sixes and eights and curves without number, 
and drew the girls wc loved, and whirled 
them like leaves over the highway of crystal.
And the schools where we spelt each other 
down, and the schools vhere we sang Wind­
ham and Mear, and * went up ;’ gone, all 
gone, the teacher and taught, like the melt­
ing snows under the rainbows of April.
And when, sometimes after the great snow 
the winds came ont of the north for a frolic, 
what wreathings and carvings of the cold 
alabaster there were. What Corinthian 
adornings surmounted the fence posts; what 
mouldings were fashioned besides the way ; 
what fairy-like caves in the drifts; what 
flowers of rare finish and pendants of pearls 
on the trees.
Have you quite forgotten the foot-prfnts we 
used to find in the damp snow ; as delicate, 
some of them, as a love-letter ; the mysterious 
paths down to the brook or by the old hollow 
tree, that we used to wonder over and set ‘ figure 
fours ’ by, if  perchance we might catch the 
makers thereof ? Have you quite forgotten how 
sorry you were for tho snowbirds that iluttered 
among the flakes, aad seemed tossing and lost 
in the storm ?
And there in the midst of that winter Christ­
mas was set, that made the Thanksgiving last 
all through the night of the year, and what 
wonder the stars and the fires burned more 
brightly therefor ! Christmas with its gifts and 
its cheer ; its carol and charm ; its evergreen 
branch, and its bright morning dreams. Christ­
mas when there were prints upon the chimney 
tops, if we were only there to see them, where 
Santa Claus set his foot as the clock struck 
twelve. Christmas, when stockings were sus­
pended by hearth and by pillow all over the 
land ; stockings silken aud w hite; stockings 
homely and blue, and even the little red sock 
with a hole in the toe. Blessed forever be Beth­
lehem’s star !
them. Another great caravan assembles at 
Tafilelt, and proceeds to Timbuctoo, crossing 
the Great Desert or Sahara, so celebrated in 
the pages of Judah Paddock and James 
Riley. At that almost fabulous city they 
meet traders from Southern Africa, with 
whom they exchange the looking-glasses that 
reflect man, the weapons that kill him, the 
salt that saves him, the tobacco that soothes 
him, the sabres that ornament him, and the 
mantles that cover him, for such pleasing 
things as gold dust, aromatic gums, ivory, 
pepper cod indigo. The horn ot the rhinoe-
thoro o b tain ed , ao uloo a rc  ussnf(£ll(iu.
and cardamons. The trade in black slaves 
is there carried on just as it was 2500 years 
ago by the Carthaginians. Indeed, this car­
avan trade between Northern Africa and 
Southern Africa is only the continuation of 
a trade that was commenced centuries before 
that period which is vaguely denominated 
the dawn of history, and which has never 
been intermitted, though it has been more 
briskly pursued at some periods than at oth­
ers. The trade is now very profitable, the 
caravan taking out goods valued at $1,000,- 
000, and bringing back, others valued at 
$10,000,000,—probable an exugeration, but 
an exageration that tends to show haw prof­
itable is the trade. The sea-trade of Mo­
rocco is not very large, and most of it is with 
England. The articles thus exported are os­
trich feathers, oil, leather, gold dust, skins, 
gums, wax, honey, and various fruits, such 
as dates almonds, and so forth. Sugar was 
once exported, but it is so no more. An in­
teresting paper on the change in the locali­
ties of the sugar trade might be written, and 
if we thought we were smart enough for it, 
we might try our hand at i t ; but we would 
prefer to have it done by some one of our 
merchants who are as familiar with the de­
tails of the history of trade as with the de­
tails of its operation. Should the Spaniards 
compel the Moroquins to behave civilly, the 
commerce of Morocco might be largely in­
creased, as the country yields abundantly ol 
many things that both Mussulmans aud 
Christians agree in loving heartily. Moga- 
dore, a place that is but ninety-niue years 
old, and which is forever associated with the 
name of Willshire, is the principal seat of 
the sea-trade of Morocco. It whs fouuded 
in 1760, by the Emperor Sidy Mahomet, a 
monarch who had sound ideas on commerce, 
and who meant that it should be the chief 
place of trade in his dyminions. He made 
valuable donations of land to merchants, and 
granted them handsome privileges. With his 
own imperial hands did he lay the first stone 
of the place. It is on the Atlantic, 110 
miles from the capital of the country. The 
population is variously stated, ranging from
[From Punch.]
L atest From  Am erica.
(From our Special Canarder.) |
N iagara F alls.
Barnum has bought up Blondin, ropes and 
all and takes him to Europe to show him the 
ropes there, and to let him wander upon for­
eign strunds (as the poet says) till he gets a 
good balance at his banker’s, and of course 
a man who can keep his balance anywhere 
will have no difficulty in doing that. Blon- 
din’s last tight-rope feat may be new to you. 
He had a cat-gut rope, made of second-hand 
fiddle strings from the great Handel festival, 
and they strained this rope so tight that the 
breeze played a tune upon it. Something 
like a stretcher this, you will say. Blondin 
undertook to walk to the middle of this cord 
and with a horsehair bow— a vory long bow 
as you may suppose—to perform a concerto 
a la Paganini on one string. The vibration 
nearly Cost. t.Hn i n t r e p i d  f p l ln w  h ie  l i f e ;  f o r  
just as he was bowing, his foot : lipped, but 
with great presence of mind he managed to 
fall in a sitting hosition. The people rent 
the air with their acclamations. Blondin 
merely rent his trousers, and with vast tact 
aud delicacy walked backwards to the Cana­
da side, and retired for a fresh pair. After­
wards Blondin passed over on stilts, and 
upon this performance being encored the dar­
ing artist actually sharpened the feet of his 
stilts, thrust the stumps into two soda-water 
bottles, and thus shod, again traversed the 
cord ! During the last trip the exeitement 
was awful. The sun broke out and sparkled 
on the bottles, and through a thousand teles­
copes was the steel-nerved hero seen to falter 
in his tread. Five to one that be tumbled 
went begging. Blondin took a pinch of snuff 
and the betting was even directly. Twenty 
thousand spectators held their breath till they 
were nearly suffocated. A hurricane of shouts 
announced the brave man’s success, and a 
sporting judge who had laid heavily against 
him fell in a lit. Most opportunely a medical 
mau from the South opened a vein with a 
sharp bowie-knife which he luckily had 
brought with him, instead of his revolver, 
and the judge recovered, but will have to sell 
niggers to settle up.
You may expect Blondin in the big balloon. 
About an acre of its skin is yet to be varn­
ished, so, to fill up time, B. will go into se­
vere training for his European performances 
—say about an hour’s brisk walking on a 
telegraph wire four times a day. There is a 
report here that the old transatlantic tele­
graph cable has been sola to a marine store 
dealer, to be taken on the ground with all 
faults; also, that theMarquis of Westminis­
ter has compounded with his creditors; but 
wc receive these loose rumors with some dis­
trust.
T he American R owdv.—A cotemporary well
says ;
4 There is no more dangerous ruffian on the 
face of the earth than tho American rowdy. I t 
is the fortune of this country, the result of its 
largest liberty of self-development, to present 
the extremes!, types of character ; a t once ex-
10,000 to 3 J,000. The Moorish “name o f! T 1^ 8 r  ^  mo ‘^ll3.:lnd tlle. ,f?ufle8t , • o l mi ,. . . | depravation. No character in national history
the place is bwirab. The entire population loftier than Washington, none lower than Bene- 
of the country is probably about 6,000,000.! diet Arnold. As in the world at large, so in 
— Commercial Bulletin. ! our princely portion of it, the good predoinin-
W in te r  S co n es .
The following from the Chicago Journal 
is worthy of being placed besides the winter 
sketches af Jacob Abbott and N. P. W illis:
Thaa old red sleigh, with its long box that 
never was full, for down in the straw, wrap­
ped in the robes, or on one or another of the 
four seats it contaiued, there was always 
room for one more. What a grouping of 
bright young faces there used to bo always 
in it ! Faces in hoods, in caps and in blan­
kets ; hearts that have loved since; hearts 
that have broken ; hearts that have mould­
ered. And away we went over the hill, and 
through the vale, under the moonlight and 
under tho cloud ; when tho stars were look­
ing down ; when I he sun kindled the world 
into a great white jewel; but those days 
have gone forever away, and the sweet old 
necklace of bells, big in tho middle of the 
string, and growing small by degrees, has 
lost its power over the pulses.
In that old sleigh brides have gone away 
before new—those that were murried to man­
hood, those that were • marred unto death.” 
Great ships have gone over the waters with 
less of hope and happiness than that rude 
craft has borne over the billows of winter ; 
swan-like shapes now glance along the ar­
rowy way, but give us, for its sweet mem­
ories of yesterday, the old red sleigh.
Then, the days when we were 4 coasters ;’ 
and down tho big hid, by the maple wood, 
thro&gh the little pitches far into the valley, 
we came vrith merry shout, each the solitary
ated; the tendency of society is higher and 
higher. But in the broad, bright picture, there 
are dark shadows—shadows so intensely dark 
that they fill the eye and will not and must not 
be winked out of sight. The blackest shadow 
in our social picture is the increase of rowdyism 
in our great cities.’
E nlargement ok P aris.—On the 'morning of 
January 1st the whole circumference of Paris 
stepped out a mile and drew within its embraces 
three hundred thousand new inhabitants. Paris 
now contains a population of a million and a 
half. When completed the city will be 30 miles 
in circumference with 92 gates. The old octroi 
wall is to be converted into a boulevard and 
planted with trees, and will constitute the 
largest street in the world. The people living 
between the old and new wall have been accu­
mulating for some time great quantities of wine 
and other articles subject to city tax, with 
view of being provided for years after they are 
annexed to ttie city with articles tha t have es­
caped the octroi. The evasion of the law has 
awakeued the attention of the authoritscs hut 
there seems to bo no remedy for it. The city 
revenue will lie lorgely diminished the first year 
by this ingenious dodge of the law.
Forty-four vessels were engaged in the cod 
fisheries from Marblehead in 1859. They fish 
entirely on the Grand Banks, which is wore 
profitable, though less pleasant, than the mack­
erel fishing.
Sames Southwiek’s tannery in South Danvers, 
was totally destroyed by fire on Monday night, 
23d inst. The tannery was one of the largest in 
South Danvers, and contained quite a large 
amount of raw hides, which were nearly all 
saved. Loss about $10,000.
R E P O R T
Of th e W arden o f  th e  State P rison ,
To the Goaernor and Executive Council
o f the State o f Maine:
The Warden of the Maine State Prison, sub­
mits the following report to show the opera­
tions of the Prison from December 31st, 1858, 
to November 30th, 1859.
The number of convicts in Prison a t  the com­
mencement of the year, was one hundred and 
twenty-eight; received since, forty-eight; mak­
ing one hundred and seventy-six. During the 
year, twenty have been discharged on expira­
tion of sentence, twenty-seven pardoned, three 
died, one escaped, and one removed to the In­
sane Hospital, making fifty-two ; so that there 
remain in Prison, November 30th, 1859, one 
hundred a n l twenty-four. Though the num­
ber of convicts received the present year is 
large, yet it is pleasant to observe that there 
has been a diminution of twenty-one, when 
compared with the previous year.
To know how the convicts have been employ­
ed, reference may be had to the tables accom­
panying the Inspectors’ report,
There has been considerable sickness among 
the convicts the past year, but not greater than 
might have been anticipated under all the cir­
cumstances. Owing to the crowded state of 
the Prison, there is not a proper opportunity 
for administering to the wants of the sick. I 
would further refer you to the report of Dr. 
Baker, the attending physician.
The usual Sabbath moruing services have been 
performed in regular order by the clergymen of 
i'howaston ; the attention and deportment of 
the prisoners a t such times, have been good.— 
Much credit is due the clergymen of our village 
for the interest they have manifested in the 
spiritual wants of the convicts. The books in 
the Prison library continue to be read with in­
terest by many of the prisoners.
The convicts in the wheelwright and black­
smith shops, have been employed for tho State 
since the first of July, when the Commissioners 
annulled the contract between the State and 
Messrs. Allen & O’Brien. At the time the 
prisoners commenced working on the State s 
account, a debt was incurred of twenty-seven 
hundred dollars for stock, which has since been 
increased about one thousand dollars. Tne 
larger portion of this stock is now on hand in 
a manufactured or partly manufactured state.
I shall cudeavor to have the unfinished goods 
completed prior to January 1st, I860, when the 
contract with Messrs. Sumner & Maxey goes in­
to effect. The purchase of stock for manufac­
turing purposes, accounts for more than one 
half of the debt of the Prison, which amounts 
to six thousand two hundred thirteen dollars 
and eighty cents. The annual recurring items 
of expense, which are not provided for in tbe 
contract with Messrs. Sumner and Maxey—such 
as fuel and lights, convicts discharged, team, 
building and repairs, and expense account, will 
probably amount to about tliirty-four hundred 
lollars. To pay the debts of the Prison, and 
provide for this expense, I would recommend 
that the Legislature appropriate tho sum of 
eight thousand dollars.
The expense account has been Increased the 
present year, to some extent, by charges that 
have been made heretofore to other departments. 
The exact expense of the subsistence depart­
ment for the year 1859, is not shown in the 
tables accompanying the Inspectors’ report, as 
it includes etiarges lor money paid out in 1859, 
for goods consumed in 1858, to the amount of 
about six hundred dollars ; beside this, there is 
property on hand to the amount of one hun­
dred and eighty-two dollars, which should have 
ijeeii cicditcd to tho subsistence account. Tile 
team account shows a balance of four hundred 
ten dollars and thirty-five cents ; in this balance 
is included difference of appraisal between 1858 
and 1859, amounting to one hundred forty-three 
dollars and fifty cents ; and thirty  dollars depre­
ciation on three hundred and five dollars’ worth 
of property sold, making one hundred Beventy- 
tliree dollars and fifty cents ; leaving as the cost 
of keeping the team, two hundred thirty-six 
dollars and eighty-five cents. The expense for 
building and repairs is much less than in for­
mer years, owing in part to the improvements 
made the previous year.
During the last three years, in addition to 
those who have been sent to the Reform School, 
there has been sentenced to the State Prison, 
nearly two hundred convicts ! It is well known 
that the facilities for apprehending rogues are 
_reater than in former years, and perhaps our 
laws are more rigidly enforced, yet the records 
of our courts plainly show an alarming increase 
in the commission of crime. Doubtless a por­
tion of this increase is owing to the financial 
difficulties from which wc have suffered within 
the last few years. Men out of employment 
and laboring under pecuniary embarrassment, 
are frequently led to the commission of crimes, 
which would never have been committed in a 
state of prosperity. Intemperance still con­
tinues to be the fruitful source of numerous 
crimes. Tho free indulgence in intoxicating 
drinks, over evil and dangerous, is especially so 
uow, when so small a quantity of the vile and 
poisoned compounds that are labeled wine, 
brandy, rum, gin, &c., craze and madden the 
brain, fitting such as have the fully to indulge 
in habits of intoxication, for the commission of 
any and every crime.
Though the day has passed by, when legisla­
tors, and those who minister a t the altars of 
justice, are supposed to look upon the State as 
an engine simply of veugeance and punishment, 
still it may be questioned, whether our crimi­
nal code, aud the manner of its enforcement, 
might not he modified and ameliorated for the 
benefit, not only of society, bu to f such as have 
offended against its peace and safety. The hu­
mane citizen, in tho enactment and enforce­
ment of the laws, has a twofold object—the 
protection of the community, and the reforma­
tion of the criminal. 1 have no doubt that 
these importaut objects are often defeated by 
the actual and the unavoidable condition of the 
prisoners; and this state of things must of ne­
cessity continue while the prison is so crowded, 
aud the laws remain unchanged. Since 1855, 
a large portion of the convicts have been very 
young men, and many of them were committed 
to prison for the commission of minor oil'ences. 
More than one half of those sentenced to the 
State Prison, are for the brief-period of from 
one to three years. Very, lew of this class ol 
convicts have any trade, and by the time they 
have learned to labor so as to be of any benefit 
to the State, their term of service expires. But 
aside from the pecuniary loss, which is impor­
tant, the moral effect of a sentence to the State 
Prison, cannot be otherwise than pernicious, 
upon one who lias lieen guilty of some trifling 
offence ; hut when once an inmate of tho pris­
on is compelled to labor side by side, with the 
most desperate and hardened criminal, he must 
conform to the same rules and discipline, and 
when he goes out into the world, he is subject­
ed to the odium of having been an associate 
and companion of murderers and highwaymen.
Many a young man not naturally vicious, 
but rather the victim of misfortune, is brought 
before our courts, convicted of some petty of­
fence, and sent to Prison for a few months ; at 
the expiration of his term, he feels himself an 
ou tcast; is met with coldness, suspicion and 
neglect; instead of being improved, he loses 
what little self-respect lie may have possessed 
heretofore ; seeks the companionship of vicious 
associates : sinks deeper in crime ; casts off all 
restraint, aud becomes a desperate and aban­
doned man. If  it would not be deemed imper­
tinent in me, I would suggest whether it is wise 
to send convicts to the State Prison for a less 
term than three years. If  it should appear that 
the sentence was unjust, or that the offender 
had reformed, the pardoning power could then, 
as now, be extended to all such cases. On the 
other hand, would it not be far better for the 
community, if those who commit minor of­
fences, especially when the offender is young, if 
he should be sent to the jail or work house.— 
Several of our jails have been built with such 
an object in view, and others will doubtless be 
constructed on the same principles.
Might not a wise and humane policy be 
adopted in relation to our convicts, tha t would
enabl# the State, for a few years a t least, to
avoid ad o rin g  either alternative that the 
crowded cOTdition of our prison would other­
wise imperatively demand—that of enlarging 
the present Prison, or of building a new Prison 
in some other locality ? Do not wisdom, hu­
manity and economy point in the same direc­
tion?
I most earnestly protest against the practice 
of sending females t* our Prison. There is no 
suitable accommodation for them. Fortunate­
ly, and to the honor of the sex, the number is, 
and ever has been, very small ; yet so long as 
our penitentiary remains in its present condi­
tion, the law should be modified, and some oth­
er provision made for their accommodation.
1 deem it proper in making my report, to re­
fer to the report of the late Commissioner, 
James G. Blaine, Esq.
Mr. Blanc’s report contains much informa­
tion that is important and valuable; but when 
we consider tbe amount of labor the Commis­
sioner was required to perform, aud the limited 
time he was allowed, in connection with bis 
other duties, it  is not strange that there are 
mistakes and omissions, which justice requires 
should be corrected.
The Commissioner assigns as reasons why the 
Prison has not been self-supporting, to be an 
improper location, a prison and workshops bad­
ly constructed, and an improper system, which 
had become chronic from long continuance.— 
There is weight in these suggestions.
I t is very true that the system, or want of 
system, on which the Prison has been conduct­
ed heretofore, is bad. As soon as I became ac­
quainted with the condition and past history of 
the prison, I saw that it had never been, and 
was not likely to be, a self-supporting institu­
tion, and I frankly stated the fact in my former 
reports. I take no credit to myself for stating 
an unpleasant tru th—duty required i t ; yet had 
I held out tbe promise of future prosperity, no 
doubt all the money required to defray the ex­
pense of the Prison, would have been granted 
with little or no complaint. Be that as it may, 
I had heretofore called the attention of the 
Governor and Council to the necessity of a 
change, and the Executive was pleased to rec­
ommend the subject to the consideration of the 
Legislature.
I am pleased to know that those changes in 
the management of tbe Prison, which lhave 
desired to see effected, are likely to be brought 
about, in part a t least, under the direction of 
the present Commissioners, with the approba­
tion of the Governor and Council. But bad as 
the system may have been, the errors and omis­
sions of the late Commissioner make it appear 
much worse than it really is. For instance, 
the Commissioner gravely informs us, that if 
our State had boarded her convicts a t Charles­
town, Mass., a t two dollars each, per week, it 
would have been a matter of economy—that we 
should have saved the net sum of lorty-nine 
thousand five hundred fifty dollars and fifty-six 
cents! But taking the Commissioner's figures, 
and adding the necessary items that are omit­
ted, such as transportation of prisoners, eloth- 
ing, including boots and shoes, outfit and money 
when discharged from Prison, and the Bum of 
the several omissions, amounts to eighty-five 
thousand eight hundred and twenty-three dol­
lars, leaving a balance on the other side of the 
ledger, as the following table will show, of 
ttilrty-six thousand two hundred seventy-two 
dollars and forty four cents.
The whole number of convicts received into 
the Prisou in thirty-five years, thirteen hundred 
and five.
Average number in Prison during thirty-five 
years, seventy-six and one fifth.
Whole number of years spent in Prison, two 
thousand six hundred and sixty-seven.
Cost of transporting 1305 prisoners,
a t $20 each, $20,100 00
Medical attendance a t $4 each per
annum, 10,608 00
Clothing a t $10 each per annum, 20,070 00
Cash when discharged a t $5 per
head, 0,525 00
Freedom suit a t $12 per head, 15,060 00
Amount ot items omitted, $85,823 00
Estimate of board a t Charlestown, 277,308 00
.$303,191 00 
Subtracting amount received from 
State Treasury, 320,918 56
Loss by keeping a t Charlestown, $30,272 44
Here we have a difference of eighty-five thous­
and eight hundred and twenty-three dollars in 
the figures, to say nothing of the interest there­
on, or making any estimate of the value of the 
Prison or any of the property connected there­
with. I t can be Been that the Commissioner’s 
“  startling fact ”  is arrived a t , by throwing out 
of account the value of all the property that 
the State has in land, prison, shops, out-build­
ings, tools and fixtures; that the convicts make 
the passage from the several jails in our State, 
to the Prison a t Charlestown-, unattended and at 
their own expense ; and when once incarcerated 
in Prison, to go unclad,and unprovided in sick­
ness ; aud a t the expiration of their term of 
service, to be turned into the'street, naked and 
penniless! From the Commissioner's known 
humanity and kindness of heart, he would be 
one of the last men to allow such a state of 
things to exist, yet he would be compelled to 
adopt this unnatural course in order to make 
his figures correct.
In making a report of the disbursements of 
tho Prison for 1857, (page 17 of report,) in­
stead of taking the actual amount for officers’ 
salaries, (seven thousand one hundred sixty- 
four dollars and sixty-seven cents,) he takes that 
of 1858, (eight thousand nine hundred dollars,) 
being one thousand seven hundred thirty-five 
dollars and thirty-three cents more than it 
really was.
On the 54th page he says, 4- In Bumming up 
the expense, therefore, for the average number 
of prisoners for the year '58, (117,) the gross 
amount would be as follows :
Clothing, $8 per convict, (117 con­
victs,) $936 00
Subsistence, 4,680 00
Officers' salaries and incidentals, 4,914 00
Sum total, $10,530 00
lu this calculation, no provision is made for 
fuel and ligh ts ; convicts discharged ; team ; ex­
pense account; or buildings aud repairs, which 
amounted in 1858, to between four and five 
thousand dollars.
Twice in his report, the Commissioner speaks 
in terms of condemnation of the building and 
repair account. On the 24th page, speaking of 
tbe expenses of 1858, he says: 44 The expense 
of building and repairs again exceeds a thous­
and dollars, and yet no essential improvement is 
known to have been made, nor permanent ad­
dition erected.”
Any one reading the report would naturally 
infer that the money had been squandered or 
embezzled. How the Commissioner could suf­
fer himself to make such a statement is beyond 
tny comprehension. The building and repair 
account for 1858, amounts to one thousand 
ninety-four dollars and forty-six cents ; about 
one thousand dollars in this account, was ex­
pended by order and under the direction of the 
Governor and Council, the most of it in large 
items, every dollar of which is accounted for 
on the books. Most of tho money expended, 
was not only for works of necessity, but ol 
great practical value, such as the building of 
gate-ways and privies, repairing and fitting up 
workshops and hospital, supplying the War­
den s house, a n l Prison with furnaces, stoves 
for the house, prison and workshops, and other 
necessary improvements.
On the 24th page of the Commissioner’s re­
port, he states, that “  the cost of maintaining 
a team of two horses for the year 1858, ap­
pears to have been seven hundred and sixty- 
three dollars—about the same as the year pre­
vious. I t  is difficult to understand why it 
should cost fourteen dollars and sixty-seven 
cents per week, for the 1 keeping ’ of two 
horses.”
Had the Commissioner made the proper in­
quiries he would never have w ritten the para­
graph I have quoted ; but finding by the tables 
accompanying my report, that balance standing
f u l  attfr g linting.
Having r  made laife tddltlciu to oar form or t t r ia l/ a f
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against the team department, he took it  for 
granted that, that was what it cost to keep two 
horses—a sum so enormous, that it is passiug 
strauge he did uot aslt tor some explanation, as 
it is clear he did not comprehend tne subject.— 
It it not the simple boarding of two horses for 
fifty-two weeks, hut the keeping and maintain­
ing of two horses witii all tue necessary uu fits, 
including loss and depreciation. W ueu 1 tools 
charge of the P risjn , the team department was 
completely run out, and in order to transact the 
necessary business—wnich in additiou to tue 
trucking requires great deal of riding, especial- 
the bringing in ot the prisoners—a heavy ex­
pense was incurred during tlie year, amounting 
to one thousand four hunured eighty doOur&und 
twenty-one cents. A t the close of the year, 
the stock on hand amounted to eight hundred 
sixty-one dollars and fifty cents, which with 
twenty-one dollars and twelve cents credited for 
work done individuals, left a balance of six 
hundred eighty-six dollars and nine cents. In 
this balance is included the depreciation of 
stock, or what the appraisal fell short of cost; 
shoeing horses ; hay tor filling beds ; keeping of 
a cow, trucking hired ; eighty-eight dollars 
worth of stock sold, and credited by mistake to 
wheelwright departm ent; and one hundr" ’ . .*d 
sixty-two bushels of meal charged to team, and 
credited to subsistence account; amounting in 
all, to five hundred thirteen dollars and eight- 
eight centd, leaving as the cost of keeping the 
team, and hay and provender for company, one 
hundred seventy-three dollars and twenty-one 
cents.
The balance against the team department in 
1858, was stated in the tables accompanying 
the Warden's report to be seven hundred and 
sixty-three dollars. In this balance there was 
an omission of sixty dollars for hay, and an 
overcharge of one hundred and eighty-two and 
a half bushels of meal, a t eighty-hve cents per 
bushel, which when deducted, left the balance, 
five hundred forty-seven dollars and eighty-eight 
cents. When from the foregoing sum, there is 
deducted the depreciation of stock, keeping a 
cow, shoeing horses, tilling beds, loss on a horse 
proving lame, there remains the sum of three 
hundred fifteen dollars and eighty-eight cents 
as the cost of keeping two horses, including 
hay and provendor for company.
The Commissioner states : 44 The expenditure 
for fuel and lights in 1858, is more than fifty 
per cent, greater than in 1857, being increased 
from seven hundred eighty-two dollars and 
thirty-two cents lo  twelve hundred twenty-one 
dollars aud ninety cents, without any reason 
being assigned for the addition.”  Did the Com­
missioner while in the performance of his duty 
ask the reason why there had been an increase? 
It is singular that Mr. Blaine did not perceive 
the reason of an increase in the expenditures of 
1858 over 1857. I took charge of the Prison 
February 11, 1857. The period from January 
1, to Fedruary 11, is not included in 1857. al­
though it is a t that period of the year when the 
greatest amount of fuel and lights is required. 
Another cause of increase in expense, is tbe in­
crease in the number of convicts Irom eigut- 
seven to one hundred and twenty-eignt, wnich 
required the fitting up of additional shops, 
while the hospital was fitted with an additional 
stoves, lighted up, and an igh t watch employed 
to guard the prisoners that were crowded into 
the hospital building for want of other accom­
modations. But there is still a further explana­
tion : a  lot of wood was purchased and used in
1857, to the amount of eighty-five dollars and 
sixty-nine cents, but was not settled for till
1858, When this sum is di ducted from twelve 
hundred twenty-one dollars and ninety cents, it 
leaves eleven hundred thirty-six dollars and 
twenty-one cunts, and shows the actual expense 
for 1357 to be eight hundred sixty-eight dollars 
and one cent.
The Commissioner in his report comments in 
severe terms upon the cost of Keeping tne pris­
oners, especially during the year 1857. I have 
but few words to say on the subject, as I wish 
to he as brief as possible. When 1 took charge 
of the Prison in 1857, there was but a scanty 
supply of food on hand ; the Prison was in 
debt nearly eleven thousand dollars. Some of 
the demands had been standing for years, aad 
its credit, was consequently at a low ebb.— 
Without money, with an impaired credit, with 
a prisou a t 44 the head of sloop navigation and 
for miles from a railroad,” in the dead of win- 
ter, with food a t starvation prices, I found it 
necessary to purchase provision, clothing and 
other necessaries on the best possible terms.— 
flic State had some property on hand, in manu­
factured articles, but of an unsaleable char­
acter. A portion of the convicts were engaged in 
quarrying stone, and in manufacturing tor the 
State. In order to carry on the Prison, it was 
necessary to go into the market and barter off 
the goods on hand, in small lots, making the 
best trade I could, pvrehasing not at wholesale, 
but at retail prices. Everybody knows how the 
prices of provisions ranged during the year 
1857. It can readily be seen in what a disad- 
antageous position 1 was placed, as regards an 
economical administration of the Prison.
I think it will not appear strange to reflect­
ing men, nor extravagant, that it should coat 
twenty cents per day to each convict, especial­
ly when they recall to mind the fact, that by 
custom up to 1350, and then by law, a portion 
of the Warden's salary was made up from the 
subsistence department—the Warden paying 
fifty dollars for the swill, which was really 
worth a much larger sum.
There are other omissions and mistakes in 
the late Commissioner’s report tha t are calcula­
ted to mislead the public mind, but 1 forbear to 
make further comments.
The statements that I have been foreed to 
make on this subject, were not trom any love 
of controversy or bitterness of feelings towards 
the distinguished and talented gentleman who 
lately filled the office of Prison Commissioner. 
1 do not wish the public to infer that the Com­
missioner's report does not contain much valu­
able information, or that the results of his in­
vestigations may not be profitable to the State. 
I have never doubted that it was haste, not 
willfulness or design, that led Mr. Blaine to 
commit the errors I have referred to, and 1 
doubt not he will be pleased as any other gen­
tleman to sec them corrected.
During the present year, the Commissioners 
appointed under the Legislative resolves of
1859, have visited the Prison from time to time 
and have proceeded to make such changes in 
the management of the Prison as they have 
deemed expedieut. The action they have taken 
will be made public by their report.
Iu closing, I would return my grateful ac­
knowledgments to all the officers connected with 
the Prison, for the faithful and prompt dis­
charge of every duty they have been called to 
pertorm.
THOMAS W. HIX, Warden.
Is Tobacco P oisonous.—Some five years since, 
a gentleman in Philadelphia, a t the head of one 
of the most extensive and wealthy bunking-house* 
in this country, literally died of starvation !—• 
He was an inveterate smoker, and seldom was 
without a cigar in his inouth, evenduring busi­
ness hours. The habit contracted in early life, 
led to the use of a cigar, lighted or not, per­
mitting its moistened and chewed surface to re­
main under bis tongue. This was pursued for 
years, and it resulted in impregnating tile glands 
beneath the tongue which terminated in cancer­
ous ulcerations. At first it was uot regarded 
with any anxiety, but i iflainmation was tin a t 
tendant evil, and the immediate cause of death. 
The roots of the tongue ulcerated, and the 
throat sympathized with them, until it was al­
most impossible to swallow or breathe. The 
only nourishment taken for some months pre­
vious to his death, was of a liquid character; 
even that a t last could not be received, so swol­
len and inflamed was the scat of the disorder. 
Death from starvation and suffocation finally 
closed the scene, tho victim being otherwise in 
perfect health, except greatly emaciated.
The Bangor Banks have adopted a rule not 
to receive, hereafter, anything but money in 
payment for notes. By 4 4 money ” they mean
5 jjt gacklairt & r 2t\U ,
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The Cause o f th e L aw rence D isaster.
The investigations 'of the coroner’s jury  at 
Lawrence are now concluded, and the great 
mass of the evidence given before them is in 
possession of the public. Those who have care­
fully studied this evidence have, doubtless, near­
ly all the data which can be furnished for form­
ing an opinion as to the cause or causes to 
which the falling of the Pemberton Mill was 
due.
I t  is clearly evident, at the outset, tha t the 
falling of the mill was not occasioned by in­
sufficient or defective foundations. The con 
jectures that the disaster might have been caused 
bv the settling of the foundation walls were 
dissipated as soon as these could be examined, 
for they were found solid and unmoved.
Our attention is next naturally turued to the 
inquiry whether the disaster was owing to the 
weakness of the walls. The Pemberton Mill 
was eighty-four feet in width and two hundred 
and eighty in length. The walls were twenty 
inches in thickness, with air vaults of four 
inches. They were built of bricks which, 
though somewhat rough, made very good work, 
and were laid with mortar made from Vermont 
lime, except tha t in a portion of the north 
wall Thomaston lime was used. These walls 
had never, previous to the disaster, shown any 
especial signs of weakness. There was a large j j ron columns before putting them into the build
The beams for- tho other floors rested in the 
walls to the depth of eight or nine inches, but 
for the th'.rd floor they were found to be four 
inches p’norter than the others, and projections 
were thrown out from the walls for their sup­
port. I t  was undoubtedly in the southerly 
part of the mill that the fall began, and it is 
probable tha t tho shorter length of the beams 
of the third floor made its fall easier and ren­
dered the fall of the other floors more certain. 
It is, then, by far the most probable view of the 
ease, and, indeed, the only conclusion a t which 
we ean arrive from a perusal of the evidence, 
that one of the columns, or its pintle, broke 
under the strain upon it, and, the surrounding 
supports being unable to sustain the suddenly 
augmented pressure, the whole building was 
thus thrown into ruins. W hether or not the 
immediate cause of the breaking of the first 
support was the removal of heavy machinery, 
the same day, on the floor above, it is impos­
sible to ascertain, but it is not improbable that 
this cause may have contributed to the calami­
tous result.
W hether or not the strength of the walls of 
the mill, had they been thicker or built with ce­
ment or Rockland lime (in either of which cases 
they would have been much stronger,) would 
have operated to prevent, or lessen the extent 
of the calamity is, perhaps, also a matter ol 
conjecture, to some extent, but we do not think 
that the greatest strength of walls could have 
prevented the catastrophe, if our opinion of the 
origin of the casualty be correct.
It is evident that neither the former nor the 
piesent owners of the mill had any apprehen­
sions of insecurity. I t is also evident that noth­
ing was omitted w ith the design to save expense 
on the part of the company who constructed 
the building. But there certainly was a negli- 
;ence in not applying the proper tests to the
Correspondence.
J ohnstown,  P en n .,  Jan . 25th 18C0. 
M r . E ditor :—It is a  proverb in common use, 
“ Every extreme has its opposite;”  and as 
there is an “  Away Down East,” its antipodes 
must be “  Away Up W est.”
Therefore, from a small basin located among 
the Alleghany Mountains, I  may with proprie­
ty uBe the designation, Away lip  West.
Before entering into detail, allow me to speak 
of the main features of the place, after which 
the items of interest shall be jotted down as 
they occur to a backwoodsman.
Johnston village seems to have dropped down 
from the summit of the Alleghanies, to cover
crack near the chimney, but the portion of the 
wall containing it remained standing after the 
falling of the mill. The engineer testifies that 
he still has confidence in the strength of his 
walls and tha t he should not hesitate to adopt 
the same plan of construction again. Other 
witnesses, however, including Mr. Francis, an 
eminent engineer from Lowell, as well as prac­
tical masons of long experience, testify differ­
ently. Mr. Francis says he should have built 
thicker walls and should have used cement in­
stead of mortar, and others had entertained the 
conviction that these walls were too slight.— 
We think it will be found the general impres­
sion among practical men that twenty-inch 
walls with air flues are insufficient for such a 
structure as was the Pemberton Mill, with its 
great bight and width and heavily-loaded floors,
ing, as well os ignorance in accepting them as 
sufficient supports for the floors. %
The S tate Treasury Defalcation
The Investigating Committee on the defalca­
tion of the State Treasurer made a partial re­
port to the Legislature, on Friday. From this 
report it appears tha t there should have been a 
cash balance on hand Dec. 31, 1859 of $114,- 
050.13, and the committee have ascertained 
that the Treasurer received since lie came into 
office the further sum of $9,371.77. This added 
to the first named sum would make the balance 
$123,431.90. From this is to be deducted 
$3,576,52 expended by Mr. Peck and not en­
tered on the book, and for which hcoffers vouch­
ers, making the real balance which should have 
been on hand Dec. 31, $119,055.38. There
and being further weakened by windows of i was actually 011 hand a t tua t date, $25,782.34,
much greater than the usual size and number, j 
Still we think that the verdict of the public and ; 
the coroner's ju ry  will be that the weakness ol 
the walls was not the immediate cause of the 
disaster.
The several floors of the Pemberton Mill were 
upwards of eighty feet wide and two hundred 
and eighty feet long. Under each of these the 
mill was crossed by heavy timbers, a t intervals 
of ten feet, making twenty seven of them in 
the length of thp mill. Each of these timbers 
was made in three sections, making two joints 
in each timber. Under each of these joints 
was placed, as a support to the floor above, a 
hollow iron pillar, surmounted by a solid iron 
'pintle, passing through the beam, and having 
two flanges, the lower one resting upon the top 
of the pillar, and the upper one sustaining 
the corresponding pillar in the story above.— 
Thus it will be seen that there were, in each 
story, two rows of these iron pillars, running 
lengthwise of the mill, twenty-seven in each 
row, and that lengthwise of the building they 
stood ten feet apart, while crosswise the space 
between jiiliar and pillar or pillar and wall was 
twenty-seven feet. The extent of this span was 
declared to be unusual by several witnesses. In 
the Prescott Mill, at Lowell, the unsupported 
areas are only eight feet by sixteen, less than 
half those of the Pemberton Mill.
The removal of one of these supporting col­
umns would, it will be seen, leave an area of 
twenty by fifty-four feet unsupported, and in 
the opinion of the witnesses such an accident 
would greatly endanger the whole structure, by 
suddenly throwing the immense strain of the 
unsupported weight above upon the other sup­
ports near by. In ease of the sudden removal 
of one of these supports, should one of the
bowing an apparent deficit of $94,073.04.— 
The committee state that there is no means by 
which any failure to make the necessary entries 
on the treasurer's books of sums due from the 
several towns can be detected, the only mode ol 
ascertaining it being an examination of the 
vouchers held by the treasurers and collectors 
of every city and town in the State. They hope 
to be able to report a bill which shall remedy 
this defect. If is said tha t there is a large 
amount of protested drafts, checks and notes 
not included in tho above estimate of theamount 
of the defalcation, but upiun these the State is 
not holden for payment.
Our “  S cu rr ility .”
In our j.aper of Jan . 19th was printed a let­
ter from our correspondent “ S. I I .C .,”  dated 
at Damariscotta. 'The Lincoln Advertiser of 
last week berates us roundly for having admit­
ted this letter into our columns, which it de­
nominates “  a scurrilous article,”  “  a tissue of 
falsehoods and insinuations,”  a “  low, personal, 
vulgar communication,”  “ repugnant to com­
mon sense and decency,” and otherwise con­
demns to the lowest depths of obloquy. IV hen 
we printed the letter referred to, without es­
pecial scrutiny, we supposed it to be a record of 
the w riter's honest impressions, given without 
prejudice, and in a somewhat humorous vein. 
If we had had reason to suppose tha t it was 
penned in  an invidious or revengeful spirit, 
we should not have permitted it to appear, and 
if injustice has been done to Damariscotta or 
its inhabitants by our correspondent (of which 
we arc not qualified to judge,) we regret hav­
ing furnished a medium for such misrepresenta­
tions.
But whatever of “  scurrility ”  may have ap­
peared in the “  correspondence ”  columns of
the bottom surface of a basin or concave in 
among the mountains. This hollow or basin is 
formed by the Alleghanies on the East and 
North, and the Laurel Ridge on the South and 
West. The village consists of four boroughs 
known as Cambria City, Conemaugh, Hern- 
ville, and Johnston boroughs. The population 
is about eleven thousand, consisting mainly ol 
Germans, Welsh and Irish, with a small propor­
tion of native Americans. The business of the 
“  Cambria Iron Company ” sustains a relation 
to the community much the same as the lime 
manufacture formerly sustained to your city.
In company with a friend, I spent a half day 
with much interest in viewing their place ol 
business. This Company take the ore from the 
mountain mines, where it lays in “  veins ”  with 
a layer of ore, then a layer of gravel-ledge, 
then one of coal, respectively. At differentde- 
grccs of height an apierture or opening is made 
into the very bowels of the mountain, and this 
aperture is arched up and covered with timbers 
and stone. This opening is sufficiently large to 
allow a horse and dray to enter by which the 
ore is removed from the spacious “ rooms” 
which have been formed by its removal. The 
same course is also pursued to remove the coal 
from its mountain bed This coal is the Bitu 
minous coal, into which sulphur largely enters. 
In color, it is dusky on the outside, and on the 
inside it is of a deep, shining black when first 
broken. I t is much softer than the Anthracite, 
and when burning it emits a pitchy, sulphurous 
smell, and, to one unaccustomed to its use, is 
quite offensive. This coal is the principal fuel 
for the stoves, kitchen aud parlor. The iron 
ore is taken from the mines and thrown in large 
heaps, with which a large quantity of wood and 
coal is mixed, and when the heap is sufficiently 
large the wood which is placed in the bottom is 
set on fire, and for weeks the wood and coal 
slowly consume, and when it ceases burning the 
ore iB removed to the “  furnace.”  This process 
is called “ drying the ore,”  or extracting the 
sulphur
The coal used in the furnaces is also subjected 
to a “  burning”  by which process it ischanged 
to coke. Large pits of the coal arc made some 
50 or 75 feet in length, and perhaps 10 feet in 
breadth ; these are set on fire and when suffi­
ciently chaired, the fire is smothered, the piit 
opened, and the coke removed to the furnace.
In the furnace, which is a deep pit or kiln, 
the “  dried ore ”  and coke arc poured in with a 
layer of each respectively. From the bottom 
of this furnace is blown by an immense bellows 
the iron extracted from the ore, and is called 
“  piig iron.”
This iron is carried on cars to the “  puddling 
furnaces,”  where by a stirring and rolling pro- 
cess most of the dross is removed, and in balls, 
red hot from the furnace, it is taken on a 
“  buggy ”  or small iron wheelbarrow and car­
ried to the “  squeezers,” whereby pressing and 
blowing, much of the remaining dross falls off; 
again the “  buggy ” takes it to the “  muck- 
rollers ”  in which it is rolled into short bars, 
and from thence it is taken to the “  top and 
bottom rollers ”  and flattened. This is done 
while the iron is in a heated state.
After this it goes to the “  heating furnaces ” 
on “  buggies,”  as before, where it is again 
heated, taken to the “  rail-rollers” and rolled 
into rails for railways. The rails are then 
“ drilled,”  ends squared by a circular saw, 
“  finished up ,”  placed on “  freight cars ”  nnd 
delivered to order.
From these “  heating furnaces ”  also, some 
of the iron is taken to the “  merchant rollers ” 
and rolled into bars, rods, and strips of various 
dimensions.
This Company gives employment to some 
2000 men, most ol whom are Irish and Ger­
mans. The Company has a large building oc­
cupied as a store, and market, which hns no im. 
incuse trade, a t which their workmen are sup- 
plied with clothing, groceries, and provisions.
There are also numerous dwellings owned by 
this Company, all of which are either occupied 
by the head-workmen, or rented to men em­
ployed by them. Some of these dwellings arc 
rudely constructed, have but one or two small 
rooms below, and perhaps a small chamber, yet 
they rent for $50 or
The money expended to complete these - ‘Iron 
Works ”  has been something over $1,000,000.
Fearful that I have already trespassed on tho 
patience of yourself and readers, 1 will close 
this epistle, and if this finds favor with you, in 
my next I will give you an outline of the relig­
ious element of this and surrounding towns.
Yours truly,
J .  I?. B.
V aluation o f the Several Counties and  
th e proposed N ew  County.
Below we give a table of the sums total of 
the valuation and polls of tho several counties 
in the State, for 1850 and 1860, and also a 
similar table of the valuation and polls of the 
towns to be embraced in the New County, as it 
is now proposed to bo formed. These tables 
have been made up for us, by a friend, from the 
report of the Valuation Commissioners. I f  the 
New County is formed as proposed, the valua­
tion of Lincoln will be reduced to $0,177,920 
and that of Waldo to $7,741,429, while it will 
be seen from the table that of the New County 
will be $9,211,445.
Valuation and P olls of the Several Counties.
1860. 1860. 1850. 1850.
Towns Valuation. Polls. Valuation. Polls
A.n<] roscoggin, 88,230,892 6551 $1,152,502 4417Aroostook, 1,176,316 2098 319,252 713Cuml'erland, 36,% 1,035 15246 16,777,054 11758^runKlin, 4,2i2.395 4380 2,652.410 3605[I uncock. 6.109.819 '810 4.594,260 6427
Kennebec, 15,273,355 11684 12 143,980 10277Lincoln, 13 188,117 11344 8,179,197 9012Jxforil, 7.7h.'(,462 8286 4.601,857 6559I’enohscot, 14,357,p.Y7 8.999.291 12695
Piscataquis, 2, -530,653 3266 1,565,999 2822
Sagadahoc, 10,051,434 4560 5,576.365 4770Somerset, 6,877,974 7520 4,670.190 6454'  aldo, 9,642.617 10497 6,900,9dl 8789
Washington, 7 216,300 6342 4,818.531 7214
Vork, 19,135,618 13038 12,390,335 10509
Valuation and P olls of the N ew Countv.
1850. 1850. I860. 1860
Lincoln Towns. Valuation. Polls. Valuation. Polls.
Washington, $143,560 295 $270,616 349
Union, 341,621 409 510,737 4nlWarren,
Friendship,
707,703 494 909,234 553
70,181 154 123.506 202Unshing, 90,688 159 103,547 198
St George, 233.820 429 343,152 553
So. lhaumston, 285,003 250 343,462 324









8,000 25 17,539 55
Apppleion, 206,691 373 253,347 379Hope, 159,342 218 241,094 231
tJiunden, 602,840 711 1,062,228 927
N. Haven, 82.550 148 146,446 193




r5r~ We arc indebted to lion. Geo. Thorndike, 
of the Executive Council, Col. Williams, Rep­
resentative from this city, and Chas. A. Miller, 
Esq., Clerk of the House, for various legisla­
tive documents.
5^* The friends of Rev. N. Butler will be 
gratified to learn that he is supplying the pul­
pit of the First Baptist Church at Thomaston, 
a half-day each Sabbath, with a steadily in­
creasing congregation. On last Sabbath even 
ing he repeated his lecture on “  The Dignity of 
Labor”  to a large and attentive audience.
others give way before the additional pressure, the Gazette, we cannot acknowledge the fitness 
the falling of the floor would be inevitable.— uf  the Lincoln Advertiser to rebuke it, for there 
The safety of tho mill, therefore, would depend are few of our exchanges from which such re- 
upon the character of these supports. These. : bake would come with a worse grace. Before 
it appears, were hollow columns of cast iron, j the editor of the Advertiser renders his potent 
those in the lower story being six inches in j scourge useless in belaboring the Gazelle, for 
diameter, and intended to be five-eighths of an admitting to its columns “  one of the most seur- 
inch in thickness. For the upper stories the | ulous artic les” he remembers “ ever to have 
size was gradually decreased. These pillars rccn jn p rin t,”  we advise him to apply it to the 
were, by competent judges, thought too small j back of his accredited correspondent, “  R ock- 
for safety, even if perfectly cast. The breaking J land, ”  who, on the same page which contained 
weight for propierlv cast columns of the size ! the editor’s denunciation of our correspondent’s 
stated was 221 tons, and that for the pintles I scurrility, evinced his gentlemanly character 
(each of which, it will lie seen abuve, bore the j and the “  high tone ”  of his communications 
Btrain of all the columns directly above it, with ! in the manner of his allusion to two attorneys 
the amount of pressure upon each of them) 45 who had expressed objections to the character
tons, while the actual weight ordinarly restin 
upon each is estimated a t 25 tons. The margin 
between the breaking weight nnd the actual 
strain upon the pillars was, according to the 
witnesses, much too small for safety. When it 
is stated that the diameter ol the pintles was 
less than that of the hollow of the pillars, it 
will be seen that in case of the breaking of one 
of the flanges the pintle would slide into the 
hollow of the pillar, leaving it without sup-
of the court-house accommodations in this city. 
And if the editor of the Advertiser had been 
able to “ remember” what he had “ seen in 
prin t ”  at a period so remote as seven days 
previous, he ought to have been aware tha t his 
paper of the preceding week contained a letter 
from the same correspondent of even more 
“  scurilous ”  character. Nor docs the past two 
or three weeks by any means include the date 
of all the “  scurrilous articles ” which have
M essrs. R ef.d , C utler & Co., of Boston, in 
addition to their large stock of staple leading 
goods for Druggists, Country Merchants, Man­
ufacturers, and others, intend, with their great­
ly increased facilities, to enlarge their stock of 
Patent Medicines, Standard Fancy Goods and 
Shop Wares, to which the attention of Apothe­
caries is invited.
U5F" lions. II. Hamlin. Israel W ashburn, J r . ,  
and Wm. P itt Fessenden, will please accc]t 
our thanks for valuable public documents.
~SF The fair of the ladies of the Episcopal 
Society, which took place a t the new Melonian 
Hall, in Pillsbury’s Block, on Thursday evening 
of last week,was a very pleasantentertainment. 
Many beautiful specimens of the ladies' handi" 
work appeared on the tables appropriated to 
the display of fancy articles, and the array of 
refreshments was tempting and ample.
port, and the shock produced by the settling of appeared in the Advertiser, for in months gone 
the column would leave the safety of the build- i by the same charge could have been laid a t its 
ing dependent upon the ability of the surround- : door, and we have even heard some people give
ing supports to bear the sudden strain.
These columns, it is clearly ascertained, were 
defective, as many have been found where the 
casting was imperfect, showing that the cores 
had “ floated,”  and thus making the defective 
side of the pillars much thinner thau they 
suould have been. Columns were also found 
where the pintles had had their flanges broken 
aud hud lieen driven into the interior of the 
pillars. In the matter of testing these columns, 
it appears that no proper responsibility was as­
sumed. 1 lie defective pillars could have been 
detected, in most instances, by usin<r the ham­
mer, but the engineers seem to have relied upon 
the founders to furnish eastings sufficiently per­
fect, and to have used them without further 
thought.
It would seem very probable, then, that the 
disaster wasowing to the giving way ofsomc one 
of the pillars or pintles, from the fact that they 
have been judged insufficient and proved im­
perfect. But this is rendered still more strong­
ly probable by the testimony before the coro­
ner's jury . From this evidence it is probable 
th a t a floor first gave way, from a breaking of 
the support beneath it, and that this was the 
th ird  floor. Those who were in the second and 
lower stories a t the time of the accident state 
th a t they first saw the ceiling above them com­
ing down, while those in the third and upper 
stories state tha t the floor beueath them seemed 
to give way first. I t  was on the third floor, 
too, a t the southerly part of the building, that 
the b e a m s  were shorter thau in  the other stories.
it the unenviable eminence of rivaling the Ga 
zrtte's nearer neighbor,in this city,in the black­
guard character of some of its past effusions.— 
Where we have permitted a correspondent to 
indulge in an objectionable style of writing or 
to cast unmerited aspersions upon any person 
or place, we are willing to frankly apologize 
fur not exercising a more rigorous oversight of 
our columns, but we will not ask the Advertiser 
to perform such an endless task.
Wc have received a IcttcV from our corres­
pondent, “ S. II. C .,” in which he maintains his 
previous assertions and defends himself against 
the Advertiser's charges, but as it is of a char­
acter which would only provoke enmity and 
useless controversy, we shall withhold it from 
our readers. We may say, however, that, as 
to the incident relative to a funeral, which the 
Advertiser explicitly denies, our correspondent 
oilers proof of the truth of his assertion. But 
as this and other statements such as are made 
by “ S. H. C.” might be true under circum­
stances which would not reflect any general dis­
credit uputi the people of the place where tliev 
should occur, we do not think best to give fur­
ther currency to them.
F air .—Our readers must in no wise forget 
the fair o f the ladies of the Universalist Society, 
a t Atlantic Hall, on Thursday evening. The 
ladies have been very modest in their announce­
ment of this entertainment, but the reputation 
of their levees is such tha t it will be of no use 
for them to nttempt to avoid having a crowd.— 
They can 't do it.
A rthur' s H ome M agazine.—The numbers of 
this excellent monthly for January and Februa­
ry are received. This monthly has always been 
a favorite with us. I t  is high-toned, earnest 
and pure, and eaunot fail to benefit every fami­
ly into which it goes. There is certainly no 
la tter magazine to be obtained a t the same 
price in the country. Its “ Health Depart­
ment,” “  Mother's Department,”  “  Toilet and 
Work-Table Department,”  “  Boy’s and Girl's 
Treasury ”  and “  Housekeeper's Repository ” 
each and all commend it to patronage and will 
well repay the cost of subscription. A beauti­
ful series of steel engravings, executed expressly 
for this work, are being published in the Home 
Magazine this year. $2.00 per year. Pub­
lished by T. S. A rthur & Co., Philadelphia.
T he Commercial H ouse to hf. R ebuilt.—Wc 
learn that in a business letter received by one 
of our citizens from Horace Beals, Esq., the 
owner of the Commercial House property, that 
gentleman announces his intention to erect a 
first-class hotel building on the site of the old 
house. We shall be glad to seo our city further 
indebted to the liberal enterprise of Mr. Beals 
for the erection of such an edifice.
M aine L egislature.
W ednesday, J an. 26, 
Senate. On motion of Mr. Anderson. 
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judici­
ary be instructed to enquire into the expedien­
cy of so amending chap. 6 of the Revised Sta­
tutes that all bank stock standing in the name 
of persons residing out of the State may lie 
taxed in the city or town where the bank may 
be located.
On motion of Mr. Tolman.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judici­
ary inquire into the expediency of so amending 
or of repealing so much of chap. 24th of the 
Revised Statutes as relates to the settlement of 
paupers, so that each city or town shall sup­
port their resident paupers in the same manner 
that they now do their foreign paupers or with­
out reference to former settlement.
On motion of Mr. McCrillis of Bangor Bill, 
an act relating to Trustees, was taken up and 
moved an indefinite postponement of the bill.— 
Mr. McCrillis said the law had existed for years 
exempting one month’s wages from attachment. 
It had given great satisfaction. It is now pro­
posed to change it, without notice to the peo­
ple, when no petitions ask for the change, and 
when the change will carry surprise and dis­
tress throughout the State.
Mr. Ludwig of Thomaston, said the only per­
sons to be benefitted were large corporations 
who employ many laborers, and who do not 
like to be annoyed by a suit of a poor woman 
to got tl>o pay .if uomo wm-tiiinn for board thro’ 
a trustee process. No others object to tiiis 
change. The people in all parts of the State 
arc in favor of this change in the law. Ten 
dollars exemption is sufficient and is satisfac­
tory.
Sir. Bachcldcr of Readfield, said lie was de­
cidedly in favor of indefinite postponement, and 
let the month’s pay be continued as the law, 
and the practice. He would hold last to the 
laws which have proved a benefit to the State. 
It was the duty of the State to hold up its 
hands as a shield to the poor.
Mr. McCrillis said tha t in the report of yes­
terday’s proceeding in the House, he was made 
to say tha t the time would come when all prop­
erty would la  exempt from attachment. He 
did not intend to convey any such idea. What 
he did say was, that the industry and credit of 
the country were the mainsprings of her wealth 
and prosperity, and that our credit system 
could be improved. He believed the time would 
come when the credit system, instead of resting 
upon the law, sheriffs and jails, would rest upon 
the probity, character, honesty and ability of 
those who asked for credit. Such opinions were 
gradually spreading in the country, and many 
of the most intelligent merchants now acted 
upon this principle entirely in granting credits. 
L’liey did not depend upon or resort to the law, 
and he believed the time would come when the 
entire community would realize the superiority 
of this system over that of law aud force 
Credit based upon character and honesty would 
bs sounder and much more advantageous to the 
parties and the country. Public sentiment and 
opinion had always proved stronger than the 
law; and in proportion as the law is relaxed it 
laconics active and potent. I f  the time should 
come when the community should be prepare 
to abolish the law for the collection of debts, it 
would be found that credits would be immense­
ly improved—that far less would lie lost and 
the integrity and honesty of debtors vastly 
elevated and improved. These were his senti­
ments and opinions and he was willing to avow 
them here and elsewhere.
The bill was indefinitely postponed.
Saturday, Jan . 28.
Met at 10 o’clock.
Petitions presented and referred,—Remon­
strance of Selectmen, Town Clerk and 98 others 
of Friendship, against the division of Lincoln 
county.
Ordered, That one thousand additional copies 
of the Report of the Committee on Treasurer's 
accounts be printed for the use of the Legisla­
ture.
Tem perance Convention.
The Maine Temperance Association met in 
Augusta on Wednesday January 18th, and con­
tinued in session two days. It was one of the 
largest and most interesting Temperance gath­
erings which ever assembled in this city. I t in­
dicated the vitality and the progress of the 
Temperance movement in Maine, in spite of 
many depressing influences with which it has to 
contend, not less in the indifference and some­
times the recreancy ol its professed friends, 
than in the active and unscrupulous hostility of 
its enemies. Our limits will not permit us to 
report the poceedings in detail.
The Association elected for its President, Hon. 
Lot. M. Morrill, anda Vice President from each 
couhty ; Darius Forbes, Secretary; C. A. Stack- 
pole, Treasurer ; and Neal Dow, C. A. Stack- 
pile, Noah Smith, Leonard Andrews, Frederick 
Robie, Joshua Nyc, D. B. Raudall, S, L. Carle- 
ton, Josiah II. Drummond, Executive Com­
mittee, for tho ensuing year. Eloquent ad­
dresses were made by gentlemen from various 
parts of the State, which indicated the general 
prospects and progress of the cause. Rev. C. 
W. Dennison, who labors in the moral and re­
ligious elevation of seamen are so well known, 
occupied the evening of Wednesday, in an 
eloquent appeal in behalf of the movement for 
the abolition of the spirit ration in the navy, 
and a resolution was adopted expressing the 
sentiment of the meeting upon the subject. A 
petition to Congress for that object was also 
largely signed by those present.
The following resolved were adopted :— 
Resolved—That devout gratitude is due to Al­
mighty God for whatever of success has attend- 
the cause of temperance ; and that while men 
may change, we rest in the firm assurance that 
principles are eternal.
Win rcas, Moral truths arc essentially har­
monious, and vital principals of refrom can be 
promoted a t the same time without necessary 
collision, it is therefore.
Resolved—That to neglect any particular form 
of benevolence for fear that other forms may la  
endangered by its promotion, is false in theory 
and injurious in practice.
Resolved—That renewed experience confirms 
the wisdom and expediency of the legal prohibi­
tion of the sale of intoxicating drinks.
Resolved—That direct efforts are now needed 
to educate the whole community in the doc­
trines of temperance and prohibition, and unite 
all friends of the cause on the total abstinancc 
pledge with special regard to the enrolment of 
the young.
Resolved—That this Association will heartily 
co-operate with any organization which has for 
its object total abstinence from the use of in­
toxicating drinks, and the legal suppression of 
the traffic therein.
Resolved—That we recommend to the several 
towns and cities in our State, the propriety of 
instructing their municipal officers vigorously 
to prosecute all violations of the Liquor Law
Rcsidvcd—That the increasing use of intoxi 
eating liquors as a medicine is a great impede 
liicnt to the progress of the temperance cause 
and we urge upon the medical faculty that the 
exercise great caution in this respect.
The quarterly session of the Grand Division 
of the Sons of Temperance, was held stimulta. 
ncously with the above meeting, and we under­
stand was represented by nearly two hundred 
members.
N E W S ITEM S.
Gol. Joseph Stewart, one of the oldest and 
most respected citizens of Bangor, died quite 
suddenly on Wednesday afternoon. The cause 
of his death was mortification from a rupture 
of long standing.
Captain Wm. Young aged 59, a highly esti­
mated citizen of Searsport, died very suddenly 
on Friday morning last. He returned from his 
barn apparently in usual health, but upon en­
tering the house immediately fell upon the floor 
and (lied a few hours afterwards. (.’apt. Young 
is the third of the family who have died thus 
suddenly.
A patent haslocn granted Washington Mor­
gan, of Friendship, Me., for improvement in 
reefing fore and aft sails.
Tho post-office a t South Dresden, Lincoln 
county, Me., has been discontinued.
Drowned, a t Isle au Uaut, Jan . 6th, Mr. 
Zebulon Thompson, a poor laboring man, aged 
about forty, lie  attempted to cross on the ice 
from Isle au Ilau t to Burnt Island, a distance 
of some fifty rods, in the evening, and has not 
been seen since. I t  is supposed that he fell 
through the ice and was drowned. A float was 
found next morning in the ice, partly filled 
with water, which it was know he had taken 
over with him for the purpose of using in case 
of danger.
The Lewiston Falls Manufacturing Co., 
woolen goods, have declared a semi-annual 
dividend of 6 per cent., on their accounts made 
up to Jan . 1st, payable Feb. 13. They also 
paid a dividend of 0 per cent in July last, inak- 
;  12 per cent, for the year.
F ire in Frankfort.—We learn that the house 
of P. M. Stevens was consumed by tire yester­
day int rning. Several individuals were injured 
by laing precipitated to the ground from a lad­
der, in consequence of a falling chimney.
The Belfast Gas Light Company have de­
clared a dividend of six per cent, for the thir­
teen months the company has been in operation 
up to Jan . 1.
The Dover Observer states that as Mr. Chas. 
Collins was returning home from that village 
on Saturday last in a pung, by some means or 
other, it was upset, injuring him very severely 
in the region of the kidneys, so much so that 
his life was despaired of.
Mr. Stephen Thurston, of Madison, died a 
few days since a t the age of 99 years. He 
leaves an orphan child aged 75 years.
On Friday morning last, the elevator in the 
Bagging Mill a t Lewiston fell, breaking the 
arm of a man named Rogers. Another, named 
Colling, a watchman, bad his ribs cruched ; a 
man, name not known, had his ancle broken; 
anotlier had his ancles thrown out of joint.
F R O M  EX JRO RE.
N ew York , Jan . 26.—The steamship Teutonia 
arrived this evening, bringing London evening 
papers of the 7th. The funds were firmer in 
London on the 7th, but business was quiet.
Cardinal \ \  iseman is said to have promised 
an Irish brigade to the Pope.
The Circassians are rapidly emigrating to 
Turkey. Some 16,000 have arrived at Con­
stantinople, and 8000 more have assembled at 
Kirtch.
Report says that Victor Emanuel, on New 
Year’s day, in reply to a hope of the Neapoli­
tan ambassador that all would be arranged 
peacefully, said “  how arranged in pence—not 
at all ;—the cannon will Bettle tha t,”  and to 
the Spanish Minister “  tell your Queen she 
ought to unite with me, and not believe all 
those pastici of the priests.”
A r r iv a l  o f  th e  S o r ts  S c o t ia n .
Banks in  M aine.
From the Report of the Bank Commissioners 
wc learn tha t tiicnumbers o fB anksat this time 
in operation in this State, is sixty-nine, hav­
ing a capital of $7,576,790. Six banks were 
incorporated by the last Legislature, only two 
of which have gone into operation. An at 
tempt was made by parties out of the State to 
obtain control of one of the charters, but hap­
pily without success. The whole number of 
stockholders in the several banks is 7,588 ; of 
this number 822 live out of the State, and hold 
$1,323,949, or a little inure than one-sixth of 
the aggregate bank capital of the State. I t is 
not perceived tha t foreign capital invested in 
bank stock, adds materially to the resources of 
the state, county or town within it, unless sub­
jec t to taxation, with power to collect.
From the statements of the Commissioners, 
it is evident that the banks of Maine are in a 
sound condition, and there is no doubt of the 
ability of such to meet all liabilities. The 
Commissioners call attention to the practice of 
exacting illegal interest under the name of ex­
change, and leave the m atter to the wisdom of 
the Legislature.
R euort of the Commissioner on State P rison. 
—In pursuance on the duties assigued them the 
commisioners have made their reports. From 
the majority report wc learn that the present 
Prison is limited in its accommodations, highly 
effective in its construction and arrangement, 
while its appertenant buildings are so incon­
veniently located with regard to each other as 
to render it impossible to carry out the princi­
ples of prison discipline under any system of 
alteration or enlargement short of a new con­
struction. Some improvement might be made, 
and the business of the prison placed upon a 
move satisfactory basis, by the expenditure of a 
sum fully equal to one half the cost of a new 
prison built in strict accordance w ith the ac­
knowledged requirements of the present day, 
but after all it would la  a patch work affair 
and a disgrace to the people of the State.
After stating in details the result of their in­
vestigations in regard to repairs and enlarge­
ments on the present site and giving to the en­
tire subject their careful and studied attention, 
they reiterate the conclusion arrived a t by a 
former commissioner, and say in brief that the 
location, construction and arrangement of the
P ortland, Jan . 28. Steamship Nova Scotian, 
Capt. Borland, from Liverpool Wednesday 11th, 
via Queenstown afternoon of the I2th, arrived 
at this port a t 11 o’clock.
A Paris dispatch says it was becoming every 
day more doubtful whether Congress would as­
semble.
The funeral of Lord Macaulay took place at 
Westminster Abbey on the 9th. The remains 
were interred in the Poet's Corner, in the midst 
of many of England s most distinguished au­
thors.
The funeral was essentially private, and al­
though divested of all pomp and ceremony, was 
very impressive.
An election a t Reading had resulted in the 
choice of another Jew, Mr. Goldsmidt, as a 
member of Parliament.
The following telegrams indicate the course 
of events in Morocco, according to Spanish re­
ports :
Madrid, Jan. 5. Yesterday the Spanish were 
attacked in the Valley of Negro by two thou­
sand Moorish cavalry and two thousand infan­
try. They were dispersed by the Spanish, who 
had five killed and nineteen wounded. The 
health of the troops at the encampment of Se- 
valia was improving.
Madrid, Jan. 7. The whole army encamped 
this morning to the north of Negro Valley, af­
ter having defiled through passes without oppo­
sition.
Latest dispatches, dated Madrid ‘Ith, report 
that stormy weather had prevented communica­
tion with the squadron, but the storm had 
abated, and communication was re-established.
Letters from Genoa speak of the probabilities 
of hostilities in Italy.
In Paris the appointment of Marshal Mac 
Mahon to the command of the French army in 
Italy numbering 50,000 men, was regarded as 
a sign of warlike complications.
T'be King of Naples is reported to be largely 
increasing bis army.
Tbe Pope is said to have addressed another 
note to all Catholic powers except 8ardiuia.
Rumors had been current of an intention on 
the part of the Pope to quit Rome, but the 
Paris Patrics gives a denial to the report.
The Trieste dispatch gives addition news, un­
der date of Calcutta, Dee. X.
Canton, Nov. 26. The treaty between the 
United States and China has been put in force.
Part of the English troops designed for ope­
ration against the Chinese have alfcady left for 
the North.
Indian dispatches announce that Jaung Ba­
hadur was operating against the rebels of 
Tevai.
The submarine cable has been successfully 
laid between Singapore and Batavia. Order 
has also been established a t .Sarawak.
T hirty-S ixth  Congress.
In the Senate on Wednesday, the time was 
used up with a debate upon slavery. In the 
House, after a long debate on slavery, a ballot 
was taken for Speaker, in which Mr. Sherman 
received 105 ; Bocuck 51 ; Smith of N. ('. 26 
votes.
Mr. Wilson made a speech of some length.
There are  eleven savings Institu tions  in ttie I plete a lterations as alone would be effected in 
State, having about five thousand depositors.— i the present locality
The amout due to depositors is about $890,000 
with the aeeured interest amounting to nearly 
$30,000. The Commissioners consider that the 
investments have, in the main, been judiciously 
made, and they see no cause to apprehend loss 
to the depositors in any of them .— American 
Sentinel.
D eaf and D umb.—The annual report of the 
Directors of the Asylum for deaf and dumb at 
Hartford, Conn., gives a favorable account of 
that institution. There have been in the school 
during the past year, 254 pupils, being a great-
prison a t  Thomaston, and surrounding build- (in thc & nat Thursday upon the principle’s of 
mgs, with a  single exception have been made (the repubi , ^ n p;irtJ. [ , /  t!le ,p HU  four bal-
Ori tlie first and 
sary for a choice, and
In the House Friday, after much discussion 
a vote for .Speaker was taken. Sherman had 
106 votes ; Mr. Smith of North Carolina (South 
American) 112; Mr. Coiwin of Ohio rep.) 4 ; 
Mr, Smith lacked three votes of an election, 
and Mr. Sherman nine. Tbe Senate was not in 
session Friday.
The House of Representatives on Monday 
r  miles irimi t(, rlert a Speaker, althought they cameanv railroad and 4 miles from any steamboat ___  . ,! ,. "  -- - — - - very near it. bvery part ol the House was
regardless of the laws of health, economy or ‘ ral-.-nl.a-Sw-il-
public utility. That the dilapidated condition i ,agt m  voteg wrL. neces 
ot some ol the buildings is a  public disgrace Mf Shcrman hml 109. 
and the restricted limits ot the .site render it 
impracticable to enlarge the institution, and , 
that the cost of a new prison upon the mostap-j 
proved plan would not exceed by more than | 
twice the expanse of such imperfect and inemn-
Tbe prison, as at present located, can never 
be made self sustaining. It is 40 miles from
wharf. The mere cost of transportation de­
stroys a large margin of profit. Thomaston is 
not in the vicinity of any manufacturing place, 
nor is it c. place where mechanical labor is in 
demand. The consequence is that favorable 
contracts and remunerative prices fur labor of 
convicts cannot be obtained there.—Exchange.
The
Sword.
I rrefressible Conflict ”  a T wo-Edged 
Tbe South is laying about with its alt­
er number than any previous year. This is the ti-abolition weapons with such blind fury that 
onlv institution of the kind in New England, friends as well as foes are struck down. An in- 
and" for its support and the education of pupils j cident illustrative ot this recently occurred at 
from their respective States, annual appropria- Columbus, Miss. The agent of a northern mer- 
tions are made by the Legislatures thereof.— ; cantile bouse visiting the city was suspected of 
Maine has not been indifferent in this respect | being an abolitionist in disguise, and having 
but differing as her legislators may on political left town for a day or two, Mr. James Blair 
questions, they have always readily nnd cor- searched bis trunk for proof of his treasonable 
dially voted to aid in tbe work of improving character. He found on opening the trunk a 
the condition of tbe deaf and dumb. At the copy of a letter .to a friend, which commenced 
present time there are in the Asylum, forty- by raying that it was “  all right with him and 
three pupils from Maine, being more than from the Brown fam ily;” then B la irs excitement
E
crowded, and when, alter a long debate upon 
tbe subject, the floor had been cleared of those 
who bad no rigut there, Mr. Sherman, in a 
manly, excellent speech, withdrew bis name as 
a candidate for Speaker. Three ballots were 
taken, on the first of which 118 votes, nnd on 
the second 117 were necessary to a choice. On 
every ballot Mr. Pennington of New Jersey, re­
publican, had 115 votes, and Mr. Smith of 
North Carolina, “  South American," 113. In 
the Senate several memorials and petitions were 
presented. Mr. Wilkinson of Minn., offered 
an amendment to Mr. Brown's resolution, that 
it is the duty of Congress to legislate for the 
Territories, and to protect the interests of free 
labor in them, &e. Mr. Nicholson of Tenn., 
followed in a  speech upon tbe “ irrepressible 
conflict." The Senate then went into executive 
session and soon adjourned.
il:
any other State, except Massachusetts. was reported to have been very great, and be 
threw down tbe letter, confident that he had
of many senators and strangers wh > came in.
On Tuesday be finished his remarks, the 
House being crowded, and all parties listening 
to him with the most eager attention,—his own 
with delight and bis opponents with dismay.— 
None paid closer attention than the southern
O ur L ime B usiness.—We arc informed by 
A lden Ulmer, Esq., General Inspector, tha t the 
quantity of lime manufactured in this city fur 
the lirst three quarters of the year beginning 
March 1, 1859, was 747,172 casks, and that 
computing tiic amount to la  burned in the 
three months ending March 1, 1860, upon the 
basis of last year, the whole quantity manufac­
tured for the year will not fall short of 815,000 
casks.
Q f  The ladies of the Free Will Baptist So­
ciety held a very pleasant and successful fair on 
Thursday evening of last week. The receipts 
of the occasion were large, although we do not 
know theamount.
zTT J . R. B. lias our thanks for his interest­
ing letter, and we thall be glad for a continu­
ance of his favors.
F ire A larm at Bangor, and Damages by 
Collision.— List evening,about 9 o'clock, there 
was au alarm of of tiro, which proved a false 
one, but which resulted in considerable damage 
and individual injury. Engine No. 4 was taken 
from her house by two men, who, not being 
able to control her in going down the slippery 
bill, the machine ran into the apothecary store 
of Dr. Mann, in Exchange Block, carrying 
away one whole window, of four lights, sash 
and all, and tbe glass of the second win­
dow, breaking the large show glass globes in 
the same, together with other valuable articles. 
Tbe most serious accident, however, occurred to 
Dr. Maim s son, whose band was cut through 
by a triangular fragment of glass, strikiug him 
on the lack of the band aud cutting a gash au 
inch and a half wide, and coming through on 
the inside of the band about an inch. Tho 
wound was promptly dressed by a physician.— 
In the collision the brake of the engine was 
broken and a portion of tbe iron work torn 
oil'.
Subsequently, in passing up Main street, the
Mr. Corwin’s Speech.—Mr. Corwin’s speech detected treason 
on Monday and Tuesday is described as an ef- . A bystandi r  picked up the letter, and upon 
fort worthy of one who was a  peer with our a further perusal discovered that the “  Brown 
old statesmen in their grandest days,—and was ; family ”  in question was not that of Ossawat- 
a perfect defence of tbe fundamental doctrines tomic, but was tbe family of old Mr. and Mrs. 
o f  the republican party. Mr. Corwin rose to Brown, who bad a certain daughter that bad 
make an incidental remark on Monday, when captivated tbe unfortunate drummer ; then fol- 
the gathering of members around him stimula- lowed an overhauling of the correspondence of 
ted him to a greater effort than be had proposed the unfortunate swain, which resulted in some 
a t first; be went on for three hours, securing | very interesting developments in the wav of 
the undivided attention of all tbe members and soft sentiments. At this juncture ol aflairs
: Dr. Shepherd came in and pronounced the pro 
cedure an outrage ; Mr. Blair replied with a 
l curse, saying that if be took sides with the 
! northern agents be was no better than one of 
i them. Shepherd then told him that lie would 
have to answer for bis remarks, or something 
o-entiemcn, as they listened to tbe doctrines ! to that efl’cct, and arming himself with a walk- 
learnod from Clay and tbe old Whig leaders of l idg stick, for a day or two was on the watch 
the South. The correspondent of the New ' for Blair to show himself in the streets. That
York Tribune says :_ ; individual, however, kept out of the way until
“  Though this spccchcxhibited all the salient : the second night after thc words were passed, 
features of Mr. Corwin’s eloquence, wit, humor when they met, anil Shepherd commenced can- 
drollery, pathos, happy classical allusions, a p t : ing Blair, whereupon Blair drew a pistol and 
historical illustrations, quaint Biblical exposi- j shot him three times, Shepherd continuing to 
lions, garnished and set off with those unique cane him until lie fell dead. Thus was the 
Gestures aud dramatic expressions of counte-: Doctor's life sacrificed to a blind rage against 
nance for which be is celebrated, yet, its lead- abolitionists. Dr. Shepherd formerly resided 
characteristic was the majestic march of the in Texas, and held the position of Secretary 
argument. Amid all the glitter of the lighter \ of thc Navy under Gen. Houston, in the 
and gayer weapons of attack and retort, there 1 time of the lexan Republic. He was the spcc- 
was heard the incessant booming of the heavy \ ial friend of Commodore Moore ol the Texan 
artillery of logic in defence of the main pro- Navy. Boston Journal.
position, th a t” thc doctrines of thc rebubliean [ —----  ;** ;  ~  .
party, and especially their opinions upon the i A British officer writing Irom leheran^lersia 
power and duty of Congress to inhibit Slavery ! to the ‘ London Times,’ remarks : “  A Catliar-
fn the Territories, were identical with the teach-! tie Pill manufactured by ‘nn American Chemist’ 
inn's of the framers of the Constitution, and! (Da. J . C. Ayer, ol Lowell, Mass.,) has cured 
the great men who had expounded its provis- the Snail of a Liver Complaint that threatened 
ions in the Legislative, Judical, aud Executive i I'*8 HFe. This simple fact, as might be expected 
Departme nts of the Government. He caused j renders tbe Americans immensely popular here
D e s tr u c t iv e  fir i t  M e m p h is— 4 1  H orse*  
B u r n t .
Memphis T enn., Jan. 27.—Tbe post office a 
block of six stores, and the Gaiety stables ad­
joining, were entirely destroyed by fire this 
morning. Forty one-horses were burnt with 
the stable. Loss $70,000; mostly insured.
P i He’s i l l .
Leavenworth, K. T., Jan. 27.
Tbe Pike’s Peak express arrived here to-dav, 
having been delayed une day by a severe snow 
storm. It brings $4.00 in gold and five pas­
sengers. Tne news from the gold regions is 
scanty. A new movement had been made to­
wards the mountain, in consequence of the 
opening of several new diggings. The miners 
on the South Fork and on the Blue River were 
reported to lie ranking $10 to $30 per day. It 
was feared a renewal of inclement weather 
might cause much suffering iu thc mining dis­
tricts. The snow had nearly disappeared.
N ew York, Jan. 28.
Ship John J . Boyd, was burnt a t the wharf 
this morning. Slip was nearly full of cotton, 
loading lor Liverpool.
P hiladelphia, Jan . 29.
Henry D. Gilpin, U. S. Attorney General un­
der Van Buren, and cx-Mayorof this city, died 
this morninjr.
the words and the acts of Jefferson, Washing­
ton, Madison, Marshall, Monroe, Crawford, 
Calhoun, Adams, W irt, Clay, nnd Webster, to 
pass in long and solemn review lafore his au­
ditory, he, all the while, pouring along their 
path the glowing light of fervid and apprecia­
ting eulogy. In those portions of his speech 
where he dwelt upon the policy of the fathers 
os the Republic iu excluding Slavery from the 
North-West Territory, and of their elder sons 
in inhibiting it north of tbe parallel of 36 deg. 
30 min. be rose to the level of his theme, utter-
engine came in collision with No. 6, in conse-1 jn„ sentences of transcendent eloquence.
quence of the reprehensible practice of one ma­
chine attempting tu prevent another passing on 
tbe street, and in the melee a fireman was 
knocked down by a blow from a spanner. Ho 
was attended to” at Dr. Alden’s. Engine No. 
3 bad her pole broken.—Times, 28th.
K eep it before tiie P eople.—Redding's Rus­
sia Salve is au infallible remedy for all kinds of 
wounds, outs, burns, scalds, etc., and also cures 
corns, bunions, chilblains, and like afflictions. 
Fur sale everywhere a t only 25 cents a box 4>
Caution !— In our changeable climate, coughs 
colds, and lung diseases, will always prevail.— 
Consumption will claim its victims. These dis­
eases, is taken, in time, ean la  arrested and 
cured. The remedy is Dr. W istar’s Balsam of 
Wild Cherry. **
Running accounts will run away with a per­
son's credit more rapidly than anything else.
Ilis answer to the charge that the rcpublt- 
eau party is responsible for Brown's invasion of 
Harper's Ferry ; his interjected sketch of Brown 
as a Puritan of the Cromwellian type, around 
whom the angels of the Most High encamped 
night and day ; his charge that the Free-Soil re­
solutions of Democratic State Conventions, 
passed in 1848 (which he read) were far more 
likely to have incited Brown to his attack on 
Virginia than the speeches of Seward ; his 
challenge to thc South to quote anything from 
the most ultra abolitionists more incendiary 
than tbe writings and speeches of Jelierson and 
other slaveholders, which he cited, were given 
in bis happiest vein, both in respect to matter 
and manner.”— Boston Adv.
The barn of W. II. Andrews, in Woonsocket 
R. I., was burnt on Sunday night, together 
with eight cows, ten tons of hay, etc. Loss 
$1500, and no insurance.
while we English arc overlooked. Doubtless 
our own scholars made the discoveries which he 
employs, and thus it is in everything ; we do 
the labor, then the mousing Americans put 
their mark on it and take the reward. Doct. 
A yer is idolized by the Court and its retainers 
here, which will doubtless la  reflected to him 
on a gold snuff box, or diamond hilted sword, 
while not tbe name even of Davy, Christoson 
or Broil ie—the great lights by which lie shines, 
is known.”— New York Sunday Paper. **
Thc Senate Post Office Committee have under 
consideration a plan or system of greater secur­
ity for the transmission of money and valuable 
packages by mail. The Committee have also 
under” consideration other postal reforms of 
great importance, with a view of making the 
Department self-sustaining.
Mr. McGuire of Presque Isle, a man ad­
vanced in years, died very suddeuly on Thursday 
evening of last week, while sitting in a chair 
reading the Bible. Ho had been in the enjoy­
ment of good health up to tho time of his 
death. His age was about 80.
The Providence Journal says it has a good 
deal of confidence in Louis Napoleon's power. 
But if, as stated, he has a Spanish priest, nn 
Italian pope, and a pretty woman leagued 
against him that his chances of success are less 
tlian they were when he undertook to conquer 
France with an eagle.
D e s tr u c t iv e  F ir e .
N ew York, Jan . 29.
About 1 o'clock this morning a fire broke out 
a t No. 113 Fulton Street, occupied by Wyn- 
koop, Hallenbreck A Co, job printers, and Mr
Robert Bonner, as press-room of the ledger.__
The building extended through from Fulton to 
Ann street, nnd was filled with papers, presses 
and other printing materials, steam engines, A :. 
The flames spread with fearful rapidity and en­
tirely baffled the exertions of the firemen, and 
in the space of an hour and a half the building 
and its contents were entirely destroyed. Build” 
ing 115 Fulton S t., occupied by Ward, Close & 
Co., wholesale druggists, was almust entirely 
destroyed. The aggregate loss of Wynkoop, 
Hellenhreck & Co., Robert Bonner, nnd Ward, 
Close & Co., is about $175,000—understood to 
la  about two thirds insured.
In addition to their own immediate work, 
Messrs. W. II. & T. did thc press work of The 
Lcdycr, New York Mercury, Merry's Museum 
and Child's Cabinet, 'I he Spirit o f the Times, 
Coarhmakers' Maganine, Radwoy's Almanac, and 
other periodicals. There were six cylinder 
presses in the basement, five cylinder presses on 
the second floor, and four Adams presses (very 
heavy, for book work) on thc fourth floor. Mr. 
Bonner of The Ledg r lost about one-third of 
the edition of his paper, designed for circula­
tion in and about tbe city to-day, and nearly all 
the p iper for the edition to be issued next week, 
together with the plates for to-day's paper.— 
His loss on stock, presses, plates Ac., will not 
fall far short of $30,000. Insured for $27,000 
in various city and country companies, the 
names of which we could not ascertain. Tho 
plates destroyed ean be replaced, being electro­
type copies from tbe original.
The ice crop around Philadelphia is larger 
this year than last—the amount harvested be­
ing some 78,500 tons. The capicity of the de­
pots on the Schuylkill is about 100,000 tons,
B Y  T EL E G R A PH
JLatest fr o m  W a sh in g to n .
NO S P E A K E R  Y ET'
W ashington , Jan. 31.
SENATE.
Nothing of importance transpired in the
Senate.
ROUSE.
When the House met, seven members were 
absent.
Mr. Sherman moved to proceed to vote for 
Speaker.
Mr. Bocoek, in order to give time for absen­
tees to arrive, moved to adjourn. Negatived.
Mr. Millson seconded the nomination of Mr. 
MeClernand. A spirited debate followed, and 
various explanations were offered.
The House then proceed to vote for Speaker.
Messrs. Hardeman, Leach of N. C., .Mallory 
and Moore of Kv., Americans, withheld their 
votes from Mr. MeClernand till it could be 
shown they were necessary to elect him.
Mr. Ashmore made an earnest appeal to the 
South Americans and Democrats to concentrate 
on Mr. MeClernand. I f  they did not now elect 
their candidate, a Republican would be chosen 
at the next trial.
The result of the voting was announced as 
follows :
Whole number of votes, 233




The Republicans were impatient for another 
vote, which the Democrats resisted. The latter 
promised that a vote should be taken to-mor­
row, after preliminary calling of the House.— 
Adjourned.
Lewiston Jan . 31.
The auction and commission store of S. P. 
Benson was broken into last night and upwards 
of $300 worth of jewelry was stolen.
R ichmond, Ya., J an, 31.
H art's statue of Henry Clay, which was made 
for the ladies of Virginia, was taken from the 
vessel to-day in a box, enveloped in American 
flags. It was placed in a vehicle and drawn by 
a numerous concourse of citizens, accompanied 
by a band of music, to the mechanics’ Institute, 
where it will be finally inaugurated.
G r e a t  F i r e  a t  H o u s to n ,  T c x a i — L o i t
* 1 4 0 ,0 0 0 .
N ew York, Jan . 30.—Whitemarsh’s cotton 
press, at Houston, Texas, was burned Jan . 15. 
Loss $140,000. The loss includes 2100 bales 
of cotton, 150 hogsheads of sugar a lot of mo­
lasses, 13 carriages, some stage coaches, and a 
large lot of merchandise. There was some in­
surance on a few lots of cotton, but the amount 
altogether is insignificant compared with the 
whole. The loss falls heaviest on the planters, 
and will seriously affect the trade of the place 
as they were depending on sales for pay­
ment of the 1st of January balances.
Fire in Charleston and Loss of L ife .—The 
Bangor Union states that about two o'clock on 
Thursday morning the house of Mr. William 
Noble in Charleston, was consumed bv fire, and 
bis son, Jesse Noble, aged 17 years, perished in 
the flames. The fire is supposed to have caught 
in the kitchen, where there was a loaded gun 
which was discharged on the flames reaching it. 
The report awakened the oldest son, James, 
who instantly sprang from the bed and dragged 
out his brother Jesse, who was sleeping with 
him. He then rushed to the rescue of his 
mother and children, supposing tha t Jesse had 
followed him. These he saved By taking them 
out of a window. No sooner was the rescue 
complete than Jesse was missed ; but the house 
was then one broad sheet of flame, and the un­
fortunate boy had perished. He had probably 
become bewildered in attempting to find his wav 
out of the room through the smoke.
J jT M R's communication, from Waldoboro,’ 
is of such a character that we must require the 
authentication of its statements by a responsi­
ble name before we publish it.
M r .  GiridiitKM o n  h i .  W a y  to  W n u l i i i ig lo n .
Bi ffalo , Jan . 30. Hon. Joshua R. (iiddings 
passed through this city to-day, en route to 
Philadelphia, and probably to Washington.
Suprem e J u d ic ia l Court.
G oodenow , J . ,  Presiding.
No. 242. Joseph Ilewctt vs. James A. Ru6t 
Action for damages for breach of a parol con­
tract to carry a-cargo of granite. Verdict for 
Defendant.
Timelier"& Bro. for PUT. Gould & Robinson 
for Deft.
No. 275. Asa Morse ox. Inhabitants of 
Thomaston. Action for Damages for injury to 
Plaintiff's horses caused by alleged defect in 
highway.
After the evidence was partly out on both 
sides, upon suggestion of the Court, “  Neither 
party ”  was entered by agreement.
Thacher & Bro. for Pitt'. Gould & Robinson 
for Deft.
A nother B anishment.—Four years ago Reu­
ben Salisbury, a Baptist deacon of Oswego, N.
Y., went down into Virginia and bought a farm 
near Petersburg, which he cultivated with free 
labor. He was received into fellowship by a 
church of his faith, and lived in peace and har­
mony with his Virginia fellow-citizens. He 
did not meddle with slavery, was, efficient and 
faithful in hischurch relations, and economical, 
industrious and thrifty. Thus calmly and hap­
pily passed away four years, till the invasion of 
John Brown. Then the treason-scenting Vir­
ginians, full of a lirm , subjected the good Dea­
con to a close surveillance and espionage, to dis­
cover if  he was in league with the enemy.—
Nothing against him was discovered, but a sus­
picion was sufficient, and a warrant was issued, 
and twenty men took upon themselves the duty 
of executing it. They went to the old man’s 
farm—he is now sixty years old—and after 
seizing him, to which he made no resistance, 
proceeded to ransack his bouse for incendiary 
documents. They were about to give up the 
search as fruitless, when one of them discovered 
some copies of the Albany Evening Journal.—
This was enough, and Mr. Salisbury was ar­
raigned before a magistrate belonging to the 
same church as himself, to answer to the terri­
ble charge of having such a vile paper in his 
possession. He was committed to ja il, butafter 
'  ye
when he thought it most prudent to act upon : i» ihe public, 
the advice given him to quit the State, and he r‘om 
is onee more on free soil. The Deacon, who 
was a good Democrat, expected to pass the re­
mainder of his days on his homestead in Vir- 
iu ia ; but now he offers it for sale, and des­
pairs of getting its value by two or three thous­
and dollars.
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
SIR JAMES CLARKE’S 
C elebrated  F em ale P i l l s .
Prepared from  a prescription o f Sir J. Clarke, 
M. D ., Physician Extraordinary to the 
Queen.
This invaluable Medicine is unfailing in the cure of nl 
those painful and dangerouH diseases to which the female 
constitution is subject. It moderates all excess, and re­
moves all obstructions, and a speedy cure m aybe relied
T O  M A R R I E D  L A D IE S
it s peculiarly suited. It will, in a shot time, bring on 
the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, l*rice One Dollur, bears the Government 
Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits.
C A U T I O N .
These Pills should not be taken by lemales during the 
F i r s t  T h r e e  M o n th s  of Pregnancy, as they are sure 
to bring on miscarriage; but at any other time thev art- 
safe.
In all cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pain in 
the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion, palpita­
tion of the Heart, Hysterics, and Whites, these Pills will 
effect a cure when all other means have failed, and al­
though a powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel, 
antimony, or any thing hurtful to the couBtitution.
Full directions accompany each package.
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada,
JOB MOSES,
(Late I. C. Baldwin «fc Co.)
Rochester. N. Y.
N. B. $1,00 and 6 postage stam ps enclosed to any nu 
thotized Agent, williusure a bottle o f  the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, J. S. HALL & CO. 
Rockland ; and one Druggist iu every town in the United 
States.
M. S. BURR, & CO„ No. 1 Cornhill, Boston Whole­
sale Agents fur New England.
H. 11. HAY & CO., Wtiolesale Agents for the Stnte ol
12lf
THE GREAT INDIAN REM EDI
-----F o r  F e m a le s * -----
I)R. MaTTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
This celebrated female medicine, possessing virtues un­
known of auy thing else of the kind, is prepared Irom an
A knowledge o f  this plant obtained
O L D  S K E N A N D O A I I ,
on Oneida Chief, who lived near Syracuse, New York, to 
a very great age. Ir is neatly put up in two ounce bot­
tles, with full directions for using, and is warranted to 
bring on the monthly sickness in cases of obstruction, 
often in twent)-four hours, alter all other remedies have 
been tried in vain. This may seem incredible, but if it 
fail iu any case, the price will be refunded.
O ’ PURELY VEGETABLE,—containing nothing in 
the least injurious to health, and may be taken with per­
fect safety at all times.
LADIES, therefore, in want of a medicine of this kind, 
had better Get t h e  Best , instead of wasting time and 
money in trying other things which are always either un- 
uncertain, and therefore never wunanted, ns is
A n U nhappy Countrt.— A letter from Vene­
zuela says : 1 - It is impossible to say when this
country will be a t peace. No sooner is one 
faction put down than another arises, burning, 
plundering, and murdering like Sepoys.”
Mr. Amos Barker of Salem, in this State, on 
Tuesday 24th, fell under a sled loaded with hay 
and survived his injuries but au hour and a 
half.
The family of Hon. James O. Pettingill, in 
Rochester, N. Y., was poisoned on Sunday, with 
strychnine. The family consisted of Mr. P ., 
bis daughter, Mr. Marshall, and Mrs. Lewis, a 
nurse. The latter is dying ; the others may re­
cover. Suspicion rests on the servent, who has 
been arrested.
The Norfolk Herald says: From unmistak­
able indications we ieel sure that the Virginia 
delegation to Charleston will be a unit for 
Wise.
A Georgia American, in the Augusta Chroni­
cle, takes the following ofl'-band but perfectly 
practical view of disunion ;
“  That the country feels secure under the 
government that lias protected us for eighty 
years, is proved by a witness that never lies— 
the high price of slaves. Let a dissolution take 
place, and they would fall at least fifty per cent, 
in fifty hours. And who will sacrifice three 
thousands of millions to have the offices in the 
hands of one set of polilticians rather than 
another? But it is useless to argue the ques­
tion on the ground taken, that we arc to go out 
of the Lniun on the election of a  Black Repub­
lican, irrespective of what may be done. Now 
as much as I hate the Black Republicans, I am 
not so much in love with Democracy as to give 
thousands of millions of property to have the 
offices distributed to the la tte r ; that Cobb or 
Douglas shall receive $25,000 instead of Sew­
a rd .”
full information, with undoubted references and te>ti- 
moiii ild, without which, no medicine o f the kind iH 
nerving of Axv Confdence W hatever .
Orders by Mail promptly attended to.
December 22, 1859. 1)52
T rue’s W orm  E lix ir .
This Superior Vermifuge
When Frank Blair waB stumping Minnesota, 
a t the close of one of his meetings, the follow­
ing scene took place : A gentlemnn in the au- !
dienec rose and said tha t it “  had been charged 
by the Hunker press tha t Frank Blair himself j th is g r e a t  r e m e d y . 
held slaves,”  and if he would not consider it an . . X W t i & n S  T eV e d u Y T n" ! / ? i T « w '  
impertinence, the audience would like to be en- s f e c i a i . d i s e a s e s , N o . 28 U n io n  s i.. P r o r i -
liglitencd. Mr. Blair replied that he was cm- ?1:. *• __ . , . ,__. °  , 1 , Vj- si-.N I FREE, by enclosing one slump, us above,barrassed to find that the Democracy would not „ pampluei on d is e a s e s  o f  w o .m e .m , mui on I'rivme 
permit him to “  form and regulate bis own do- «nd Chronic Maladies generally ; also CIRCULARS, *1*- 
uiestie institutions in his own way, subject to 
the Constitution of the United States.”  [ laugh­
ter.] But while it was painful to him to be 
called out upon matters so entirely personal to 
himself, there was nothing in that record which 
lie wished to conceal. [Cheers.] He said he 
inherited slaves from a kind and merciful father, 
that he had purchased slaves himself, but only 
to prevent the separation of families, and ulti- 
maetly to free them. [Great applause.] That 
he had emancipated more slaves than he now 
owned [cheers]; and that he now only owned 
such as he was forbidden to emancipate by the 
laws of Missouri they being cither too old or 
too young to tike  care of themselves. [Here 
the audience rose, and gave him three hearty 
cheers]. He said tha t for four long years he 
had fought the Slave Power upou its own 
ground, carrying his life upon his sleeve for 
any ruffian to pluck oil’; that a lib is  powers 
were consecrated to the emancipation of his na­
tive south from the chains of degradation that 
bore her down, and tha t he expected to live to 
see Missouri free soil, the peaceful and prosper 
ous abode of free men.
LIST OF LETERS
Remaining in the Post-Office at Rockland, Feb. 1, 1860.
Persons calling lor any of the following letters, will 




Brooks Win F 
Berry Joseph 
Brooks I E 
Barter Geo Cnpt 
Bryant Asa 
Coombs Mark A 
Carroll John 




Davis John C 
Daggett G B 
Duunevau Daniel 
KarnliHin Audiew Capt 
Gove 11 B 
Goul 1 E A 
Harding Simon C 
Haskell John 
Hodgden Frederic Esq 
Howard Elias B 
Jackson George 









Miller Jas B Cnpt 
McUloghl ii Michael 
Marston S*rnl H 
McKinzie Wm 
Nutting Frederick 
Owners ol schr Kosciusko 
Owners of barque Zidon 
Perry Elijah 
Pierce Jacob 
Prescott W D 2
Pills W L 
Rollins C A 
Ring D P
Rhoades Win C 2
bludley «fc Burnham 
Stevens Geo W 
Stanley IIou James 
Shorty Sami 
Treuworihy Areas 
Trundy D T 
Treat G G 
Turner John W 
Thomas John H 
Tarbox V C 
W n»«g.it t Danl 3
Wheion John 
Whetherbee J B At Son 
Whitney J P 
Walker Richard
LADIES’ LIST.
Anderson Patnelia T Mrs . Hatch A E 
Anderson Harriet T Mrs 
Beckett Buell el Mrs 
Bari let t Mary E Mrs 
Bisliee Martha 
Brewster Melinda 
Butler Catherine Mrs 
Brown Daniel Mrs 
Chase LLzie Z 
Colby l.nvinu Mrs 
Coombs Julia E 
Coombs Harriet F 
Drake Mary O 
Drake Susenci A 
Farringion Margaret S Mrs 
Godding Thirty Mrs 
Gay Sarah 
Gray Nancy Mrs 
Gray Lydia A 
Grant Bet*y 
Haley E A Mis 
Higgins Cordelia Mrs 
Harrington Betsy Mrs
One cent isanded l«» the poslugeof every advertised let­
ter, to nay for advertising.
U. W. LOTI1ROP, Postmaster.
To the Legislature of M aine.
The citizens of Ilock'and, humbly ask your Honorable 
body to form a New County, comprising the following 
towns, to w ii: Washh g n n . Union, Warren, Friendship, 
Cushing, Sr George. South Thornsston, Thoinaston, Rock­
land, Vinalhaven, North Haven, Muscle Ridge Plantation, 
Mutinicu* Isle, Camden, Hope and Appleion.
By order of the Citv Council of Rockland,
GEORGE W1GG1N, Mayor.
Rockland, Dec. 5th, 1859.
Hall Antinett 
Harlow F Sarah Mrs 
Ingraham Arietta 
Ingraham .Margaret E 
Johnson Mrs Capt 11 






Richards E Augusta 
Rankin Cordelia Mas 
Richards F E 
J’ankin II tnimli A 
Rich aids Lucy Mrs 
Rhoades Mary Mrs 
Spiing llulda Mrs 
Wniihiiig Lucreiia Mrs 
Wheeler M Mrs 
Williams Mary J Mrs 
Wentworth burah
S T A T E  O F  M A I N E .
In House of R epresentatives,?
Jan. 24, 1860. J
On the Petition aforesaid, Ordered, That tile Petitioners 
:ause an attested copy ol said Petition, with ihis Order 
hereon to be published in the Rockland Gazette, Demo­
crat and Free Press, papers published in Rockland ; hIso 
the Progressive Age, published in Belfast, six days at 
least, before the eighth day of February, that all persons 
interested, may then appear and shew cause, (if any they 
•,) why the prayer of said Petition should n*t be granted 
Read und accepted. Sent up for concurrence.
CHARLES A. MILLER, Clerk.
M A R R I A G E S .
In this city, Jun. 28th, by Rev. W. H. Crawford, Mr. 
George T. l’err>, and Miss Clara O. Hall.
In West Camden, Dec. 19th, by Rev. J. D. Couliard. 
Mr. William Jones of Brooks, to Miss Sarah Wutts ol 
Knox.
Iu Belfast, 21st, by Joseph Noyes, Esq., Mr. Albert Rob­
bins to Miss Hannah L Stevens, both ol B.
In Albion, 22d, by Tho. Burrill, Esq., Mr. Edward F. 
Marden lo Miss Emm » A Perkins, both of Palermo.
Iu Ltllcolnvilie, Mr. Ephruim Brown, of L. to Miss Han­
nah Me Ini ire, of Cuiuden.
In Clielset, Mu s , Jan. 26th, Johu Burrill, Esq., ol 
Newburxport, to Mrs. Eliza T. Arey of Frankfort.
In North Waldoboro, Jan, 6th, Mr. Charles H. Bums, 
to Miss Mary D liurnamau, botn of North Waldoboro.
Bi rning of a F emale College.—A Female 
College, a t Oxford, Ohio, was burned a  few 
nights since. The building contained 175 young 
ladies. The escape of Miss Sallie E Moore 
from the College is unparalleled for daring.— 
She roomed in the liftii story and returned the 
second time to her room for some books. On 
opening her door she discovered that the hall 
>vas dennc w i t h  o u io lio  a n d  tl io  SUlirWay WQS ill
ttames, and all means of exit in that direction 
hopeless. Closing her door, she deliberately 
tore the bed clothes in strips, knotted them 
firmly together, and, tying them to her lied post 6 
she hopefully stepped from her window, and ' 
made a successful descent to the ground, a dis­
tance ol forty-five feet. The presence of mind 
shown by the entire body of young ladies was 
remarked by every one. This was no doubt 
promoted by some remarks Miss l ’eabody had 
made the day Indore, commenting on the Pem­
berton Mill accident, and desiring, if any sud­
den casuality should visit them, if the College 
should take fire, or any other accident occur, 
they might act in a thoughtful and collected 
manner.
Vaccinating F ishermen.—la s t spring four or 
live or vessels were obliged to return from 
Georges on account of having the small pox 
break out among the crew. Thus much time 
was lost in cleansing out the vessels, which 
“  had a had name,”  during the season, and the 
pecuniary loss to the owners was very consider­
able. In view of the possible recurrence of 
such a mishap this season, the Cape Ann Ado. 
l as recently been urging that the fishermen 
should be vaccinated before departing, and it is 
probable this preventative will he generally 
adopted.
D E A T  IT S .
Read t
In S enate, Jan. 24, 1860.
id concurred,
JAMES M. LINCOLN, Secretary.
A true Copy—Attest *.
F. G. COOK’S
C IT Y  D R U G  S T O R E ,
P A L M E R S  1 J L O C K ,
SION Ul.UG MORTAR.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, MEDICINES 
CHEMICALS and PATENT MEDICIN ES of every ap 
arrived Kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES 
SOAPS. COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES, CITRON, 
MACE FIGS, LAUD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS, 
DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES and PORTERS 
BURNING FLUID. All ol which will be sold al the 
lowest market prices for c a s h  o r  a p p r o v e d  c r e d i t*
Rockiund, October 7, 1857. 41lf
In this city, 24th ult., Louisa A., daughter of the late 
Samuel G. Gott, aged 1 year, 2 months and 12 days.
In Hiis city, 28th ult., Mrs. Ann D . relict of Cnpt. Hen­
ry Little of Newcastle, and eldest daughter ol Benjamin 
Brackett, Esq., late of Warren, Hired 6» jears, 5 months.
In Belfast. 23d, .V.r. Stephen Mu/ch, aged 4 ;.
In Norihport Dec. ]4ih, Mrs. Abagail Titus, aged 84 
years and 8 in os.
M., duughter of E. M. and II j
W O R M S ,  W O R M S .
D R .  R E X F O R D ’S
Medicated. Gingerbread Nuts.
\ SAFE and certain remedy for eradicating every 
. A species of worms in children and grown persons 
For sale by F G. COOK,
Very ‘‘ special” ami “ only Agent for Rockland and vi 
. inity. City Drug Sioie.
Rockland, Feb. I, 1860. 6lf
m v #*d 13 ....
Iii Liiicolnvile, Israel Richards, a soldier in the w ar ‘>1
12. aired about 7u ]
id 2 months.
In Casliue, Jan. 21st, Charles K Tilth 
>e.trs—uu old merchant ami highly i 
hat town.
In Frankfort, Jan. 23d, Isabella McK 
E. Johnson, ami daughter of Capt. W 
years a. d 5 mo*.
In Bath, Jan. 26th, Mrs Emma D.,
Snell, aged 23 years.
lit B.tih, Jun 26, Eunice Mclntire, aged 85 years.
In Lowell. Mass., Jan 21, Miss Betsy A. lluskell, daugh­
ter of Win. Haskell of China.
cy Blood, aged 7 1 yr
vile of Mr. Geurgi
65 Cts. Per Box.
SIR  JAM ES CLARKE’S
I h’E M A L E  r i j l l s .
jMIE genuine article for sale at
COOKS j  C ity  D r u g  S to r e .
‘Special ”  and “ very particular”  buyer and seller of the 
puic and genuine article.
Rockland, Juu. 24, 1860. 5lf
M O W  R E A D Y .
THE PRIXCE OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID! 
THE PRIXCE OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID ! 
THE PRIXCE OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID !
By ihe Her. J H. INGRaHaM, LI.. D.
Anew and revised edition, with the author’s latest cor* 
reciiou. One volume, 12 mo., cloth, 472 pages. Price 
$1,25.
Published by GEORGE G. EVANS,
No, 439 Chestnut Street Philadelphia.
Der Furst aus David's llause
A literal translation in German of the
PRINCE OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID.
One volume, 12 ino., cloth, 475 pages Price 81.00.
Verlag von GEORGE G EVa NS,
No. 439 Chesinut Street, Philadelphia
THE PILLAR 0 F F 1R E !
or, ISRAEL IN  BONDAGE.
By ihe Rev. J. II INGRAHAM, LL. D.
One volume, 12mo , cloth, 600 pages. Price 1,25.
Published by GEORGE G. EVa NS,
No. 439 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
R E C O R D S  O F  T H E
REVOLUTIONARY WAR:
Containing
THE MILITARY AND FINANCIAL CORRESPONDENCE OF 
D I S T I N G U IS H E D  O F F I C E R S :
G en era l  O rders of  W ashington . Lee  and G r e e n e , 
Names of the Officers ami Privates, with the dates of 
their Commission and Enlistments, with a list of Distin 
guished Prisoners of War ; the time of their Capture, Ex­
change, etc ", to which is added the llall-pay Acts of the 
Continental Congress; ihe Revolutionary Pension Laws, 
and a list of the Officers of the Continental Army who ac 
quired the right to Half-pay, Commutation, Land War­
rants, etc., etc
B y  W .  T .  R . S A F F E L L ,
Counsellor and Agent for Revolutionary Claims. 
One volume, 12mo., cloih, 554 pages. Price $1 25.
T. S. ARTIIIR’S_POPULAR BOOKS,
T rue R iches.
Home Scenes.
Golden Grains.
The Martyr W ife . 
Sparing to Spend. 
Tales of real Life . 
The O ld M an's B ride. 
The W ay to P rosper. 
The W ithered H eart. 
Tales of Married L ife . 
Steps towards H eaven. 
W hat can W oman do? 
Tales o f Domestic L ife . 
Good T ime Coming.
Ancel and the D emon. 
Three E ras in W oman's 
L ife .
T f.n N ights in a B ar- 
i R oom.
| Angel o f thellousEHOLD
The H and but not the 
H eart.
j H eart H istories and 
L ife P ictures.
Tbe T rials of a House­
keeper.
Leaves from tbe Book 
of H uman L ife .
M A R I N E  J O U R N A L .
PORT OF ROCKLAND 
Arrived.
Jan. 25th, sell Farali, Henderson Boston. 26th, sell For- 
si, William, Salem. 29ih,sell Joseph Baker, Merrill, Sa- 
eur, brig Frederick Eugene, Achom. Boston. 3uth sell 
oilu Adams, Aveiill, Bo-ton; Excel, Keliar, Boston; Dei- 
ware, Furbish, Lynn; Angler,-----, Thomas lou.
BLOOD FOOD!
C O O K 'S  C ity  D r u g  S to r e ,
is the “ very spec ial,” “ very particular ” and only 
i ” lor Rookland and vicinitv. 
cklaiul. Jan. 24, 1860. 5tf
*• In the union of thrilling dramatic incidents, with mor­
al lessons of the highest .importance, these works of T. 8. 
Arthur stand birth pre-eminent amongst modern authors.” 
“ They have been introduced in o the District. Sabbath 
School, and various other Libraries throughout ihe coun­
try.”
Each of the above Books contain henrly 500 pages and 
are illustrated with finely exeemed Mezzotint engravings, 
and handsomely bound iu one 12 mo. volume. Price 1.00 
each.
B O O K S  R E C E N T L Y  P U B L I S H E D .
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
M E M  I R S  O F
R O B E R T - H O U D I N ,
P R E S T I U I G I T K C R ,
Author, Magician,
A rtist, Sorcerer,
W izard, N ecromanoer,
Conjurer, Enchanter,
A mbassador, Escamoteur.
P rofessor of Sleight of H and, etc., etc.
Written bv Himself, Edited bv x
DR. R. SHELTON MACKENZIE, 
With a Codious Index, carefully arranged.
Bound in one vol. 12uio., cloth, 416 pages. Price $1.00.
n a t i o n a l  l i b r a r y .
liv es  of
HEROES, HUNTERS and PATRIOTS.
LIFE of COL CROCKETT (LIFE of GEN’L SAMUEL
LIFE of LEWIS WATZEl. lH»U>TON
LIFE of COLONEL DAN’L LIVES of SOUTHERN HE-
b o o n e . r o e s  a n d  p a t r i o t s .
LIVES of GENERALS LEE PUBLIC & PRIVaT. LIFE 
AND SUMPTER OF DANIEL WEBSTER
Each of the above books are illustrated with fine engrav­
ings, and bound in one volume, 12ino., cloth. Price $1.00
LIVES OF ILLUSTRIOUS WOMEN
OF ALL AGES AND NATIONS,
Including ihe Empress Josephene. Lad.* Jane Grey. 
Beatrice Uenci, Joan el Arc, Anne B leyn, Charlotte Cor- 
day, Semiruiiiis, Zeuobia, Boadieic etc etc. Edited bv 
Ma RY E. HEW ITT,
Embellished with finely engraved Portraits on Steel.
Oue volume, 12mo., cloth, 336 puges Price $1.25
LECTURES F0R TK E PEOPLE,
By the Rev. HUGH STOW ELL BROWN, of the Myrtle 
Siieei Baptist Chapel. Liverpool. F.uitlnml. First Series. 
With h Bioprap’ucul Introduction by
Dr. R. SIIELTON MACKENZIE.
Published under a special arrangement with the author. 
Cue volume, l2uio., eloili. 414 pages. Price $1.00
Upon leiiiittance ol itn* price ol ihe Book and 21 cents 
additional for postage, copies of either oi the above book- 
accompanied witli a ha.tdsnme present, worth from 50 
cents to 100 dollars will be mailed to auy person iu the 
United Suites.
SEND FOR A CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE OF BOOKS. 
Containing the most complete li*i ol books in eveiy de- 
p;uinieiii of Literature ever published, and which will be 
-ending their address, 
ud honorable dealing, send all
Great Bargains.




F U R JV iS niJY G G  GOODS,
offers them to purchasers at grsatly reduced prices
F O R  GO D A Y S
Persons in want of anything in this line will do well to 
call before purchasing elsewhere as the goods will all be 
sold at some price la the next 60 day9
O W. KIMBALL, J b., 
No* 7 K im b a l l  B lo c k .  
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1859. 5utf
RICHMOND’S
CALF & THICK BOOTS,
For sale only at
COBB, WIGHT *  CASE’S.
Rock!an<], Oct. 19,1859. 43lf
Correct Likenesses,
PIE subscriber would respect!ully inform the public that he has taken the
w a s 2 £ s f i f  m m ? ,
O u  L im e  R o c k  S t r e e t ,  P e r r y ’* B lo c k ,
near the Post Office, where he will remain a short time.
All kinds of pic.iuies made from a Cheap Ambroty pe to 
a Photograph, aud small mmatures enlarged to Cabinet 
or Life Sue
Positive and Negative Collodion for sale.
H r PLEASE GIVE HIM A CaLL.
V. C TARBOX, Artist,
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1859. Ill
Sailed.
Jim
The shares of the Great Eastern continue to 
decline in England. Old junk dealers are said 
to keep a sharp eye on the vessel.
The Taunton Gazette reports that Ex-Gover­
nor Morton lies dangerously ill a t his residence 
in that town.
Mr. Thackeray gets a monthly salary of 
twelve hundred and fifty dollars for his service 
as editor of the Cornhill Magazine.
S J O Y A T IO Y .
The friends of Rev. W . If. Crawford, pastor of the 
Methodist Church will make him a donation visit, on 
Thursday Evening. Feb. 2d, 1850, at the Parsonage An 
invitation is extended to all friendd and well wishers of the 
Society. PER ORDER.
Rockland, Jun. 24, 1860. 2w5
{TT Ladies’ thick-sole heeled Congress Boots, $1.25, 
without heels, $1 00, at W entw orth’s , No. 2 Spoffjr 
Block. 45tf
LIM E, WOOD & CASK M ARK ET
Reported for the Gazette, by
A L D E N  U L M E R ,  IInbpector.
Rockland, February 2, 1860. 
Lime per cask, - - 62
Casks, - - - - 16 (3) 18
Kiln-wood, per cord, - - $3,50
The Galveston News thinks, on reliab’e au­
thority, from information from the Rio Grande, 
the present difficulties there will end in a war 
with Mexico.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
‘ Alas, I have lost a d ay !” We are too prone in 
the butterfly chase of childhood to disregard the warnings 
of time ; inanhoed comes anti goes, and we are suddenly 
stopped in our aimless pursuits by the sad and cold real- 
The rhymer who wrote the line ; “  Dear to me Ll> lhn,rWe Mre growing old. Then come profitless regrets 
; t l . .  .0^ ,1  ii i i i  i i - , -  f"r a life inis-pem, and the demon Remoras follows us uplb th e  burl-toased beach, probable had in  h is  | a-.d down the highways and leeways of hi.-, giving u- 
m illd  the recollection of his bill a t some sea neither rest nor peace. Some there are who from iheir 
s id e  hotel earliest years seein to have bee i acquainted with the
blue n u ie i . priccle s value of time. Prominent among those, may be
I named ihe eminent American Chemist, Dr . Ayer of Low- 
T h c  Salt Lake Valley 'Ian says of over 2000 ; •I11- M I,lri ,ife hH* b**en spent iu perfecting remedies 
• - - - - — - - I for the diseases incident to our climate, ami his -urcess is
-licit us always uttends persevering uml well directed ef-murders committed in tha t Territory within the 
past three years, not a  single offender lias been ! f<»rt 
corrected or punished.
It app2ars that the §400 stolen from the cel­
lar of an old man in Newburyport, was taken 
by his wife and applied to the wants of the 
family.
Hit (Cii Pector
id C athartic P ills ,) are reliable remedies—such 
us can only be produced by long years of patient study 
and research — 'Fredericton (N Ii ) Reporter.
24th, sells Beauchamp,--------, Frankfort; LaPlata.
Lord, Baltimore; Henrietta Jones, Savannah. 26th, sch
Rubicon. --------, Boston 27*h, sch J uiio, Henderson, H< s-
ton. 2dth.sch AiuatidH, Knowlton, New York. 3Uth. sell 
Lucy W Alexander, Alexander, Camden to load ice. 3lsl, 
sell Pullus, French, New York.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Treasury Department, Office Light House Board, \
'*• ashiugton, Jun. 25, I860. 5
Light-house »t Cay Lobos—Qrvat Bahama Bank—Official 
information has been received ut this office that on the 
ght of ihe 3 .si of March, I860, and every nig'-t iheteuf 
ter, u light will he exhibited from sunset to sunrise ut the 
light-house now in course of erection at f a y  Lobos. situ­
ated in the old Bahama channel, on the southwestern edge 
of the Great Buhamu Bank.
T he California F leet—Aw fu l  W eather  off Cape 
Horn —The Alla California of 5th inst, says -.—Within u 
days a number of ships from the \t(antic States have 
ed around Cape Horn. Tiie fleet consists of the 
Golden Eagle, Capt Luce, 217 davs from New York, via 
{alcahuano; the East Indies, Capt Lecraw, 217 day s 
diii Boston, via Talcahuano; the Mary Robinson, Capt 
McCleuve, 143 days from New York; and the Maid of the 
Sen, Capt Stanwood, 165 days from Boston. Yesterday 
glanced over some ol their log books and are com­
pelled lo the belief that at no season since the commence­
ment of the California trade, has there been experienced a 
like amount of heavy weather off Cape Horn. It 9ecins 
incredible that some of these ships should even have 
■ached here at all, such a succession of tremendous gales, 
•rather tempests, did they encounter Within the last 
iree months we have recorded thirty and forty days ol! 
the ('rim its something extraordinary, but when we come 
tospeuk of ships being eighty and ninety days in that inlios- 
hcaiity — 
d storms, takling u 
miles, than some 
hole passage Irom 
imagined that an
iu-u il-coiicuiTence of adver-e circumstances must have 
isied to keep these ships such a length of time at sea.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Jail 25th, sld sells Plymouth Rock. 
Prize Banner, Melbourne, John Mushow, Martin. Maria 
Louisa, Harriet, Laura Frances Win. Gregory, and Minnie 
Cobb
NEW ORLEANS—Went to sea 8th, ship Danube M J 
Kimball.
, ship Regulator, from Toulon; barque Caroline, 
(new) from Rockland.
MOBILE—In port 22d, sch II. G. Berrry, for Cadiz East, 
for Boston.
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, sch N. Perry, (Camden) Hewes, 
Boston foe Georgetown S C.
Ar 27th, ami sld ?.yth, schs Minnie Cobb, Ham, of and 
from Roekbi.id.
NORFOLK—Ar 25th, sch Albert Jameson. New York. 
BOSTON—Ar 3Utb. sch Emma Furbish, Ames, and Hill,
r ordt
i Ut any person, 
rs lor books to
GEORGE G. EVANS,
PUBLISHER, AND ORIGINATOR OF THE GIFT DOOR BUSINESS
No. 439 Chestnut Street, Puil tdelphia. .
And you will he saiisti *d that it is the best place in the hand-sled or band cart on auy sidewaU within the city, oi 
country to purchase Books -uller them to stand thereon ; nor shall any person place
City of Rockland.
Marshal’s Offic e , Jan. 11.1860.
Complnints having frequently been made that certain 
persons are in the habit of RIDING through the streets ol 
ihe City iu an immoderate manner ; and that others are in 
the habit of using FIRE ARMS, in violation of the Ordi­
nance respecting their use, to the great danger of the 
lives and property of the inhabitants of said Ci»y. 1 
have thought proper to publish Chapters XII and XV ol 
the Revised Ordinances of said City, and to give notice 
that all violators of the same will be promptly prosecuted.
T. VV. CIIADBOUBNE, City Marshal.
CH APTER X II .
O f  U n la w f u l  . i n d  I u ju r i o u *  P r a c t i c e * .
Sect. 1. No person shall ride on horse-back, or drive a 
horse or horses attached to a carriage of any description, 
or cause them to be driven through any part of the city 
upon an immoderate g i l t ; and any person or persons win 
shall iolrtte this provision sh ill forfeit and pay for each 
and every offence the sum of tl«'e dollars, to be recovered 
on complaints by tbe City Marshal or his Deputy, iu the 
name of the City Trea-urer, to ihe use of the City,
Sect. 2 No person shall drive any carriage drawn by 
one or more horses through ar.v part of the city, when 
the stieeis, lanes, alleys, public -quares or highways shad 
be covered with snow or ice unless there sli <11 be three or 
more bells attached to said horse or hoises or their har-
i?ect . 3. No owner or driver of any carriage, cart, 
truck, wagon, sled er sleigh, lor pleasure or burthen, shall 
st-.p or plai 
sleigh ncros 
prevent otln 
on the cross 
unloading; ami 
lowed tor lh:
-h:il. If  any person or persons shall violate any of tbe 
provisions of this or ihe preceding section, he or they shall 
forfeit and pay a sum not less than three dollars, to lie re­
covered on complaint by the City Marshal or his Deputy 
in the name of the City Treasurer, to the use of the city.
S ect. 4. No person being the owner, or having ihe 
charge of an* beast shall unreasonably or c ruelly beat or 
otherwise abuse such beast within the city of Rocklaud.
S ect . 5. No pers. n shall carry or cast, or cause to be 
carried or cast into any of the stieets, lanes, or other pub­
lic places in saitl city, any dirt, dung, soot, garbage, car­
rion, shred*, shavings, filth, soil, lobster shell-, dead ani­
mals, offal, sumes, bricks, mason or bricklayer’s rubbish 
or any uuUaiice whatever.
S ect. *«. No person shall expose any goods for sale ai 
public auction, in any street or lane, or upon any sidewalk 
orany other puflic place within the city, or oil any vacant 
lot ol laud within lorry feet of any public s'reet or lane 
without a permit irom ihe Mayor and Aldermen or some 
person by them authorized.
S ect. 7. No person snail carry, cast or lay any large 
body of ice or heap of snow in any street, lane, or puhiic 
.-qnare oi ibe city, or cause the same to be done, without 
breaking or causing the same to be broken into small 
pieces and spread upon sm h street, hne or public squ ire.
Sect 8. No person shall pass with a wheel-bi
e such carrii ige, cart, truck, wagon, sled or
> any street, alide-wa1k or cross-walk so as to
:r carriages or foot passengers from passing
-wain, except such tearns ns are loading ami
un not more than t\verity minutes shall • e al-
at purpose, unless by cnnseiit oi the City Mar
Madame Bodisco uttended President Bach- 1 
nnan’s levee, Wednesday evening, iu her Court 
dress, valued at $50,000.
“ It has stood the Best of all Tests.”
See Advertisement. 3m4
IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.'
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES! !
B R  Y A X ’ S P  U L  >1 O  X  1 C W A F E R S
are unfailing in tne cure o f Coughs, Colds, Asthma
Macaulay's dentil was so sudden that none o f ' Huoscnms, Sobe T hroat, Hoarsenes. ,  Difficult  
his relations were present. Lady Trcvelvnn had ; Hssath ik o , Incipient  Consumption, and Diseases  of 
left him a t four on Wednesday, very much in | TnK I.unok. They have no lasie of medicine, nnd un> 
his usual state of health. She was summoned : rhild Will lake them. Thousands have been restored tc 
a t eight to find him a corpse in his nlmir. The 11,111 lmd l,ef"r<' despaired Testimony given in hun.
immediate cause of death was a collapse, con- ‘imi“ ,,r CH,i,'a A single dose relieves iu ten minutes. 
sequent on a  most violent and prolonged fit of 1 Ahk fl,r Ur>0,l’“ Pulmonic W afers—the original and only 
Coughing. | genuine is stamped “ Bryau." Spurious kinds are offered
________________________. r,,r “ale- Twenty-live cents a boi. Sold by dealers getter-
! ally.
Lord Clyde’s share o f  th e  India Plunder is; JOB MOSES, Sole Proprietor, Rochester. N. V. 
stated by an English palter as £120,00U ster- a'1? lt"';kl»"1i by c. i\ fessenden , j . s
ling. Umlrd states: ’ °"e l“ ev' r>' ,0"'" »> llle
-------------------------------- - ; Als.c.li 16. ISS9. ‘ j„ lf
A Georgia A necdote.— ‘ D on't you think,' ; 
said n brother lawyer to Judge Underwood,
* I lint Jim  Pierson is the greatest liar of a law-
-r nsirfasttiur'Druggist and Apothecary,
pit able regi m, banImg lor three months
and, owing to tin- fearful head sea* an
longer time to make twenty or thirty
ship* have required to accomplish the w
New Yoik io ill in port, it may well be
Carier, Darlii.g, Norfolk.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sld from Callio 12th nit, ship Abner Stetson, Stetson, 
Cork for orders
Also sld, supposed 16th. ship Bethiah Thayer, Muoroe, 
Chiiiriia Islands, to load lor Hampton Roads
In ihe river 29th, brig William Wilson, Van Name from 
New York, bound up
Entnut ai Liverpool 6th John Spear, Spear, Philadelphia
Ar at (iieenock 9th, Alice (.ounce, Singer, Callao.
DISASTERS.
A sunken vessel lying in the track, w as passed 25 miles 
SW by W of Frying PauShoals, by »*euinei Citv of Nor­
folk, a, Halt mi re 23.
Barque Young America, Collins, from New Orleans for 
New York, wiih molasses, brlore leported run into on the 
night of 5tli inst, off’ Gun Cav, carried away head ol fore 
mast Hitd bowsprit, with sails an I riggh g attached ; carried 
away topmast, cutwater, cm head, mid started head rail, 
w aterw ays; lost boat, and broke anchor stock. Took 
assistance ot wirckers to aid in bringing vessel into Nns- 
sau. Salvage settled lor ^>UU0.
DRUGS, MEDICINES
C H E M I C A  L S !
rllAVFa ju»t returned from Boston, with the largest and best assorted SKvk ever offered before in ibis City.— Bought at the lowest C ash Mark , 1 will sell ai an honor­
able profit.
F. G. COOK, City Drug Store. 
Rockland, October 27, 1659. 44tf
It lias stood the Best of all Tests,
■ J T X I V E I E  '
\ ND has sustained its reputation for more than THIRTY YEARS P hy sicia n s  of the highest respectability 
prescribe it. ami thousands of families keep it on hand as 
a Standard Family Medicine The 
V E G E T A B L E  P U L M O N A R Y  B A L S A M , 
prepared by the well known druggists. Messrs. Reed, Cut­
ler A Co., is vve have good authority for saying, one of 
the best rcmedie> for
C O U G H S , C O I .D S ,  A N D  A L L
P u l i i i o i in r  y C o m p la in t* ,
ever offered to the public ” —[Boston Journal.
REV. DR. LYM a N BEECHER 
writes,—“ Gen tlem en :—I have used your Vegetable 
Pulmonary Balsam m yself with benefit, and have known 
it lob e  used witli good effect in families around me.”
T he  Late REV. DR. LEONARD WOODS 
wrote,—Gentlemen -.—“ From a long use of your Vege­
table Pulmonary Balsam iu my family circle and among 
theological students, l  have been led to regaid it as a sale 
and efficacious medicine.”
“ G entlemen :—We. the undersigned. Wholesale Drug- 
gisis. having for many years sold your Vegetaole Pulmon­
ary Balsiun, are happy to bear testimony to its grent effi­
cacy iu the rebel and cure of Pulmonary complaints. We 
know of no medicine which has deservedly sustained so 
high a reputation for so long a term of years, or which 
more rarely disappoints the reasonable expectations of 
those who use it.”'—(Signed by manv of the largest and 
oldest Druggists in the U. Slates and Canadas.)
‘•G entlemen :—In an extensive practice of myself and 
sons we have prescribed large quaiiti iea of your Vegetable 
Pulmonary Balsam, and are happy to say have found it 
an efficient und reliable remedy. We consider it inval­
uable. d . t . Pa r k e r .
Farmington, N. II., Dec. 16, 1859.
Beware o f Counterfeits and Imitations !! !
Enquire for tbe article by its whole name,
“ VEGETABLE PULMONARY Ba L»AM,”  
Piepnred only by REED, CUTLER <fe CO , Druggists, 
No*. 1 0 9 ,  I l i  n n d  1 1 3  B r o a d  S t r e e t ,  BO S­
T O N , M ASS*, and sold by Apothecaries and Country 
Merchants generally. Price, large size, $1 ; small size, 
5U cents
le in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN, J. P. 
Ha LI. A. CO.. F. G COOK and by Apothecaries and 
Country merchants generally 3m4
F A I R B A N K S ’
CELEBRATED SCALES.
STILL UNEQUALED for ACCURACY, DURA­
BILITY and convenience  ; and purchas- 
§ may continue to rely upon them as 
w o rth y  of that su pe r io r it y  w hich for 
more than thirty years they have enjoyed
F A IR B A N K S  & B R O W N ,
8,115 __________ 3 4  K ilb y  S tr e e t ,  B o s to n ,
Boot & Shoe Manufactory*
D. T. ANDERSON,
M AIN  S T R E E T ,
( 0..N, . ! ! >,V1:?. ; °  GENTS* SEWED ami
BEGGED ltO” TS from lliu heal ,.f ntalerul. Having 
O . a*. f’L A C E , Ihe heat work- 
ii Lincoln County, he is prepared to 
n urticle superior to auy other es-
country to purchase I
3 F  SPECIAL NO MCE TO AGENTS.
G. G. EVANS, having purchased the stereoty pe plate*, 
copytighis. eto., «.f the “ Prince of the House of Da­
vi d,” I illar of Fire ,” etc., would call ihe attention 
of agents to these truly valuable Works
THF “ PRINCE OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID,” is 
one of the most popular and best selling books ever pub­
lished. Over 1-0,000 copies have been sold, ami it bids 
lair 10 out-rival the “ P ilgrim’s Progress,” or any other 
similar work.
THE “ PILLAR OF FIRE,” by the same author. i« 
now meeting witli a rapid sale, over 90,000 copies have 
bet*n sold since its publication, ami as a compa: ion lu ihe 
“ Prince of the  Mouse of David ,” every reader of that 
book should porch ise a copy.
•TH E RECORDS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY 
WAR,” is a book ol gieat interest and gi 
of information relative to the Soldiers of the Revolution, 
and is ;iu invaluable book of reference for the descendant* 
of its heroes und all who are interested in Pension Claims, 
Land Warranty, eie . etc.
T he most Liberal Inducements are offered  to 
y gents , aud upon addressing the publisher every informa­
tion w ill be given.
S E N D  F O R  A C A T A L O G U E .
any box, bale ol goods or other article on any sideyvalk 
a* to encumber the same, nor sutler the same to remain 
thereon during ihe night: provided a reasonable 
shall be allowed for receiving and delivering good* or 
chandize or other article* into or from any store, shop, 
house or oilier place.
S ect . 9 No person shall lung or cause to be hung any 
goods or other thing over any sidewalk ; nor suffer his 
cellar door or passage from the sidewalk into any cellar to • 
be kept open when not In immediate use, nor in any case 
a fir i sunset, except a good and sufficient light be constant- ' 
ly kept at the entrance of such door or passage ; nor suff- 
ny spout to lead water on the side w«Ik over the head j
Br o n c h i
Coughs, C olds, I lo iM U K M  
In flu en za , I r r it a t io n . Soren ess , or 
any aflecilon of the Throat CURED, 
the Hacking  Coloh  In Consum w toji, 
Bro n ch itis , W hooping  C ough , A 
ma. C a ta rrh , relieved by BROWN’® 
BRONCHIAL TROCHE®, or Couo« 
Lozenges.
ev . H enry W ard Beech er .
“ J recommend their use to Public Speakers.”
R ev . E. 11. C h a pin , New York.
“  M a t salutary relief in Br o nchitis ."
R ev . 6. rfbioFRied , Morristown, Ohio.
11 Beneficial when Compelled tc speak, suffer i n f  from. 
Cold .” R ev . 8. J. P. Anderson , 8t. Lout*.
' Effectual in removing Hoarseness and irritation o f 
the Throat, so common with S peakers and S in g er s .” 
Prof. M STAG i  JOH N-ON, LaGrange, G*. 
Teacher of Music, Southern Female CuJirge,
“ Great benefit when taken before and after preaching, 
as they prevent Hoarseness, r rom their past effect. I 
think they will be o f  permanent advantage to me ’
R ev . E. Bo w ley . A. M , 
President Athens College, Term
Sold by all Draggist*, at 2 5  cents per box.
Also, Brown’s Laxative T roches, or Cathartic Los 
enges, for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Head­
ache, Bilious Affections, -^c.
October 28, le59.
M R S. W INSLOW ^
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre*ents to 
the attention of mother* her
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P ,
F or C hildren T eeth ing ,
which greatly facilitates ihe process ol teething, by soft 
ruing the guins, reducing all infi .ination—will allay ALL 
PAIN and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS, 
depend upon it, mothers, it will rest to yourselves, and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
We have put np and sold 't h i s  article for over ten 
years, and can say, in co N -f^  fi dence and truth of it, 
what we have never been able to say of any other 
nedicir.e— NEVER IIaS ^ J  IT FAILED IN A SINGLE 
INSTANCE,TO E F FE C T -^  A CURE, when timely 
wed. Never di J we know ^4 an instance of >ii*saii»fac- 
tion by anyone who used it. On ihe conirarv, ail 
ire delighted with iia oper-K^ -iiion*. a**d speak iu terms 
<*f highest c o m m e n d a t io n „ f  it* magical effect* 
medical virtue* We speak'** in this mailer “  wi, 
do know,” niter ten year's^f. experience, and pledge 
our reputation for r u t W  fulfilment of what we 
here de. i a he. In nlmoMinp every lusiaoce where the 
lufnut is suffering from pain^q  aud exhaustion, rebel will 
He found iu fifteen or tweu-j—{ ty minute* after the syrup 
i* administered. m  This valuable piepara-
• ion is the prescription ofJJLJ one of the most INEXPE­
RIENCED and S K IL L - .. FUL NURSES in New 
England, and ha* been u se d ^ 1 with never  f a il in g  sue 
csss  in
TH O U SA N D S^ OF CASES.
o
It not only relieves child from pain, but Invig­
orate* tke stomach and'Jd  bowels, corrects acidity, 
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It 
wiil almost instantly re -J2  lie/e
GRIPING IN THE’i ^>  BOWELS, AND 
W1N d| >  Cc LIC,
and overcome convulsions,©  which if not speedily rem­
edied, end in deuth. We a  believe it the bk*t and 
surest remedy in theW  world, in h11 case* of 
DYSENTERY AND D l-32  a KKIIOSA IN CHIL­
DREN, whether it arisen frem teething, or from any
• >iher cause. We w ou ld j^  say to every mother who
lias a child suffering f r o in ^  any of ihe foregoing com­
plaint*—do not lkh your prejudices, nob the pre­
judice* on OTHERS, siaii(lji> between your *iii!Vriiig
• hild nmJ Die relief t h a i ^  will be SURE—yes AB­
SOLUTELY r*liRE— to # billow ihe u»e ol this med­
icine, if timely used. Full directions lor using will 
accompany each botlie —v/J N one genuine unles* thefac 
simile ol CURTIS Jc PE R -a^  KINS, New-York, is on 
ihe outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists ihrough-tH out the world.
Principal office, No. 1 3 ^  Cedar St., New-York.
Sold In Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN. J. 9. HALL *  
CO., aud F. G COOK.
January 18, 1359. ly*
M I N T O K E X
OYSTER SALOON,
N O . 2  F E R R Y ’S X E W  B L O C K ,
Lime Reck Street, 2 Door* West of Post Office.
I f .  I t.  K E E .Y E ,
tow opening a* choice an assortment of NEW YORK 
id BOS TON
Confectionery anil Suijiir Toys,
, Rabins, Prunes, Currant*. Figs, Dates Ac.,
ALpiO,—So 
lured, namely
.v Brother*, Massy’*, Collins, Mackintire'i
: uf the best brands of A  T, K  manufac 
Flemming’* G..Ideu ALE, Taylor’*, Boyd 
Yasser* Sc
P A L E  A X D  A M B E R  A L E ,
constantly on draught and for sale. ALSO,—Meakin’s 
l.andou Pale Ale and Porter, a superior article. ALSO,— 
R. By ass A. Hibbert's London Porier for sale by the bottle 
or ra«k.
aLSO,—A geod assortment of Pickles, Olives, Limes, 
Caper*, Ketchup, Olive Oil, Mustard, Pepper Sauce, 
brandy Peaches ami Cherries, Extracts, Syrups, 
Jellies, Jams, Orange Flower Water, Rose 
Water. Lemon Syrup, Tama nnd* Chnrn- 
paigue Cider, Tobacco, Cigars, Sar­
dines, Cooking Extracts, dec.
.Heersclnmm Pipes ami C’igar Tubes,
PORT MONa IEs} ami CIGAR CASES.
Leather Bags, and Purse*. Fancy Bracelet*, Cologne, and 
Parian Iinuge*, Hair Oil Perfumeries, Soaps,
Tuotn Pi wders, dtj.
Together with a large assortment of
TO Y S AND FA N C Y  A R T IC L E S ,





GEORGE G. EVa NS, Publisher .
439 Chestn it Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
In person shall hitch any horse, ox. or any \ 
ith.-r beast, or feed or cause to be fed any horse, ox or any i 
niter bea>t, on or across any sidewalk ot cross-walk in j 
iny part of the city.
S ect. 11.^  No person shall pass with any horse, oxen t 
amount j other Least,*nor wiih any cart, wagon, chaise or other vi 
hide, along or across any side-walk in the city.
S ect 12. No person shall play at the game of bat and
h a lln o r .u ik e .n y  tmll W,ih » b , t  nor Ibrow any .tone,, S(Me .i .o  in Greet Britain, France, and other fnrelm 
brick-ham or clubs in the street., lanen nr publ.c square, c a n in e s . Ca.eam, Specillcnlion., Bond., AMignnienta, 
ol (he city. , „ , „ , .  and all Paper* or Drawing* for Patent, executed on liberal
No person shall place or. ^  terms, and with despatch. Researches made into Ameri- 
mtx, , a|| or Foreign work.*, to determine the validity or utility
f Patent- or Inventions,—and legal nr other advice ren-
SOCIAL GATHERING.
fjMIE Ladiea of the Sewing Circle connected with the
CXI VERBALIST SQUIKTY
will hold a social gathering, at
ATLANTIC HALL,
T h u r sd a y  E v e n in g . F e b r u a r y  2 ,  1 8 6 0 -  
T IC K E T S  2 5  C E N T S .
Rockland, Jan. 26, 1659. 2w5
Save Your Money.
F \ ESI RING to make it change in my business
s J  in April next, all persona indebted to me by Note or 
mt Can save expense by callingand adjusting.the sume
C. P . F E S S E N D E N ,
Pierson,’ replied the Ju d g e ; ‘ but lie is certain- j 
ly more economical of the truth than any other I 
lawyer on the c irc it!’
NO . 5 K IM B A L L  BLOCK.
l i O C K L A N D , M E .
A ssessor’s N otice.
Ta the inhabitants o f the City o f Rockland anil 
persons liable to be taxed thircin :
\ fOU are hereby notified that the subscribers will be in session, at the room opposite th Office of T. W. 
Chsdhourne. E»q., in the White al Wilson Block iu said 
city of the 14th inst,, from seven till twelve, A M., and 
Irom oue t.ll six P M.. f »r the purpose ol attending to tlie 
abatement of taxes of ic58 and 1859.
FREEMAN HARDEN, \  Assessors of the 
GEORGE D WOOSTER, j  City of Rockland. 
^Rockland, February li t,  1860. 2w6
in his employ M R .  
man on sewed w ork in 
w arran t to custom ers i 
tabliahuieut in the city
M e n ’s a n d  B o y s’ T h ic k  B o o ts  
constantly (in hnnd ami for snls n,  C a m r  fob  C ash  
---- be bo jgbt elsew here in the city.
3w5Rockland,.I an 24, l*-60.
S. E. BENSON,
D E N T I S T
A T  H IS  R E S I D E N C E ,
First Door from MAIN STREET on PARK STREET, 
R o c k la n d ,
O* All operation* warranted
Rockland, October J8, 1859. 43tf
Rockland, Jail. 24, 1660.
G. MOFFITT.
Am erican and Foreign Patents. 
F t .  I I .  E D D Y ,
SO LICITO R OF P A T E N T S ,
Late Agent o f U. S. Patent Office, Washington, 
(under the Act of 1837.)
80 State Street, opposite K ilb y Street, 
BOSTON.
t FTER an extensive practice of upward* ol twenty 
:T. years, continue* to secure Patent* in the United
S P E A K E R
— 0K NO —
S P E A K E R !
[ AM bound to rankest change in mt business
in April, and therefore I shall offer my STOCK at such 
price* as will insure its sale. O ’ P lea se  C a ll .
You will find  B L A C K  F R O C K  C O ATS.
You will find  B R O W K  FR O C K  C O ATS. 
You will find  B L U E  F R O C K  C O A TS.
You will find  M IX E D  FR O C K  C O ATS.
You will find  B L A C K  SACK C O ATS.
Yov will find  B R O W N  SA C K  CO.-l’iS .
You will find  B L U E  SA C K  C O ATS.
You will find  D R E S S  C O A T S,
O V E R C O A T S ,
B la c k  I’ a n ta , C h e c k e d  P a u la . B lu e  P a u la .
and V E S T S  at ihu lowest price poaaible.
Furnishing Goods.
Wool Over Shirts, Wool Under Shifts, Wool Drawers, 
Mittens, Suapendeia, Collars, Cravats, Spring 
Slocks, Napoleon Ties,
C a r p e t  B a g . ,  T r u n k . .  V n lin en , C n lb r e lln a ,
D oeskins, Drab Cassimeres,
BLACK SATINETTS superior quality.
Some very fine B L A C K  & B R O W N  C L O T H S , 
for LADIES’ CLOAKS, at price* that cannot fail to plea*e
ALSO, A general assortment of TAILOR’S TRIM­
MINGS, ail oi which, for C A S H , will he sold at price* to 
Astonish  E verybody .
g p  Please Call at the Old Stand o f
C. G. M O FFIT T ,
Before making your purch.xse* and see if you cannot save 
MONEY-
Rockland, Jan. 24,1859. 6tf
hou^e. shop or store in any street in the city, 
awnings or shade.* shall extend to ihe outer li..e o f the ( 
sidewalk and be safely affixed and supported in such man­
ner as not to interfere with passengers, nor unless the same 
he, in the lowest part, seven feet above the street or side­
walk under them.
S ect 14 Any person or persons who shall be guilty of 
a violation of Hiiy provision ol ibe fourth, filth, sixth, sev­
enth. eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth or thirteenth 
sections of this ordinance shall foifeit and pay for each 
and every offence not less than three nor more than five 
dollar*.
r*tcT. 15. All regulations in this or any other ordinance 
of the city in relation t .is iie e is , highways, lanes, alleys, 
public squares, or sidewalks, shall apply to all streets, 
highways, lanes, alleys, public square* i.r sidewalks which 
aie actually opened and used by the public, whether the 
same have been laid nut nud legally accepted or not.
S eot. 16 . N o person shall knowingly sell or offer for 
sale within the city any unwholesome, stale or puuid ar­
ticles of provision*, nor any meal that has been blown, 
raised or stuffed nor any measly pork, nor any di.-ensed 
meat o f any kind And if any person shall violate any ol 
:he provisions ol this section he shall forfeit and pay fot 
each and every offence the sum o f five dollar*.
S ect. 17 N o person shall place nor caused to be placed 
or laid in any street, lane, alley or public square in said 
city, within one mile of the I'ost Office, any lumber, irnme, 
tree for a mast or other purpose, boards, shingles, granite- 
ro< k, limerock. cord wood or any things which shall en­
cumber said street. Ian., alley or public, square. And ihe 
City Marshal or his deputy may remove such lumber, 
granite, and liu.e-rock, or any other articles, when left in 
any si reel, l ine, alley, or public square aforesaid, at the 
expense of ihe owner thereof ; p ro v id e d  however, that 
when any person shall have no suitable or proper place 
near hi> dwelling-house, store, shop or office, iu which 
wood for immediate use, as fuel, can be sawed or prepared 
such person may deposit the same upon the side of ihe 
street, lane, alley, or public square so as not toobsiruct 
the travelled pa'h or side-walk, a time sufficient to have 
ihe same sawed and prepared, not exceeding twenty-four 
hours, without the permission o f the Git 
when the 
placed or laid
tiered in all matter* touching the same. Copie* of the 
claims of any Fatent furnished by remitting One Dollar. 
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency i* noi only the largest in New England, but 
through it inventors have advantages for securng patents, 
or ascertaining the patentability of invention*, unsurpass­
ed by, if r.ot immeasurably superior to, any which can be 
offered them elsewhere. The testimonial* below given 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA­
TENT OFFICE than the suhsciber; and as SUCCESS IS 
THE BEST PROOF OF A VANTAGES AND ABILITY, 
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and 
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are ihe 
charges for professional services so moderate. The im­
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty year* past, 
ha*enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi­
cations and official decisions telalive to pate. is. These, 
beside* his extensive library of legal and ii.echanical 
works, and full accounts of patents granted in (he United 
Stales and Europe, render liiin able, beyoud question, to 
offer superior facilities for obtaining patent*.
All necessity ol a journey to Washington, to procures 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in­
ventors. —
T E S T I M O N I A L S .




- Commissioner of Patents.
assuring Inventor* that they 
more competent ami trust­
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in 
a torui to secure for them au early and favorable consider­
ation at the Patent Office. EDMUND BURKE.” 
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“  Boston, February 8, 1858.
“  Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appll- 
e ■ e c i , ,r- cations, on all hut ONE oi which patents have been grant-
T X X Z  ‘v“> ‘any street, l ine, alley or pubUc square 
hall te  unknown, it shall be the duty of the City Marshal 
nr his Deputy to cause ihe same lo be cried by the com­
mon crier ; and unless such an idea or things shall be duly 
removed within forty-eight hour* alter the.- tine shall have 
bren *o cried, and the co*t thereof paid, he shall sell the 
seme at public uuction, and after deducting the reasonable 
charge*, shall pay the balance into the Ci y Tieasury.
S ect. 18. No person shall occupy an* street. lane or 
public square f -r the purpo-e o f placing wood, lumber or 
any innierial intended to be used iu erecting or repairing 
any building ou any land abuning on any of the streets, 
lanes, public squares or other public places within the 
city, w ih mt the license ol the Mayor and Aldermen or 
some prison by them authorized for that purpose. And 
il e Mayor and Aldermen, or such person as tKe> may ap­
point, are hereby au(hunzt’d lo grant such permission in 
writing, and allot such a part of the street ot other pub­
lic place as they may think necessary and sufficient for 
me purpose, and ao us to leave convenient room for can*  
and rarri »ges to pa-s therein ; and the pari so allotted may 
be used for placing ail materials for any such building or 
oilier purposes, and for receiving the rubbish arising there­
from ; and all ih« rubbUli hi Ling therelr<>m or thereby 
ahull be fully and entirely removed, and carried away at 
Hie expense o f the person so building or repairing and so 
occupying said street or o»her public place, in such time 
us shall be limited and expressed in such license aforesaid.
S ect. 19. The owner or driver ol any truck, cart, 
vagoii. sled, sleigh or other carriage, shall place the same 
lengthwise of the street and as near as possible to the post 
orctiib»lone of the side-walk o f the street in which he 
sIihII »»and ; nor shall nnv carls, trucks or other carriages 
so stand a* to prevent the Iree passage of two unnis 
ar reasl iu ihe streets, lanes or other public places, und 
they shall be arranged by said owners or drivers, under 
the order au.i by the direction o f  the Uiiy Marshal. And 
any person violating any of the provision* ol this seciion, 
shall furleu and pay a sum of not less than oue dollar nor 
more than three dollars.
proof of great talent Htid ability on his part leads i 
recommend all inventors to apply to him to procure their 
parents, as they may be sure of having the most faiihful 
attention bestowed on their cases, aud hi very reasonable 
charges. JOHN T aGGART.”
From Sept. 17th, 1857. to June 17th, 1858. the subscrib­
er in course uf hi* large practice, made, on t ice rrjrcted 
applications, S.XTEEN APPEAL*, EVERY ONE of 
which wils decided iu tits fa v o b , by the Commissioner of
Patents.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1860.
R. H. EDDY.
ly?
Corn Balls. Corn Balls.
CH ILDS & SY LV ESTER ’S.
—ALSO—
C o n f o o t i o n o r  y  ,
ol all kinds kept constantly on hand. 
R O C K L A N D  S T R E E T , N o r th  E n d ,
6n»47c Ru c k i .a n d . m*.
C H A P T E R  X V .
l  ac o i  F ir e  A r m s.
1 f uny person shall fire or discharge any gun or pistol irom 
tiie lop or window «»f any house or other building, or in or 
across any street, lane, alley, public square, field, grove or 
wharf, or iu any yard or garden, within half a mile of Hny 
dwelling house in the city, such person *hall forteit and 
pay lor every i-uch offence, h flue of not less than one dol­
lar, nor more Ilian five dollar* ; provided, that nothing 
herein contained .hull be eon*trued a* to prohibi. any per­
son irom exercising the right of self dtleuce, defence of 
property, aiding civil officer*, or obeying the orders ot the 
officer* ol uuy miliiary company, when drilling, parading 
or on duty.
Fine F eei and Shorts.
W A f t f t  I BS- F1,,e F" d ,' 1"1 Short-. Onta, R\e, | U U U  U.irtey, Wheal Mail, aud Buck Wheiit Fioui m store and for sale by
. O. B. * \L E 3 .
Rockland, Dec 1, 1859 -;*Hf
Kerosene Oil,
FOR «ale at the lowent prices atB. I.ITCH FIELD, Jr., *  SONS. 
Rockland. Noe- 10, Ia59 4S(f
Notice.
THE Committee on Accounts and Claims, will meet at the Store of Leacder W-sks, the flnu Friday ot each 
mouth, at 7 o'clock, P. AL, for the purpose of axatnimug 
claims against the city.
W. H. TITCOMB, Chairman. 
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For Sale or Exchange.
THE subscriber offers for sale, or in exchange for a farm in the country, his dwelling house situated on Lime 
Rock St., near Brown’s Corner. Said House is a 1 1-2 
story house with Ell and Stable. The lot contains flfty- 
oue rods. It is an excellent stand, (perhaps the best In 
the Stale) for a blueksmith, the occupant’s present busi­
ness.
W. RUSSELL.
Rockland, O ct. 1, 1859._____________ 41 6m»
C o tu m is s io A e r ’s N o tice .
Estate of Russell S Healy, late of Rockland, -n said Coun­
ty of Lincoln, deceased, represented insolvent; and six 
months are hereby allowed to the said creditors for bring­
ing in their claims. Notice is heieby given that we shall 
meet at the office of Stanley Ac Ayer, in said Rockland, on 
the first FRIDAY of February, April and June 1860, from 




Rockland, Pec. 12, 1859. *6m5I
M. E. THURLO,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
N O . 3  C U S T O M  H O U S E  B L O C K ,
JJA S in Store a choice Stock of
BROADCLOTHS, C A SSIM EB E S, 
D oesk ins, V estin g s, Satinets
and other CLOTHS, together with a full stock of 
T A I L O R ’S T R I M M I N G S .
which he will be pleased to make up to order from meas­
ure, warranting every garment made, not only as to style 
and set, but also as to quality of material, while he will 
ensure perfect satisfaction as to the price of goods and gar­
ments. He has also a full stock of
G ents’ Furnishing Goods, &c.,
which will be wold as low as the lowest. Persons in 
want of any articles in his line of trade are respectfully 
solicited to call and examine his Stock as he is confident 
it will prove of mutual benefit.
Rockland, August 18, 1859. 84tf
THREE CHEERS
G R E A T  E A S T E R N
N E W  S T O C K  O F  C L O T H I N G ,
Gentlemen’s Furnishing' Goods.
I  Have just retained from Boston with a prime Stock of Clothing and Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods suitable for 
the present and coming season, and comprising almost 
every article in tho C lothing  L in e . I have been very 
particulat in selecting my Stock which is extensive, and 
knowing what will suit my customers in Rocklund and vi­
cinity, have done my best to please them as far as
S T Y L E , Q U A L IT Y  a u d  P R I C E
are concerned, and i f  tw en ty  years e x per ien c e  in
THE BUSINESS IS WORTH ANYTHING IT IS THE PURCHAS­
ER’S g ratuitously . 1 have on hand u large lot of
Moscow Beaver Over Coats,
made in the latest style, which I will sell very low. I have 
also received a large lot of
“F ^ r  h p  j g p a x i c L  O  A
LATEST STYLES, aud will .ell u  such extremely low a*  beCOn,e il'juriou8
price, as almost to astonish you. 1 -
M A Z A I R O M ,
OE
CREAM OF TARTAR SUBSTITUTE.
♦  DANA FARRAR & IIYDE AgCIltS.
8 3  B r o a d  S t r e e t ,  B o ato u *
THE^art'deis confidently offered to the public, as a S u b  M litu tc  for C r e a m  o f  T a r t a r ,  for domestic use. 
Thu high price which Cream of Tartar commands, to­
gether with the alarming extent to which its dangerous 
adulteration has been carried, warrants us in ofieriug this 
UNEQUALLED SUBSTITUTE, prepared by one of the 
most skillful chemists of the country.
The following true comparison of its nature, and results 
of iis use, with those of Cream of Tartar, will convince 
the most incredulous of its value.
^ Cream of Tartar is a bi-tartrate of potash. Its SUB­
STITUTE is a simple phosphate, and contains nothing 
but what is found in beef-steak, corn, wheat and other 
cereals and is therefore highly nutritious.
Cream of Tartar, as every body knows, makes bread 
and cake, which when cold are dry and tasteless. The 
SUBSTITUTE produces cold bread and cake which are 
sweet, moist, and grateful to the palate.
Cream of Tartar, in cooking, requires the use of con­
siderable shortening ; the SUBSTITUTE requires less.
Cream of Tartar has no healthy action in fond, on the 
system, and supplies nothing which the body requires —
1 he SUBSTIl UTE has a health-giving influence, and sup­
plies that for which there is a continual demand in the 
system.
 ^It is made of uniform strength, equal in all cases to pure 
Cream of Tartar, and consequently can always be relied 
upon.
The following are Extracts from Certificates, from a 
large number in possession of the Agents:—
Dr . C. T J a ck o n ; of Boston, State Assayer, says:— 
“ 1 have examined Professor Horsford’s Cream of Tar­
tar Substitute, and his Yeast Powders, a d find them to 
be suitable for bread making, and I have made use of them 
in iny family cooking for a brief period, with success.
“ The Cream of Tartar Substitute is chiefly an acid 
phosphate of lime, and in mixing with the flour is made to 
act on super-carbonate of soda, so as to produce neutral 
i phosphate of lime, and phosphate of soda, and to give off’
1 carbonic acid gas. The resulting salts, are, so fur as my 
observation goes, harmless to the constitution, and in many 
cases will doubtless act beneficially on the system.”
“ 1 have found that these powders produce good and 
light bread, of a pleasant flavor and quite white.”
Dit, N ichols, a distinguished chemist, having a labora­
tory ot No. 7, Central Sueet, Boston, says of theSubsii- 
tutc, in a letter under date of May I, 1859:—“ I have no 
hesitation in recommending it to the public, as a whole­
some substitute for bi-iurtrute of poiassa, or Cream of 
Tartar in bread making. It is found in wheat and other 
cereals, and iudeed in every variety of vegetation. It is 
introduced iuto the animal economy through the agent of 
food, and then subserves a very impoituut end in sustain­
ing vitality and health.”
Professor S hepard , of Providence, says:—“ Your 
substitute for Cream of Tartar, is undoubtedly a most use­
ful and important invention. It is substituting a perfectly 
innocent and harmless substance in the place of one, the 
continual use of which has long been known to produce 
serious gu&tic disturbances.”
New York, Oct. 8 , 1859.
Gentlemen :—From an examination of a sample of 
Professor Hosford’s Cream of Tartar Substitute, as well 
as from a knowledge of the process by which it is pre- 
paied, w’e have no hesitation in recommending it ns a 
cheap and valuable substitute for the article now so uni­
versally used, and we believe its use to be beneficial rath­
er than prejudicial to the health.
Yours, respectfully,
Everett Ac Livermore, Analytical Chemists. 
Dr. C. C. Holcomb, of Lee Mass., says : Against the
use of the Cream ol Tartar Substitute, to which you have 
l ulled my attention, tio rational objection can possibly ob­
tain. It cannot 1hi1 to do ail in the process of bread mak­
ing that Cream of Tartar can do, and yet by no chemical
H .  H A T C H ,
Mo. 4 Perry Block,
4 Doors West of the Post Office.
1> now opening a new and desirable assortment of
FALL AMD WINTER MILLINERY
A N D  F A N C Y  G O O D S ,
consisting in part of the following articles:
STRAW FANCY AND MOURNING BONNETS, 
RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LACES and EDOINQS 
of all descriptions.
H O S I E R Y  A N D  G L O V E S .
ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN 
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED 
in great variety
SHETLAND YARN in all its shades.
E M B R O I D E R I N G  M A T E R IA L S ,
Suck as SADDLERS and EMBROIDERING SILK, 
Tambo. Moravian and Nuna Colton, Linen Floss, 
Gold Braid, and other small articles too 
numerous to mention.
W H I T E  G O O D S .
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolius, Mar­
seilles, and a general a.sortmeat of other goods usually 
kept iu such an establishment.
A G E N T  F O R
F R E N C H  and A M E R IC A N  H A IR  W O R K ,
of the best manufacture in the United States, which he 
keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
ALSO, Agent for B a r r e t t ’s  M a ld e n  D y e  H ouse*
where goods are dyed in the best possible manner.
5 0 0  P o u n d s  o f  H o o d  W o r s te d
direct from the Manufactory, which will be sold for less 
than can be bought in any other place in the city.
All the above goods will be sold low for CASH, and 
CASH ONLY.
B O N N E T S  B L E A C H E D  A N D  P R E S S E D .
Rockland, Oct. 11,1859. 42tf
WILLIAM BEATTIE, 
Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
” ‘r R O C K L A N D  M A I N E .
PETER THACHER & BROTHER.
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
O F F I C E .  N O . 8  K I M B A L L  B L O C K .
MAIN STREET.................................... ROCKLAND, MB
P eter  T h . c h e e , R. P E . T hacheb .
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856. 4Btf
the 2
Hoots Shoes a n d  Ilu bbers ,
for Ladies and Gentlemen. A full assortment.
200 TRUNKS, VALISES and
IT R A V E L L I N G  B A G S . All sizes and patterns.
C tU ftS a n d  P I S T O L S
in great variety. GUN FIXINGS, SHOT POUCHES, 
POWDER FLASKS BULLET MOULDS, etc.
Jew elry and Fancy Goods, j
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT.
The above goods were purchased for CASH and C a s h  
O n ly . I feel confident that 1 can sell 2 0  P e r  C e n t  
lean  t h a n  y o u  d o  p a y  at any establishment in this 
County.
1 keep a well selecled Stock of
S E A M E N S  C L O T H I N G
AND OUTFITTING GOODS,
Of all descriptions, which 1 can sell exceedingly low.
My slock is loo extensive to particularize in an adver­
tisement. The public are particularly requested to call 
and examine my slock before purchasing elsewhere.
0 . II. PERRY,
N o . 1 P e r r y ’* N e w  B lo c k
Lime Rock Street, one door West ol the Post Office.
Hit. C. W iooin, oi Providence, R. I.j says While 
i the continued use of Cream of Tartar, and its constant 
introduction into the system, through the medium of a 
I prominent article of food, cannot fail of producing injury,
1 that of its “ Substitute,” being in its nature highly nutri- 
| ous, and healthful in its effects on the animal organism, 
j must as certainly contribute much to the welfare of those 
j who use it.”
j Da. S. A. Arnold, of the same place, says :—“ It is far 
superior to Cream of Tartar, us a dietetic.”
I For Saie by the principal grocers.
! November, 17, lfc'59. 47tf
E V E R Y B O D Y
i Will be pleased to learn that the Subscriber has just 
| ceived a new and complete assortment of
DON’T COMPLAIN.
Many Ladies have said to ine
During the last year that the 
WILTON YARN did not pay for knitting. 
Therefore we have purchased a full assortment of the 
celebrated Yarns manufactured by I. C. Morse, Esq. , (late 
Morse 6c Coleman,) who are the only parlies who make 
those very fine and beautiful Stockings for Ladies and 
Children. We can give you the full assortment of 
STOCKINGS AND YARNS, 
the Yarns are in the following colors :
B lu e  M ix e d  3 o r  4 p ly .
D i l l e r e u t  s h n d c s  o f  D r n b j .
C r im s o n  a u d  S c a r l e t ,  p l a i n  c o lo r s .  
C r im s o n  a n d  W h i t e ,  r a n d o m .  
S c a r l e t  a n d  W h i t e ,  d o
B lu e  a n d  W h i t e ,  d o
O r n n g c  a n d  W h i t s ,  d o
F r e n c h  B lu e ,  p l a i n  c o lo r .
P l a i n  W h i l e  Y a rn s *  d i f f e r e n t  s iz e s .
The skeins are larger than the Wilton, and a greater 
variety of colors and will be sold for a less price by
JOHN M. GOULD.
Rockland, November 8, 1859,
P. S. Everybody in pursuit of any article of
l ) K Y  G O O D S
had better look here before purchasing as we sell lots of 
Goods for a little money. 47 tf
N. B. The subscriber will attend to his business pe r ­
sonally , and not having any Store R ent to Pay , aud 
having dispensed with a Clebk making his expenses 
One T housand Dollars Less than those who pay rent 
ami hire Clerks who are in the same business in this city.
One T housand Dollars is theredy  saved to my 
Customers. O . H . P .
Rockiand, Sept. 22, 1859. 39tf
D R Y  G OO D S,
consisting of almost every atricle usually called for. 
that we will sell a S h a d e  lower than anybody else in tbit 
vicinity.
J . M. GOULD.
Rockland, October 19, 1859. 43lf
I M P O R T A N T  N O T I C E
TO
C aliforn iaJP assengers.
THE OLD ESTABLISHED LINE to California, con­necting with the Steamers of the
PAC!FaC MAIL STEAMSHOP GO
have removed their Office in New York to the New Pier of
LEJ. ESTEN,
IcmcEupaijiic J ljp icutu ,
O ffice i n  W i l s o n  Sc W h i t e ’s  B lo c k ,  
R O C K L A N D , M e .
R E  F E R E N C E S :
D. FLANDERS, M. D., Belfast, Maine.
J. JOSLYN, M. D., Mohegan, R. I.
L. W, HOWES, Esq. , Rockland, Maine.
N- B. Dr E. Intends making .lockland his permanent 
place of residence and solicits a share of the public pat­
ronage




E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S
H ISU R A N C E  A G EN CY ,
N o. 2 B E R R Y ’S BLOCK, D p  Sta irs.
OVER E. BARRETT’S DRY GOODS STORE,
R O C K L A N D .
E. H. COCHRAN,
WILL TAKE RISKS ON
D W E L L I N G  H O U S E S ,
H O U S E H O L D  F U R N I T U R E ,  
S T O R E S ,
S T O C K S  O F  G O O D S ,  
F I N I S H I N G  R I S K S  ON B U I L D I N G S
in process of construction, and all other In­
surable property, in the following companies, 
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust­
ment of their losses.
O F F I C E  N O . 4  K I M B A L L  B L O C K ,
(Over the Store o f  M. C. Andrews.) 
D w e l l i n g  H o u s e ,  o n  S p r i n g  S t r e e t ,
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT 
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858. 4gt |
M A YO  & K ALER ,
SUCCESSORS TO FIERCE Ac KALDR.
DEALERS IN
J w i p  iiuil Domestic
D R Y  GOODS,
N o. 5, SPO FFO RD BLOCK, M ain S t..
EHEN B. MAYO, )




B L O C K S  & P U M P S .
A T  S T E A M  M I L L ,  U P  S T A IR S ,
ROCKLAND, ME, 
8 tfFebruary, 18, 1857.
Dentistry.
T ’HE Subscriber would respectful-
U T T S S S S a  1  ly inform the citizen. ofliocklau.l and 
virinity that he has lined u|i an OFFICE in 
Wilson A White’a block, for the practice of Dentistry — 
lie is prepared to insert .rtillciul teeth and to perform all 
operations connected with his profession iu the most skill- 
ful manner.
Rockland. Nov. 17, 1858. E. P. CHASE.47 ly
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
HARTFORD, CONN
Incorporated 1810.................................... Charter Perpetual
Capital $500,000"vrith. Surplus of $210,000
II. IIuNTiitoToa, Pres’t, T. C. a lly ;*, Sec’y.
Home Insurance Company,
NEW YORK CITY.
Gash Capital, 1,000,000 | Surplus, 300,000
Charles J. Martin , Pres’t.
F. W ilmarth , Vice Pres’t. J . M. S m ith , Sec’y*
City Fire Insurance Company,
Ha r t f o r d , c o n n .
C a s h  C a p i t a l ,  $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 .
C. N. Bowers, Pres’t. C. C. W a ite , Sec’y.
Maine Insurance Company,
AUGUSTA, ME.
C a p i t a l  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J. L. C u tler , Pres’t. J . H. W illiam s , Sec’y
“  N E W  E N G L A N D
Fire and Marine Insurance Company.
HARTFORD CONN.
Cash Capital, $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Assets, over 2 3 0 ,0 0 0
N ath’l M. W aterman, Pres’t. 
__________________________ Georqe D. Jew ett , Soc’y.
W estern M assachusetts Insurance Co
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cash Capital aud Surplus, over $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
E. II. Kellooo, Pres’t. J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.
S P R I N G F I E L D
F ire and M arine Insurance Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CashCapitnl, $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Assets, over 4 4 8 ,0 0 0 .
E dmund Freeman, Prea’t. W a. Conner, Sec’y.
T H E
R U S S IA  S A L V E  
VEGETABLE OINTMENT
Has been used and sold in Boston for tha last Thirty Years, and its virtues have stood tho test of time.
R E -O P E N IN G
OF THE
THORNDIKE HOTEL.
The subscriber having renovated nnd pul 
in the mn«t perfect order the above House, 
will receive company on und after MON­
DAY NEXT, July llih.
He would inform the traveling community 
and the public generally that every effort 
will be made by unremitting attention to the wants of hi* 
guests, and by careful catering lor the table to seeme tor 
them all that can induce to their comfort and hnme-feeliug 
during their slay with him, while his charges will ever be 
kept as low as they can be and at the same time secure for 
his patrons all those conveniences and comforts upon which 
their happiness end his reputation depends.
Single persons or small Families can be accomodated 
with board (together with rooms furnished or unfurnish­
ed) by the week, on very moderate terms.
Conches always in attendance to take guests to and 
from the sever 11 steamers.
G. W. HODGES, Proprietor.
N. B. An excellent stable may he found connected with 
this house in charge of careful and attentive hostlers.
G. W. H.
Rockland, July 6 , 1858. 2-tf
W E B S T E R  H O U S E .
J. E. MERRILL, Proprietor.
3 8 * . H a n o v e r  s t r e e t ,
Charter Oak Fire and Marine Co.
HARTFORD, CONN.
C a p i t a l  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
Ralph G il l e t t , Pres’t. Joseph  ii . S pr a g u e , Sec’y
Hampden Fire Insurance Company,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
C a p i t a l  a n d  A s s e t s  § 2 2 0 , 0 0 0
. B . Calhoun , Pres’t. J . C. P ynciion, flec’y
Conway Fire Insurance Company.
CONWAY m a s s .
C a p i t a l ,  $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J. S. W h itney , P re .’t_________ ]) c. Rooeik., Sec’y
Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
SALEM, MASS.
Capital and Assets, $350,000.
Augustus S tory , Pres’t. J . T. Burnham , Sec’y.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BURNS.
RUSSIA SALYE CURES CANCERS.
RUBSIA SALVE CURES SORE STBS.
RU8SIA SALVE CURES ITCH.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FELONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALD HEAD.
RU88IA SALVE CURES NETTLE RASH.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CUTS.
RUSSIA 8ALVE CURES CORNS.
RU8SIA SALVE CURES SCALDS. *
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SALT RIIEUSI.
KU83IA SALVE CURES SORES.
RU8SIA SALVE CURES FLEA BITES.
2LUB8IA SALVE CURES WHITLOWS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ULCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WARTS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE NIPPLES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES STIES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FESTERS.
RU8SIA SALVE CURES RINGWORM.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCURVY.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BUNIONS.
RUBSIA SALVE CURES SORE LIPS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES INGROWING NAILS QQ 
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SPIDER STINGS. **
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SHINGLES. \J
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ERUPTIONS. fff
RUSSIA SALVE CURES MOSQUITO BITES. fa
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CHILBLAINS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FROZEN LIMBS. W
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WENS. V
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE EARS. H
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BOIL8. Q
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FLESH WOUNDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES PILES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BRUISES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CHAPPED HANDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SPRAINS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SWELLED N08E.
RUSSIA 8ALVE CURES ERYSIPELAS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURBS LAME WRIST.
Utea of Venomous Reptilci nre instantly cured
E X C E L L E N T  O I N T M E N T .
EVEBY M0THEE WITH CHILDBEW, 0
J* a n d  a l l  H e a d s  o f  F a m i l i e s ,  u
GJ Should keep a Box in the cupboard, or on the shelf; p
r t hllndy to uie in .CASK O P  A C C ID E N T .
Price, 25 Cents per Box.
Put up in larire size metal boxes, with an engimvwl 
wrapper, similar to the above enjjraving, without
end*
! tha
Redding & Co., Proprietors,
N o . 8  S ta te  S tr e e t ,  B o s to n .
BARNES & PARK, W holesale Agents,
NEW YORK.




I by thla W
T. p
N E W  E N G L A N D  A IL M E N T S,
Thomaston Mutual Insurance Go,
THOM ASTON ME.
Atwood Levensalbr . Pres’t W ji. R. Ke it h , S ec’y*
Portland and Xew York Steamers.
North Atlantic Steamship Company.
Foot of CANAL STREET, North River, whence will be
despatched, on the
5th  and. 20 th  o f  each M onth,
one of the North Atlantic Steamship Co’s well known 
Also, ; and commodious Steamers
Adriatic, Baltic, aud Atlantic,
of 4000 tons and upwards, formerly of the Gollins Line to 
Europe, known to be unrivalled for
C apacity, Speed and Comfort!
Connecting, via the Panama Railroad, with the splendid 
steamers of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,
G O LDEN A G E, G OLDEN GATE, 
JO H N  L. ST E P H E N S & SONORA.
S E 511 - W E E K L Y  L I N E .
The first class Steamships “ CHESA­
PEAKE,” Captain Sidney Crowell, and 
P aTAPSO,” Captain L. H. La) field, will 
hereufter form a semi-weekly line betw
York and Portland, leaving each Port every W ednes­
day and Saturday  at 4 P M.
Passage, including Meals and State Rooms $5.00 
The great dispatch given to freight by this line makes it 
the most desirable freight communication between New 
York and the East. No commission charged at either 
end for forwarding
Dru\ age iu New York between connecting lines by con­
tract at lowest rates.
EMERY ai FOX, Portland.
11. B CHOMWELL, Ac CO., New York.
October 25, 1859. • 6m44
ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT AND R A D IC A L ;----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CURE OF SPERMATORRHOEA, or Seminal Weakness, .•> v t i  T 7 m ^
Sexual Debility, Nervousness and Involuntary Emissions, JL I i  7 j L l c t d l C T i l  v U i
including Inipotency und Mental and Physical Incapacity. | ’- r a g s  I  N  T  K
By ROB. J. CULVERWELL M. D., 1 ^  1
Author of “  The Green Book, &c.”
The world-renowned author, in this admirable Lecture, | rnUT? P r „
clearly proves from his own experience that the awful j and^ostm i C
mornings at 2 o’clock.
MANHOOD,
H O W  L O S T , H O W  R E S T O R E D -
Just Published, in a Scaled Envelope,
N. H. —This i» the ONLY Line linvlng an EXTRA 
STEAMER, A LW A lS at Panama, thus insuring no de­
tention.
Rates of Fare as low ns by any other Line, and NO EX­
TRA expense at PANAMA.
C A U T IO N  T O  T H E  P U B L IC .
On account of the numerous frauds and impositions on 
Travellers, those bound to California are cautioned lo buy 
tickets at the only authorized Agencies of the N A. & P
WILLIAM F. JOY,
Shipping and Commission
7 0  S u i i t l i ’M W h a r f ,  c o r u e r  o f  P r a t t  S t r e e t .  
B A L T IM O R E , M d .
Attends specially to purchasing and shipping Grain, 
Flout, White Ook Ship Plank, Locust Treenails, and to 
sales of Lumber, Ice <tec.
Freights and Charters procured.
Refers to Messrs. HITCHCOCK, FLYE &. CO. Damar- 
iscotta j DANIEL LEWIS At. CO. Boston.
November 29, 1859. 49tf
M ETC A LF & D U N C A N ,
S H I P P I N G  & C O M M I S S I O N
M e r c h a n t s ,
2 3  S O U T H  S T R E E T ,
N EW  YORK.
B. F. Metcalf , ?
8 aml. Duncan. > june 3, 1859. (23)
Co
consequences of *elf abuse may be effectually removed 
without Medicine aud without dangerous Surgical opera­
tions, bougies, instruments, rings or cordials*, pointing 
out a mode ol cure at once certain and effectual, by which 
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may 
cure himself cheaply, privately and radically. This Lec­
ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal lo any address, post paid, on the receipt 
of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr CH. J . C. 
KLINE, M. D., 480 First Avenue, New York, Post Box
4586.
Dec, 6 , 1859. (491y)
T E N  P E E  CENT. BONDS
OF THE
City of Saint Joseph. Mo.
$4 3 ,0 0 0  D U E  1879,
Principal and Interest payable at American E x­
change Bank, New York.
1 N  T
Arrangement.
iton will leave Rockland for Port- 
Bath every Tuesday and Friday
O CIOCK
Returning will leave Boston, Wednesday and Saturday, 
arriving in Rocklund ever Monday and Thursday evenings.
The Express also leaves Rockland for Bangor every 
Tuesday and Friday Mornings at 6 o’clock.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday and Thurs­
day mornings, arriving in Rockland same evening.
Business received lor all Towns on the Kennebec River, 
and forwarded by the Company’s Messengers via Bath or 
Bangor on their regular days us above stated.
M o n e y , P a c k a g e s ,  O r d e r s  a u d  F r e i g h t  
F o r w a r d e d  to all parts of the Country.
N o te s , B il l* .  D r a f t s  & e ., c o l l e c t e d .  B i l l s  
o f  E x e l i a u g e  on Ireland purchased in sums to suit 
and all other business in the Express line promptly a t­
tended to-
Persons sending money by this Express desiring receipts 
returned will please notify. When so requested this Com­
pany always return receipts.
Persons calling or sending to the office for return receipts 
will please deliver the original receipts taken of the Agent.
P R O P R I E T O R S ,
F. II. Hodgman, Bangor, J . N. W inslow , Portland.
G. S. Cahpentkb, Augusta, F. W. Carr, Boston,
J .R . HALL, Superintendent.
G . \V .  B E R R Y ,  A g e n t .
OFFICE,—No. 3 Lime Rock Street, directly opposite 
the Post Office
Rockland, Jan .2, I860. 2tf
T ic k e t*  miiMt b e  *iguc«l b y  o n e  o f  t h e  C o m ­
p a n y ’s a g e n t ’* b e f o r e  they will be recognized by 
the AGENT nt PANAMA *, and Tickets, thus signed, can 
be obtained at the only authorized Agency lor the N. A 
«v P M. Steamship Companies, where State Rooms and 
Berths can be secured, viz: at the old established Office, 
well known for ten years past,
16 £6ro ad  S t r e e t ,  BSoslon.
C. L. BARTLETT
{ST Be sure and observe the Name and Number.
G. W. BERRY, Agent for Rocklund. 
Boston, Nov. 15, 1859. Jy48
Crane & Co.’s Express.
W I N T E R
A R R A N G E M E N T . - S p f e
W E offer for sale $43,000 of T er P ep. Cent. Bonds, is­
sued by the City of St. Joseph, Missouri, for the “ River 
and W harf Improvement.” The loan, authorized for this 
purpose was $100,000, of which $50,000 wus issued iu 
1858, and we now offer the balance. The bonds are is­
sued under a special Act of the Legislature, approved by a 
direct vote of the people^ and the payment of principal 
and intere>t is provided by a S pecial T ax, which is irre- 
pealnble until the bonds are fully paid.
Saint Joseph is situated on the Missouri River, at the 
western terminus of the Hannibal and Saint Joseph Rail­
road, which makes it thegateway to the great territories 
ol Kansas, Nebraska, Utah, &c., and as it is the most 
wes'ern point reached by railroad, it is the great outfitting 
point for the new gold regious at Pike’s Peak. From its 
geographical position, it must always command a large 
share of the trade with the vast country which stretches 
beyond it to the Rocky Mountains
It is the second city in Missouri, ranking next to St.
Louis, in population and commercial importance. Its tax­
able property has increased over $750,UUO in the last year, 
and the city revenue has increased over twenty-five p^r 
cent during the same lime. Its growth is rapid, substan- m.s w
linl und Irciumuc. Thu population now rjceeds 612,000, ! WakinFbv'ihe nbo”»e arraftaement 
the taxable property Is four and one quarter millions of 
dollars, and the gross revenue for the present year exceeds 
$ 52,000. Its financial affairs are managed in the most con­
servative manner, and the rate of taxation is only six mills 
on the dollar, including both general and special taxes.
We invite the attention of capitalists, and parties who 
desiie a sound security, at a high m e  of interest, to this
/ 'R aNE At CO.’S Express 
V Infold und Boston, vin Bath, t
ill leave Rockland for Port- 
very Tuesday and Friday
morning.
R eturning— Will leave Boston Every Monday and 
Wednesday evenings, arriving in Rocklund every Wednes­
day and Friday mornings, proceeding to Bangor same d,.ya 
The Messenger leaving Rockland .for Bangor Wednes­
day mornings, will receive busings for Boston, to be done 
by a Messenger from Bungoi by Cars direct to Boston.—
T h r e e  t h r o u g h  ExprcMMc* w e e k ly  t o  B o s to n .
Business for Portland will be attended to.
l°an ...Orders per mail will receive prompt attontion. For fur­
ther information apply to
SPENCER, VILA & CO.
BANKERS, N o. 13, Covoueks S t Boston. 
December 29, 1859._______________ 6w l____________
T h ick  T hick
B O O T S ! B O O T S!!
A. S. RICHMOND’S
M o n rj- , B a c l i n g c . ,  O r d e r ,  n n d  F r e i g h t  for
warded, aud D r a f t ,  u n d  B i l l ,  collected.
Loomis TavLon. c .  L. C kxne
E. H. COCHRAN, Agent.
X o . 2 B e r r y ’.  B lo c h ,  (U p  S l a i n , )
' „ ..............  Ovei E. Bnrrell’a, Dry Goods store.| Rockland, December 2", 1859. j , f
Penobscot iflutual insurance Co,
b a n g o r , m e .
E , L. Hamlin, Pres’t. B. Plummer, Sec’y
L ,i r r :  i j v s u r j s j v c e
effected in the following sound Companies, Going busi- 
on the moAt approved plans, and oflering induce­
ments second to no other Companies.
Premiums may be paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or 
Yearly.
N E W  E N G L A N D  M U T U A L
LIFE IN S U R A N C E  COM PANY,
B O S T O N , M A S S .
Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000.
C O N N E C T I C U T  M U T U A L
L IF E  IN S U R A N C E  CO M PANY
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N .
Accumulated Capital, $3,000,000.
Above are the oldest Life Insurance Csinpanies in the 
United States. The insured participate in the profits.
" c h a r t e r  o a k
L IF E  IN S U R A N C E  COM PANY,
H A R T F O R D  C O N N .
Capital Stock and Surplus, $500,000.




Flour, Corn, Fine Feed.
W, I. Goods and Family Groceries,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
A SUPER assortment, well worthy the examination of purchasers before buying elsewhere.
1 5 0 0  BARRELS i l o u r .
4 0 0 0  BDSIL N0RF0LK y e l l o w  c o r n .
2 6 0 0 0  LBS' FINE FEED- 
2 0 0  B u s u ’ R Y E - 
j oo BUSU-0Ars-
The most of this immense stock was purchased for 
CASH, in a Southern Market (Philadelphia). Having se­
lecled my wheat and had the same ground, 1 offer some­
thing that never has been before in this city.
C a l l  a t  N o . 9 ,  K i m b a l l  B lo o k *  
N o . 9  i* t h e  p l a c e  t o  c o m e .
L. C. PEASE,
Rockland, Nov. 23, 1859. 48tf
TWELLS & C0„
Shipping and Commission
NO* 1 0  Sc 1 2  S O U T H  W H A R V E S ,
PHILADELPHIA.
Especial attention paid to purchases ol Breadstuffs 
and sules of Lime, Lumber, Ice, &c., also to vessel’s 
charters.
Refer to FRANCIS COBB & CO.. Rockland.
PHILADELPHIA BANK, Philadelphia.
March 1, 1859. ly 20
STEWART & McLEAJXI,
S H I P  B R O K E R S
— AND—
Commission M erchants,
SAINT JOHN ,New Brunswick
Freights and Charters ‘procured.
lyRP
C7” E. H. COCHRAN, thankful for the 
liberal patronage heretofore received pledges 
himself to give the most careftil attention to 
all business entrusted to him in the Insur­
ance line.
Rockland, November 24, 1858. 48tf
T H E  O N L Y  R E M E D Y .
rrH E  Eastern Jtates, included iu that section of the 
1 Union which is most widely known as “ New Eng­
land,” contain n thrifty, industrious, intelligent people, 
who have achieved an uncommon degree of prosperity j 
with a climate extremely trying to certain constitution*, 
and a soil of small fertility, they have contrived »o sur­
pass more favored communities in almost every thing that 
conduces to social comfort and happiness Unfortunately, 
they are occasionally so absorbed in business and mentul 
cultivation, that they neglect the precautions which nre 
essential to bodily health. Dyspepsia and physical de­
bility are prevalent among nil classes. The first disease 
is produced by inatteutiou to the digestive organs, which 
iceptihle of derangement Thousands are now 
paying the penulty of this neglect, and suffering dally the ; 
most trying pains, almost without a hope of relief. They I 
havecome to believe thot their ailment is chronic, and that 
they must bear with it to the end. It gratifies us exceed- ! 
ingly to announce to these afflicted individuals that they 
command a remedy of unquestionable potency ; 
and virtue, which has never been found to fail in ull cases I 
of digestive weakness or derangement Hundreds ol 
tongues are ready to grow eh-quetit in praise of this won­
derful conquerer ol dyspepsia, which is known us
DR. J. I I 0 ST U T T E R 'S
Celebrated Stom ach Bitters.
But that numerous class who devote themselves to lit­
erary and other sedeniary pursuits, und in consequence of 
a want of physical exercise, become the victims of languor 
and debility, without neive or appetite, have hitherto 
sought in vain for some invigoratirg , life giving medicine 
whose effects upon the system shall be both speedy nnd 
permanent Physicians of eminence, and profoundly ac­
quainted with the requirements of the human frame, com­
mend HOsTLTTER ’8  BIT 1 ERS us the safest aud swift­
est stimulant to the recuperative energies of the system 
yet discovered. It restores the appetite, gives fresh vigor 
to the pigeslive orsmw. »!*•* Moo«J through tin
more lively current, corn 
pression of spirits, and fits a rnui: 
business with a cheerful he irtantl 
like other medicines which have be 
nbjoct, the B I T T E R S  do
i a tendency 
>r the transaction of 
i active minds. Un­
devised for the siime 
spasmodically,
M A R B L E  W O R K S .
R efe r e n c e—Larkin Snow, Esq. 
March 2, 1859.
G E O .  L .  H A T C H ,
S H IP P IN G  A N D  CO M M ISSION
M E R C H A N T ,
22 Sou th  S tre e t , (Up S ta irs ,
32tf N E W  Y O R K .
Apples, Apples’
|  Q 0  BARRELS BALDW IN
AND CHOICE VARIETIES,
CUSTOM-MADE
b o o t s ,
Manufactured lo order, fom ale al very low price* at jllanu r B LITCHFIELD i  SONS.
Rockland. Oclolier 26, 1859. 44if
W ARREN FACTORY
Y a r n s ,  F la n n e ls  & e.
w „ o. F U L L E R ,
SPEAR BLOCK,
A g e n t  f o r  t h e  W n r r e n  F n c t o r y ,
J J  AS on band a good stock of their
V A R X S , F U A X X E U S . c a s s i m e r e s  a n d
S a t in e t s * ,
which - ’ll be .old at the Factory price, for C u b  or Wool 
BocklM d.Au*. 17,1659.
Be Sure Y ou’re R ight
T H E N  GO A H E A D !
J’OI’F-S get deceived now and then bv
tnnt'nrifv-H r!® thereby pay exhorhi-
hi ole. f ’w lh tir K)(,T^  SHOES und IIaTS ; to be right pje\«e observe the bijju
“ T . A. W E N T W O R T H ,”
which still hangs over the door where the only TIP TOP 
assort men is kept in Rockland, and where they are sold a 
reuHomibltt prices.
llocklsnd, Oetober 27, 1859. 44^
Houses for Sale.
THIE two double tenement Hom e, with thel.Biid, known n. ihe Whiling Houses, oil Uak. Street, will be .old at 
a Great Bargain.
Enquire of M. E. THURLO.
Rockland, Ocl, 6, 1859. 41tf
K E R O S E N E  O I L !
IMI cts. 9 0  cts.
Downer's Celebrated Kerosene Oil
J S  now being sold by the subscriber, at the
Low  P rice  o f  90 cts. p er G allon ,
in quantities of 5 Gallons and upwards.
This oil is very Light C olored and free from offensive 
odor, while the quality is warranted superior to any of the 
new OILS in the market, under the mimes of C a u c i -  
i i l iu e .  Columbian Oil, dec-, «fcc.
L. WEEKS,
Rockland. Sept, 2?, 1859. 40tf
Warp, W’arp.
VATU ITE COTTON WARP, a superior arti-
* * cle, for Kale by
* W. O. FULLER,
Spear Block.
Bocklum 1, Aug. 17, 1859.
FLOUR! FLOUR!!
THRESH GROUND Ohio. .Michigan and St.
A Louis, various grudes, just received.
-----a l s o -----
Graham Flour from pure Genesee Wheat. By the bar­
rel, half bbl.or dollars worth, for sale low by
W. O. FULLER,
Spear Block.
Rockland, Aug. 16, 1F59. 34ft
JA C O B R O SE V E LT  & SO N .
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALER8 IN
CORDAGE, OIL, PAINT, TAR, PITCH
O A K U M  4 c .
S H I P  S T O H E S ,
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
2 2  S O U T H  S T ., & 3 3  C O E .V T IE S  S L I P  
X E W  Y O R K .
Manila Rope, Tar’d Rope, Anchors and Chain., Burning 
Flags, White Lead, Painl Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent Wind­
lasses, Bee.
S T O R A G E .
JACOD ROSEVELT. MARCO* ROSEVELT.
April 23, 1857. 17 ly
W m C reevv.I lChas A .F arwell.)
C R EEY Y  & FA R W E L L, 
Com m ission M erchants, and Ship  
BROKERS.
Agents for “ The Eagle L ine” New York 
Packets,
39 NATCHEZ STR EET,
44tf  NEW ORLEANS.
N .  B O Y N T O N  &, C O . ,  
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND SELLING AOENTS FOR THE
R O B B IN S  CORDAGE CO.,
PL Y  M O U T H , M A SS .
R U SSE L L  M ILLS, and Mt. V E R N O N
D U C K  C O M P A N Y S ,
are prepared lo furnish Coruuge nnd Duck of the best 
quuiity, nt the lowest manufacturers’ p rice .
N BOYNTON, ) No. 134
E BOYNTON, JR > Commercial Block,
A F I1ERVEV )  BOSTON.
January 18, 1859. _____________
SOLD A G A IN .
H AVING recently sold to N. II HALL, Botanic Drug­gist, my eutiro stock oi Medicines, crude and com­
pound, 1 hereby inform my friends that hereafter all my 
compounds prepared by myself will be sold by him di­
rectly, under my office.
DR. C. H. COFFRAN.
made an ngreement with him to com- 
pound said Medicines myself, the public may be assured 
of obtaiuuu genuine articles, C II C
Rock and, Dec. 14, 1859. 8w6I
BARRETT'S
D Y E  H O  U  S B
OFFICE, 140 WASHINGTON ST.
b o s t o n .
THIS well known establishment, supplied W ith ll,e best Machinery known, *;nd with every facility for the 
prosecution of the dyeing bustr-ess in the very best style, 
continues to dye und finish Lsdies Dresses. Cloaks,bhawls, 
anu every article ol Ladies’ wearing apparel ; Genrleineii t 
Coats, Overcoats, Fanis and Vests, in a style never sur-
pa””|]  HATCH, No. 4 Terry Block, Lime Rock Streel, 
A g c u t  fo r  R o c k la n d  a n d  v ic in ity *
Rocklund, November 2 1859. 45tl
r< RAPE GROWERS CAN CARRY ON their
x J  business most successfully at Ilatnmonton, free from 
frosts. S e e  advertisement o f Hainmonton Lands, another 
column. 3 1 6m
ith a temporary power—the influence of the remedy is 
lasting. And if a patient will but give some attention to 
securing pi oper exercise, after the relief has been afford­
ed, he need fear no return of the affliction. The debility 
natural to the encroachments of years upon the bodily 
frame i» also alleviated by this great strengthening medi­
cine, thus enabling the aged to pass their declining days in 
physical ease *, whereas they are now suffering from ex­
treme weakness nnd nervousness. To this venerable class 
of people, IIOSTETTUR’S BITTERS may be commend­
ed as invalnahle. The proprietors ot this invigorator 
have, in in addition, a deep gratification in assuring 
NURSING MOTHERS that they will find the BITTERS 
the best and safest of restoratives. Very few medicines 
are sanctioned by physicians as prnper to be administered 
during the period of nursing *, and this has obtained an 
univer>al preference.
O* Those who desire to purchase this great remedy 
for Dyspepsia and Debility should remember the precise 
title, HOSTETTEU’S CELEBRATED STOMACH BIT­
TERS. 1' ii put up in quart bottles with the name, D R . 
J .  H O S T E T T E R ’S S T O M A C H  B I T T E R S , 
blown on the bottle, and also stamped on the cap covering 
the cork, with the autograph of HOSTETTER dc SMITH 
on the label. These things are important, on account of 
the numerous counterfeits now iu the market.
Prepared and sold by aIOSTETTER Ac SMITH, Pitts­
burgh., Pa. and also sold by ull drug;$>sts, grocers, and 
dealers generally throughout the United Stales, Canada, 
South America and Germany.
Sold by C. I*. FESSENDEN, Rockland *, W . M. COOK, 
Thomaston ; J. H. ESTABROOKS, Jr., Camden-
WEEKS POTTER, Boston, general Agents for the 
New England States.
May 24. 1859. 221y
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
A. compound remedy, in which we hare la­
bored to produce the most effectual alterative 
that can be made. I t is a concentrated extract 
* ara Sarsaparilla, so combined with other 
substances of still greater alterative power as 
to afford an effective antidote for tRc diseases 
Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. I t  is believed 
that such a remedy is wanted by those who 
suffer from Strumous complaints, and that one 
which will accomplish their cure must provo 
of immense service to this large class of our 
afflicted fellow-citizens. How completely this 
compound will do it has been proven by exper­
iment on many of the worst cases to be found 
of the following complaints: —
S crofula  a nd  S crofulous C om plaints, 
E r u ptio n s  and  E r u p t iv e  D isea ses , U lcers, 
P im pl e s , B lo tch es , T umors, Sa l t  R h eum , 
S cald H ead , S y p h il is  and  S y p h il it ic  A f ­
fe c t io n s , M e r c u r ia l  D ise a se , D ro psy , N eu ­
ra lg ia  o r  T ic  D o u lo u reu x , D e b il it y , D ys­
p e p s ia  and  I n d ig e st io n , E ry s ip e la s , R osb 
or  St . A n t h o n t ’s F ir b , and indeed the whole 
class of complaints arising from I m pu r it y  o p 
t h e  B lood .
This compound will be found a great pro­
moter of health, when taken in the spring, to 
expel the foul humors which fester in the 
blood at that season of the year. By the time­
ly expulsion of them many rankling disorders 
are nipped in the bud. Multitudes can, by 
the aid of this Temedy, spare themselves from 
the endurance of foul eruptions and ulcerous 
sores, through which the system will strive to 
rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to do 
this through the natural channels of the body 
by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out the 
vitiated blood whenever you find its impurities 
bursting through the skin in pimples, eruptions, 
or sores; cleanse it when you find it is ob­
structed and sluggish in the veins ; cleanse it 
whenever it is foul, and your feelings will tell 
you when. Even where no particular disorder 
is felt, people enjoy better health, and live 
longer, for cleansing the blood. Keep the 
blood healthy, and all is well; but with thi3 
pabulum of life disordered, there can be no 
lasting health. Sooner or later something 
must go wrong, and the great machinery of 
life is disordered or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the 
reputation of accomplishing these ends. But 
the world has been egregiously deceived by 
preparations of it, partly because the drug 
alone has not all the virtue that is claimed 
for it, but more because many preparations, 
pretending to be concentrated extracts of it, 
contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, 
or any thing else.
During late years the public have been mis­
led by large bottles, pretending to give a quart 
of Extract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most 
of th se have been frauds upon the sick, for 
they not only contain little, if any, Sarsapa­
rilla, but often no curative properties whatev­
er. Hence, bitter and painful disappointment 
has followed the use of the various extracts of 
Sarsaparilla which flood the market, until the 
name itself is justly despised, and has become 
synonymous with imposition and cheat. Still 
we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend 
to supply such a Temedy as shall rescue the 
name from the load of obloquy which rest3 
upon it. And we think we have ground for 
believing it has virtues which are irresistible 
by the ordinary rim of the diseases it is intend­
ed to cure. In order to secure their complete 
eradication from the system, the remedy should 
be judiciously taken according to directions on 
the bottle.
pr e pa r e d  by
D R .  J .  C .  A Y E R  &  C O .
L O W E L L ,  M A S S .
P r ic e , $ 1  p e r B o ttle  | Six B o ttle s  fo r  $5.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of 
every variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that 
it is entirely unnecessary for us to recount the 
evidence of its virtues, wherever it has been em­
ployed. As it has long been in constant use 
throughout this section, we need not do more than 
assure the people its quality is kept up to the best 
it ever has been, and that it may be relied on to 
do for their relief all it has ever been found to do.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
FOR THE CT7RE OF
C ostiveness , Ja u n d ic e , D ysp ep sia , In d ig es tio n , 
D y sen te ry , F o u l S to m a ch , E rys ip e la s , H eadache , 
P iles , R h e u m a tis m , E r u p tio n s  a n d  S k in  D iseases, 
L iv e r  C om pla in t, D ropsy , T e tter , T u m o rs  a n d  
S a lt  R h e u m , W o rm s, G ou t , N eu ra lg ia , a s a  
D in n e r  P ill,  a n d  f o r  P u r i fy in g  the B lood .
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensi­
tive can take them pleasantly, and they are the 
best aperient in the world for ail the purposes of a 
family physic.
Price 25 cents per B o x ; Five boxes for $1.00,
Great numbers of Clergymen, Physicians, States­
men, and eminent personages, nave lent their 
names to certify the unparalleled usefulness of these 
remedies, but our space here will not permit the 
insertion of them. The Agents below named fur­
nish gratis our Am erican  A lmanac in which they 
are given; with also full descriptions of the above 
complaints, and the treatment that should be fol­
lowed for their cure.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with 
other preparations they make more profit on. 
Demand A y e r ’s , and take no others. The sick 
want the best aid there is for them, and they should 
have it.
All our remedies arc for sale by 
Sold by F G. COOK, and C, 1*. * ESSEN DEN, Rock­
land; E. Dana, Jr., W iscasset; It. C Chapman, Dainar- 
iscotta ; Carney Bros., Sheepscot Bridge ; S. J. Bond, 
Jeflerson ; J . Rust, Washington ; J. 8. Green, Union ; J. 
B Welherhee, Warren ; O. W. Gordon, Thomaston : anil 
all Druggists. 47tf
S W E T T
TTAVING purchased the entire interest of the
A-i late firm of COBB & SW ETT, together with their 
stock, fixtures, &c., hereby irives notice that he has asso­
ciated with himself MR. JACOB McCLUUE, and re­
moved the business to their
• N E W  S T A N D  O N  M A IN  S T R E E T ,
One door South of Sawyer & Colson’s Cabinet Ware­
house ; where they will constantly be prepared to supply 
their old friends and customers with all varieties of work 
in their line including
M o n u m e n ts , G r a v e  StoueN , M a n t le  P ie c e s ,  
C h im n e y  P ie c e s ,  M a r b le  S h e lv e s ,  
T a b le  T o p s , S in k s , W a s h  
B o w l  S lab*, &.C., See.,
All of which will he warranted in style of workman­
ship, quality of material, and price, to give entire satis­
faction.
The lact that Mr McClure has been for the past five 
yeurs the foreman of the late firm of Cobb Ac Swell, nnd 
as such has executed their best jobs of work, will be a 
sufficient guarantee to the friends and customers of the 
old firm of the quality of the work which may be ex­
ecuted by us, and we can only add that no pains will 
he spared to merit and secure a continuance of the pat­
ronage of our friends and the publ*c.
L. Swett,
J McClure. SW ETT Ac McCLURE.




A. B. COBB & Co..
HAVING purchased the entire Interest of ANDREW CLARK, ol Camden, they now offer great inducements 
to those desirous of obtaining Marble Work ol any des­
crip: ion as they use W a t e r  P o w e r  to finish their work, 
thereby «aving 25 per cent, in cost of manufacture. We 
are prepared to sell
S H Q l B O l B I B I B i r S ,
G rave Stones, Chim noy P ieces,
C o u n te r  a n d  T a b le  T o p s , S h e lv e s  & c., dee*
ALSO,-SOAP STONES, SINKS, and STOVE LIN­
INGS <fcc., 20 per cent less than former prices by calling 
at our place
I Mt D o o r  N o r th  o f  C o b b , W h it e  Ac C a se ’s,
ROCKLAND,
or at Shop formerly occulted by A. CLARK, Camden 
Harbor. „
Rockland, Nov. 29,1859. 49tf
Cancimene Oil-
THE best Oil in the market is undoubtedlyIhe New C.nrlmene Oil. Il give, a superior ligh I to 
the Kerosene Oil. burn, longer, ami is entirely free from 
smoke and disagreeable* odor It will burn in the common 
Kerosene Lamps. The cheapest Kerosene Oil is $125 per 
gallon, hut we will sell the C a n c e m in b  for  $ 1 .1 0  per 
gallon, and warraut it to give belter satisfaction than the
HEW ETT Ac SAFFORD.
Bookland, October 5. 1859.
TEW THOUSAND THANKS
ARE DAILY BEING SENT
P R O F .  if| A  i% V  I  L  L
For introducing into this country, the
C E L E B R A T E D  G R E C I A N
H A I R  R E S T O R A T I V E .
It is h source of just pride to us, as well as those thnt 
are so unfortunate as to loose their Hair, either by sick­
ness or hereditary baldness, that we have at last, by con­
stant study a» d practice, introduced an article into this 
country, called the
G recian H air  R estorative,
That will absolutely produce a beautiful growth of Hair 
on bald heads, of its original growth, color and beauty.
Among the ten thousand preparations for the Hair, 
there is none that hns, or will compare with this unri­
valled preparation. It is the best Hair Dressing ever 
known in the world, aut\ to those ihht use it lot a dress­
ing, it will produce the most beautiful curls that their fan­
cy enn desire, it prevents the Hair from fulling off, rids 
the head from dandruil, cleanses the scalp, and will cure 
headuche quicker than any article.
Heretofore it has been with great difficulty that we could 
supply our orders, our facilities are now such,that we can 
supply our friends at the shortest notice.
Manufactured by E. F. MaNVILL & Co.,
469 Broaaway, New-York.
All orders must be sent to
RUFUS SMALL, BidJeford, Me., 
Ths only wholesale agent for Maine, where a full supply- 
will be constantly kept.
Prico 50 cents per bottle. The usual discount mude to 
dealers.
Kept for sale at retail by N. IF HALL, Rockland ; ED­
WARD DANA, WIscasset-, J. T. GILM \N, Bath; WM, 
BARKER, Brunswick ; and by the Apothecaries generally.
WISTAR’S BALSAM 
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F l o u r ,  F l o u r .
CORN! CORN!!
B- LITC H FIELD , J r.,
X O .  1 K I M B A L L .  B L O C K ,
lour and Corn lo purchase from in the city, wholesale 
or retail,
WE HAVE OX HAM) AM) TO ARRIVE
5 0 0 BBLS. NEW YORK FLOUR.
q n n  b b l s . o ii io  a n d  K e n t u c k y
O U U  (Bouud Hooped) FLOliR.
J Q Q  BBLS. RICHMOND FLOUR. 
2 Q 0  BBLS. CANADA FLOUR.
I H A  BBLS. WISCONSIN AND IOWA
i  l F L O U R .
3 0 0 0  BUSfIELS best NORFOLK and
2 0
YELLOW CORN.
TONS FEED TO ARRIVE.
We purchase our Goods exclusively for Cash and with 
twenty years experience in the trade, buy a t all the best 
mnrkets in the States nnd Canadas.
The above GOODS will be sold wholesale or retail at 
prices to defy competition, by
B. LITCHFIELD, At SONS, 
Rockland, October 27, 1859. 44tf
S lia k e r  H e r b s ,
FRESH and new, for sale by49tf J. S. HALL Ac CO., No. 9 Spear Block.
THE HEST REMEDY 
THE BEST ItEMEDY 
THE BEST REMEDY 
TIJE BEST REMEDY 
For Coughs, Colds, and Infltfenza. 
For Coughs, Colds, and Influenza. 
For Coughs, Colds, and Influenza. 
For Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
A CERTAIN  REM EDY 
A CERTAIN REM EDY 
A CERTAIN  REM EDY 
A CERTAIN  REM EDY
FOR WHOOPING-COUGH, CP.O'JP, AND ASTHMA. 
FOR WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, AND ASTHMA. 
FOR WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, AND ASTHMA. 
FOR WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, AND ASTHMA.
A  SU R E CURE  
A  SUR E CURE  
A  SUR E CURE  
A  SU R E  CURE
FOR BRONCHITIS AND SORE THROAT. 
FOR BRONCHITIS AND SORE THROAT. 
FOR BRONCHITIS AND SORE THROAT. 
FOR BRONCHITIS AND SORE THROAT.
A SOVEREIGN BALM 
A SOVEREIGN BALM 
A SOVEREIGN BALM 
A SOVEREIGN BALM
For all Affections of the Throat ami Lungs. 
For all Affections of the Throut and longs. 
For all Affections of the Throat and longs. 
For all Affections of the Throat nnd Lungs. 
IT  R EL IEV ES AT ONCE.
IT  R E L IE V E S  AT ONCE.
IT  R EL IEV ES AT ONCE.
IT  R E L IEV ES A T ONCE.
IT EFFECTS
A  P E R M A N E N T  C U R E .
A  P E R M A N E N T  C U R E .
A  P E R M A N E N T  C U R E ,
A  P E R M A N E N T  C U R E .
Beware o f Counterfeits*
Beware o f Counterfeits**
Bew are o f Counterfeits.
Bew are o f Counterfeits*
The only genuine has the written signature “  I. Bu tts ,” 
as well as the printed name of tho Proprietors, 
SETH W . FOW LE & CO., Boston , 
on the outside wrappers, therefore bo not deceived. 
FOB SALE
ky Druggists and Dealers in Medicines both in City and 
Country,
EVERYWHERE.
E V E R Y W H E R E .
E V E R Y W H E R E .
EVERYWHERE.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland; WM. M. 
COOK,Thomaston *, JOHN Ba LCH Ac BON, Warren | 
JOSHUA 9. GREENE. Union; J. 1J. ESTABROnK, 
CAV DEN *, and for sale by all dealers in medicine every- 
Whert. July 7 881y
